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The objective of the project is to come up with an architectural and 
acoustical concept and design for the objects of renovation, so they can be 
converted from industrial buildings into rehearsal rooms and concert halls 
with flexible and independent utilization and with high quality acoustical 
conditions, preserving the industrial heritage and responding to the national 
trends and needs in Maastricht, to give a positive impulse to the musical and 
cultural life of the city. 

The design of the Music House offers an authentic experience of the 
existing built environment and the local identity, while fitting the 'spirit of 
the age'. By adding a new distinctive and connecting layer, slightly placed 
back compared to the existing, the elements of the past are emphasized 
and a dialogue between the old and new is created. The elements of the 
past, present and future become identifiable.The history of the buildings is 
presented to its observers while in the same time the new function and new 
epoch of the buildings is distinct The new and the old, both being powerful 
and recognizable, reinforce each other and form a symbiosis.The new and 
the old are connected and are determining the character of the conversion. 
Inside the original spatial qualities of the halls can still be experienced 
while the acoustical environment satisfies the requirements of today. 
The two existing adjacent boiler houses, each having suitable volumes 
and width to length and width to height ratios considering acoustics, 
are expanded by another module of similar proportions, which results 
in a large concert hall with suitable proportions as well, when mutually 
connected. By utilizing the full heights and volumes and leaving the 
construction in sight, the industrial character can still be experienced and 
its building typology is maintained, while favorable acoustical conditions are 
created. This connecting gesture, the connecting roof parts between the 
facades and roofs of the different halls, allows proper sound distribution 
in the large concert hall and (early) reflections towards the audience. 

Due to variability of both the layout and the acoustics the halls can 
be adjusted perfectly to a wide range of usages, from all kinds of music 
performances or rehearsals, to even ballet or cabaret as well. By means of 
variable volume, variable absorption and variable reflectors the acoustics, 
for example the reverberation time, can be adjusted.A double mobile wall 
system enables large volume changes (by connection and decoupling of 
the three individual music halls into one large concert hall and vice versa) 
and it enables the variability of absorption (by choosing the panel side 
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and the therefore the amount of absorption that is exposed towards 
the hall). Due to the application of telescopic tribunes and movable floor 
partitions (stage sizes) various concert arrangement are possible and the 
concert set up can even be removed to clear the entire floor surface of 
each hall and give space to rehearsals of ensembles up to large orchestras. 

By means of acoustical simulations the acoustics of the various halls and 
stage environments is fine-tuned for concert arrangements for chamber 
music performances (three individual smaller halls) and symphonic music 
performances (the grand concert hal~.The investigated parameters are T30' 

EDT, CIll, G, LF eo' BR, TR, STearly' ST
late

, and I.I.The layout and the materials of 
the halls are adjusted until the final design of the concert halls met all of the 
proposed acoustical requirements for concert situations. Per hall (chamber 
music hall I, hall 2. hall 3 and symphony concert hall 1,2.3) the amount of 
variable absorption on the mobile wall partitions is determined in order 
to obtain the desired reverberation times for the indicated hall usages. 
An investigation is made of the possible sound insulating performance 
of the double use of mobile wall partitions for direct air bome sound. 
Preliminary calculations indicated that the mobile wall system (consisting 
of two moveable walls with a cavity of 0.3 m in-between) should be able 
to provide suffident sound insulation between the various halls to meet 
the requirements for concert hall conditions. However, since the total 
sound insulation performance of the entire wall system depends on the 
sound insulation performance of flanking sound paths as well (and thus 
on the implementation of connections of the mobile walls system with 
the construction), it cannot be concluded yet (neither excluded) that 
simultaneous and independent usage (concert situation) of the three 
halls is possible. Simultaneous rehearsals are more conceivable than 
concurrent concerts, due to less stringent background noise requirements. 

The Music House unites all stal<eholders of the (music related) cultural life 
of Maastricht by offering both rehearsal and concert opportunities for both 
amateur and professional ensembles.The function and the design stimulate 
interaction and cooperation, through which a positive impulse is given to 
the cultural life of Maastricht and struggling music associations can start a 
second life. Through the conversion, in which the authenticity of both the 
old and new is recognized, the buildings itself are granted a second life as well. 
Due to its new function and design the industrial buildings are brought back 
to life, are given back to the city and are put to the test of time once more. 
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Subject 
For more than 175 years the historic~1 NorthWen entrance of 
th e city Maastricht was dominated by the industrial activities 
of the Royal Sphinx factory:an ea rthenware faceory,stemming 
from 183'1. and meanly known for iu ,aniUry producu such 
as toileu lnd sinks. Now the production hu left the inner city. 
this indunrial.mdavf! (see figure 0.1 , indicated in b lue.) i. part 
of an enormous .... development project called 'Selvedere' . 
The 'Head of the Sphinx', the complex of Sphinx herit",,, It 
the eut side of the Boschitrut (.ee fIgure 0.1, the blue l_ 
.haped part lnd fi~ 0.2 on th . next page), is l high-clan 
cultural and historical ensemble of buildings thlt is reing to 
be conV<l'rted into l cultural centre 'De Timmerfabriek'. This 
complex in the sub-centre of Maastricht consists of a sequence 
of nrious industrial buildings, ,II in differ~nt buildin,s styles, 
and is bor<lered by the Zuid.Willemsvurt (a canal) in the east, 
by't Banln (a port of storage) In th~ south, th~ Boschstrut 
in ttle W~$t and th~ Frannnsin,el in the north (see fi,ure 0.2). 

Th. subjects of this graduOltlon project are the former 
electriul pow~r stat io n (buildin, F), the two adjacent boil~r 
houses (buildin,s G & H) and the saw mill (build in, E) at 
the Head of the Sphinx.The surrounding build ings, buildings 
A, B, C & 0 (respectively the former remise. rur bui ldin, 
re mise. war.hous. and office building), are alrudy In th e 
procen of conversion and are going to lccommodue a 
combination of u:istinr cultural institutions with activities 
like thntr •• cinema. drama and more. However, the 
municipality d eCided to dea l with the buildings concerned, 
buildings E, f, G and H, in a next stalle. This is crutinll a 
unique opportunity for a graduation project to come up 
with a good proposal for a function and desiln for thue 
buildin", so thu they will be reu niona ble effortlenly with 
the rest of the cultural complex. 

Motivation 
As a result of a previous master prolect, which comprehended 
an intensive research towards the lcousti" on stages in Dutch 
concert! hall., the awareness arose that Maastric ht in fact does 
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not possess a real cOrlCert hall and rehearsa l opportunities 
for professional (symphonic) orchesmu.As a former resident 
of Maastricht and as an ICtive former member 01 a musk 
association in this city, the need for rehearul and corlCert 
locations for amateur clubs w:u already clHr. With those 
two observation. in mind. in search for a graduation topic, 
the developments concerning the new cultural centre 'De 
Timmerfabriek' were closety monitored. From conversations 
with the municipali ty. the former alderman of Culture, the 
director of the theatre Theater un 't Vrijthof' and the 
intendant of amateur art, the needs of the city and its future 
plan. and ambitions With regard to culture were crystlilized: 
the conversion 01 buildings F, G, H will be addr ... ~d in a later 
stage and the munidpali ty is thinking of a music related function. 
A. an engaged person who is concerned about the waste 
and loss of space (already scarce in the Netherland.), about 
the waste and loss of culture, history, material. and energy, 
the choice for a project about conversion 01 industrial 
heritage in the inner city seemed intere.t in" lo,;ca l and 
wise. After al" conver5ion can be a solution for a ll the 
problems mentioned above and in the future two third 
of the building projects In the Netherland. will include 
conversions. Conver$ion will become a daily practice;because 
the society i. chan""" building. will fall Into disuse and 
we simply cannot rebu ild eve rything that has been built. 
Inspired by the conversation. with stlkeholders and 
in.pired by the visits of the industr ial complex it was 
decided to combine in this ,raduation project the need 
for the conversion of the residual industrial buildings 
of the cultur3.1 centre with the need for profeuional 
and amateur concert hal l. and rehear.al room •. 
Because of the needs and developmenu of 'the city of 
my youth' (which will be described more thorough later 
on), because 01 the author', affection with acoustic. and 
musk and havin, a lon, cheri.hed wish to work on a design 
project once more (after three research -related project. 
durin, the Muter), the motintion to get .tarted and work 
on this interesting and diver .. grad uation project emerged 
natura lly and is kept nourished. 

Objective 
The objective of the project i. to come to an architecto.ral 
and acoustical concept and design for the objects of 
renovation, so they ~ be converted from indu.trial buildings 
into rehearsal room. and concert halls with fleXible and 
independent utilization and with acoustical conditions of 
high quality, preserving the indu.strial heritage and responding 
to the national trends and needs in Ma~.tricht, to give I 

po.iti .... impulse to the muSiClI and cultural life of the city. 

Re5earch questions 
In or.:Ier to lttain the objectives mentioned above, this g",duation 
project tries to gi .... answer. to the following underlying research 
questionJ:How can the former boi ler houses It the former Sphinx 
ternoin in Maanritht be fitted for concert halls and rehearsal 
room" maintaining t he industrial character ~nd ilS building 
typologyl Is it possible, and if yes, how. to expand the turrent 
module. flexib ly, by means of repeating modules, Into a concert 
hall d larger .ize with excellent acoustic. 15 weHI How can the 
acoustics be adjusted, sUiti", periormarlCe. of . maller ensembles 
and periormances c:J orchestra. a la Andre Roleu as weill I. it 
realizable to use these room. separately and independen tlyl 
How are the modules renovated, finished, deconted and 
mutually ~Rd to .... Iize the objective mentioned above! 

Structure 
The HrucWre of the report is roughly based on the con.ecuti .... 
steps c:J the gradmtion process. Fir.t, an intensiye analysis 
of various aspects has been performed to gather enough 
knowledge and know_how,llrips a.nd causes to be able to .elect 
a suitable function for the buildings and to .tart the second 
phase, the designing part. The report i. therefore divided 
into two parts; an analySiS and a description 01 the design. 

Po" 1 
I':art one .tara with a deSCription of the social context, and 
therefore impHcidythe relevance of the lubjectand the motivation 
for this graduation project (part I, chapter I ).In the f,rst phase 01 
the graduation project a literature study hu been periormed to 
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anatyse the history, the current ,tate ~nd the future ,ituation 
of the buildings involved and their location in Mnstricht (part 
I. chapter 2). Parallel to tht. research hilS been executed to 
the concept of conversion (part I, chapter 3). Furthermore. 
projecu of in,piratlon have been vi,ited or studied.Therefore, 
examples of converted fanner industri~1 building complexes 
into cultural centers in the Netherlands are described in 
part I, chapter"",;u well as the acoustics and the design of 
examples of both transformed and new built concert halls. In 
addition •• ome acoustical theory has been studied. whkh is 
described in chapter 5. At the end 01 part one a summary i. 
given of the most important findings of u.. ana lysis. which are 
e .. entia l for the des ign of the concert and rehearsal ha ll(s) 
and which justify the , elected function for the conversion 
(part I, chapter 6). 

Part 2 
Part two of the report sura with a shOf"t method d~scription 
01 the design phase (part 2. chapter I) which is follo_d by a 
description of the program of requiremenu for the (an:hitectun.1 
and acoustic) d~sil" (part 2. chapte r 2) ...,d an all-embracing 
concept (part 2, chapter 3). The final design and the results 01 
the acoustic simub.tion. a .... elucidated in respectively part 2, 
chapter"" and 5. after which the .... port end. with a reflection 
(conclu.ions. discunion and recommendation., part 1 chapter 6). 
In the appendix. a separ.lte volume, the accompanying dr.wings, 
figu ..... and tz.bIes ....... ndosed. 

Definitions and denotations 

(onwnion 
Both in Duteh and in English there are ,everal denotation, and 
reflOemenu lor the concept 'herbestemmin( or conversion 
(In Dutch; hergebruik, reparatie. renovatie. .....tau"'ti ... 
reconstructie. transforrnatie etc., or in Eng1 ish; conversion, 
reitneration, refunctioning, trandormation, .... habilitation, 
reconstnxtion, restoration etc.). They all ha.,.. , Iighdy 
different ~ings and are used confused ly, which makes it 
difficult to choose a ri3ht tran. lation. It i. decided to use 
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'conversion' for the Dutch word 'herbestemming' throughout 
the enti .... report. and in chapter 3 of part I the definition in 
the context of this graduation project is further explained. 

N~me. of .treets, building., rlwn ••• 
The names of streen, rivers and WlIterS. buildings or plact'$ in 
Maastricht are not tTanslated in English. like Bosch.trut. Zuid_ 
WMlemsvaart, De Timmerfabriek, etc. Th. basin in Maastricht, a 
dockinz .ection of the Qlnal (Zuid-Willemsvaart) which func
tioned u a port 01 storage and which is wide enouzh to al_ 
iaw lor uninterrupted canal traffIC. is called among the citi
zens of Maastricht 't Busin'. and this denotation is therefore 
used interchangeably with 'th~ &sin' tlv-oughout th. '""port. 
In Maastricht. the new cultural centre in the form. r factory 
buildings i. caneoj 'De TimmerfaOriek' (Carpentry factory), 
which might be slighdy confusing. since the main buildings of 
the complex (Buildings C&O) were not accommodating the 
carpentry !J.ctory. but the wa .... hou.e and the offICe 01 the 
Sphinx. The carpentry factory (timmerfabriek). Of" the .aw min 
where the boxes for the transportation and storage of the 
products were m~nufactured. wa. actually located in building E. 

1'1 
The numbers in Orac.keu are referring to the ~U!rature 
consulted for that sentence or paragraph. In the bib60graphy 
at the end of the report the COITesponding .ources are ~sted. 
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no·J·O: -.~--. ---

1 

social 
context 

This araduation prote<;t 
••• pooch 10 three Irlrldl 
and developm.e<lU 
that can be obse.-ved 
In Mu~uid1T; and II 
national. (maybe .. 1111 

IntematJonal) level at this 
moment. In thit chl9t«" 
these wee developments 
that come toaeu,er In th;,,: 
proje-et are d."rib..:j Ind 
e><pIalned. 

1.1 First Obset'vaoon: Conversion of indunrlll' he ritalle In 
inner cities 

It is a natiooalal'ld ~tN.,.tlooal pn.rIOITIfiIOII: old kli. induitry 
in inner cities. In the t:ime 01 tN: 11Idu5U'ia1 Rl"oIulion in the 
niner-m. CIInrury m.". _ bulldlnp ....e~ cr'eatM in a 
relatiVely U!on. su-.td! of tma for the pt"Oduction. trade and the 
provisioo of senKel. ClfisinaIIy. these b<.oildircs ~ located at 
die boo denof the city,but m~ ~nsIon In the WurM of the 
yean tMy are n ..... absorbed in me urt>en WID. SInce the 1'150'1 
and the 1960\ many of these ~dustrial edmcn Ieil lno;o ~oc.. 
This Will caused by -.,1 faaol'l,lft'IOfI( cMm:CIOballution aM 
metnltionallution ( i~ the foundation ot die EC).InU"Nse 
in $QJe, me . '''1 of C«hnolog aM automation. die ~ in 
faucrs widl ~rd u> the esabllshment and die indl'SlriallUtion 
of die poURIUluW soci..y (11). New 'nduuml KtiYitIes uk 
for new production pn>(eun and therdor., MW fa.hionobl. 
buiklinr.lnvi". the old industrial herlllge iii; .,. ~kion Of" 

comoer .. oo ("'I). Th"'''Ih gIoMbation Ind ..t.anlu.lion thflS" 
spots art 1os1"l their idtntity, 1"IUn'Ibir1, arlM1 and decay ... ts in. 

Monuments dotin, from bMor-. 1800 • 18SO al"fl autormtklly 
prt$trvtd by molllJlTIent cart (orpniatioo for ~.ervatkm of 
morouments and ~rtcri( build inglJ but Jer rcunaet" industrial 
morllJments It i. len obvillUS and tommoft . A tnlmendoo.i$ 
amoont of industrial bui ldinp foil..:! til bOI appreciated and h .. 
been demoli$~d withOUt proper .stimat loo of the val u. of t ..... 
indu.trial ..... ritlfO. Industrial ntna;e had and hu to prove Itstlf. 
It was oot until tht .eventit. that In""'1 in industril l tltmn.nU 
,rew, In Imitation III England. Only at the end of tht .i,nu ••. 
d1t population u _I u politicians beame IW3r~ of tI'Ie lact 
that f.lctory buildil'l&l dots..--d appriKJi,tion II1d protection (37]. 
Fortunnely, nowadayo !tI~ COl'IWraion of IndllStrial a.nd naticnal 
~tagtgains in popularity In UPIC'tIOclhr .... y.One ohM nsuoIU 
is !tift und ..... sundirc that lut decade many 'II-I..abl' buildin" 
have been pen'dled. 1vtd .nodI .. _" Is mat muni(ipUtie5 
:v-.d dties j~l ngty ~ognia that h«itap forml ilI1 Mmr.t 
they can .... to determine th6 ldenciry of me city. 8uild~p 
wid! 111 ~dusuial o r ~kural ~nd lUdlenriaUt, 
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with th .... nistory and chari.ma, thu image municipalities 
would like to communicate to their Inhabitants, visitors and 
investors, Conver.ions aimed at housing, busine" activities and 
recrution contribute to a 'UJt:l.in~ble "'''ie of .carce .pace 
in th. hiKhIr urbaniz .. d citi •• and to thtt liveliness of th. urban 
arn; both them~s that art politically and socially quite current, 

"As the industrial reb are trodually redaimed to. new use, the heart 
of the city trows stroot' (Rlchters 1999: 68) 

TIt. deV<llopments describotd abov. imply that within th. 
next years more and more old industry wi. disappear and 
indu.trial u""" within urban .urroundings will be al located 
with new d estin~tion. and functions. Th. ch~lIenge is to cnalQ 

contemporary insertions With respect to the old range of 
thouKhts,.o that people can be exposed to both the old and 
the new. In this gn.duation project dea~ng with this aru. of 
tension is an Important aspect. as the subject of the project 
include. the rellO'tJ.tion and conver.ion of factory buWdint. 
at th. former Sphinx ter",in in the city centr. of Maastricht. 

1.2 Second Observation: Decline of membership of ilSSO
eiations 

Whllther it co",ern. a .~ or musk association, almost all 
traditional societies and clubs are facing a decline in member.hip. 
In contrast to the past where the 'choice' for a dub member.hip 
was larply determined by tradition or th. relation.hip with a 
specifIC pillar (because of the pillarisationl segregation of the 
society). nowaday. ioyalty of members toward. their "".ociation 
h ... t« a different meanin(. Recruation and loti."", in orpnized 
.-.Iation i. I .... obvious than in former times, when many 
activities were organized by the church, woO< or a political 
assodatlon.Sociai mOl:ive. for membership fade away,in.tead the 
dev~opment of p"rsonalskills becom •• the moliv. ofamat. urs. 
The individualization together with the digitallution, the ageing 
of the population, the emerge",. of all kinds of new art forms 
that,,", mo .... appealing to young people and cause. strong 
competition on the lei.ure market,and higher time pres.ure. ue 
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affectin,ll th. vitality of "".ociation. [2'1]. Especially adolescentS 
and parents with (young) cI1~dren art experiencing high time 
pressures.. which is reduein,ll the pl<lCtice of amateur art on a 
regular ba.e. People art less willing to reserve one fixed ev. ning 
a week for a dub evenin" training or rehearsal.They art in need 
for more flexibl. approaches, Ilk. pmject-ba.ed activitieS. But 
thl'l is weakening the corporate ~fe and thenofono associations 
have difflCU ltie. in finding admini.t .... tive framework. Organized 
recreation move. overto ad hoc Ktivitie! and .hort term projects. 
Thmughout me Netherlands amateur arts ar~ making a transition 
from traditional context. and bond. to more fiexible scenarios. 
Maastricht has always hJ.d a rich sociJ.l life. u.. anu.teur art is 
of time immemorial imbedded and rooted in the local soc;'ty, 
but tIM developments mention .. d above leave their trace'! on 
the m",ic associations (especially the harmon;'. and fanfare.) of 
limbut"J. For example,harmony St, Pieter (a district in Maastricht), 
st .. mm"',Il from 1890 counted around 80 participating members 
in its heydays in the eightiesand th. nin.ue •. buunno 2011 it has 
d ..... tically reduced to 20 member •. And this is not an example 
on its own. oth ... harmoni •• and fanfa ..... of Maastrlr.ht, Wke de 
'Koninklijke Harmonie van Maastricht' ,'Fanfare St.Joezep','Wieker 
Fanb .... ' and <Harmonie Ster de Toekom.t' have .im~ar hi.torie. 
and deveiopments of membership and u. al .... ady in conversation 
with each other about possible cooperation strategies or even 
mer,llingpc .. ibilitie. for th. futu ..... To save this rich mu.ic culture 
a well directed shift from tradition to innovation must be started. 
A.sociation. mu.t be encouraged to seek the confrontation and 
to reinvent them.elves.A revitabed orientation on the identity 
initiates exciting innovative development •. When as.ociations 
meet each other and cooperate more intensively while they rely 
on ""'" oth.r'. strengths, th"'1 can rtd iscover them.elve'!, add 
dimensions,and er.at. special experienc .... profundity and quality . 

Thisgraduation project wants to re'!pond to these deveiopmellU 
by d.signing a nMeting placu for mu.ic association., by creating 
an encounter place where various music groups, from choin to 
.mall innrum.ntal . nsemble. to bluer orche.t ..... , can find .... cn 
other. can stimulate, inspirt and complement IIIIch other.o thu 
they can help eacn other out on individual annual cornmitrnellU 



and work torther on collective mu.k>.1 projects. Perhap. tMl 
exploring, projllCt-ba.,.d aggregation in m. becirJr"oinc will in 
the end lead to the merging of associations into permanent 
vibl orpnintion. with plenty of enthu.iutk members. 

1.3 Third Observation: Crisis and financial cutbacks in the 
cultural sector 

s"caus,. of the financial (credit) cri.i. the Dutch government 
was foo::ed to very finn budget cuts. On. of the .ecton that 
are hit hard, due to tr.e drawback of ~b l ic subsidie •. ;. th. 
culwral ,ector (200 mi llion euro'. of .avings per }'I!IIr,Yolkskrant, 
Man::h 2'1.20 I I). On::hestra., dancing '""'P', theatre en.embIe. 
are losing their main sour<:. of incorn. and ar. oOlird to 
fl1d new mean. of .upport and existence. This in itself is not 
bad. but it is of major imporance that the cultur:ll .ector will 
.urvive and will remain vital, because the value of ~essional 

and amateur art i, not only resulting into its products, but has 
a loe of ~itive side .!feet. a. well. It .timulates for example 
the cOi"itive and creative development of participants and 
it i, contributinl to .ceial cohesion; people meet each other 
because of sharing the .""'" interests and iL'I lover. of the 
same activity. Amateur art activitie. add color to a city, villar 
or di.trict and it is of great economic imporunce [2'1]. 

In contrary to the national savings, fortunately Moanricht i. not 
cunin, down the expen.es for Culture, tney are even investing 
mi llions in th. near futunl. Because MaiL'ltricht want< to obain 
me title European Capital of Culture 2018. th . city together 
with the .urrounding municipalities and the province of Limburg 
invest '10 mi llion euro's for '2018' (Volkskrant, December 
12,2010). MU<trkht and aI the other candidates for th. 
European Capital of Culture feej that culture is imporant for 
the identity of the city, for tM bu.iness c~mate and economy 
and th. quality of life; culture attracts visitors and tour;'ts. 
For Maastricht it i, of importanc~ now to .timulate cultural 
activities and in this context it started th. conversion of the 
Sphinx temoin into a e,ujtural complex, '0 tl\at this Factory of 
Culture 'De Timmerfabri.k' by that time an stronzly contribute 

to the charisma and repuatlon of the city as cultural city 
with educa.tional institur.e. and art venues of high quaWty_ The 
Timmerfa-briek ;. a vert lOed start and initiative, which i, 
already going to accommodate cultural partners as theatre 
production house 'Hui. van Bourgond;;;', theatre group 'Het 
Yervolz'. sound production group <Intro in Situ'. film hou.e 
'Lumiere', Theatre 'un 't Yrijthof' and a culture cafe. H""""""e r, 
(chamber) mu.ic Iroups are uWI the 'overlooked or neglected 
child'. the call for space for amat.ur and professional (chamber) 
music i",so far, noe heard or understoOd and yet not included in 
th . pbns for the cultural complex. In October 2008, me mu.iQI 
life of Maastricht .. ked in un;'on for .pac. in the TImmerfabriek, 
.p:Ke for rehearsals, for concerts and space to be hospitable. 
Initiators have sent a manifest to the city, supported by a musical 
plea 'Muziek in de Timmerhbriek', to show them that thll)' are 
in need of rehearsal rooms for hannonie" wind ensemOle •. 
choirs and sympl10ny orche.tras and that these .p~ces can be 
combined efficiently with m. provision ofsmall scale . dueational 
projects and profe .. ion<'i concerts. The realizatlon of a dearly 
reco,niubie place for the development, the production and 
pre",ntation of mu.ic.;' convincinZ .... id. nc. of the I""emmental 
"PP",isal of the role that music participation plays in the society. 

In thi. graduation project th;. role i. rec"lnized and the caM 
for rehearsal and recial space is heard.A city with th. ambition 
of being EUropelln Capial of Culture Cannot be lacking of a 
pro~r .ymphonic conc.rt ha.M or cannot be lacking of fl'"oper 
rehearsal facihies (in Maastricht for example th. Symphonic 
Orche.tra of Limburg. LSO, uses a theatre hall for concerts 
and a too small spo.re room for rehearsals). Therefore the lOal 
of th;. graduation project is to design a vibrant Music Hou •• , 
.upplementing the Timmerfabiek in the centre of the city, where 
mu.ic activities tala! pbe. all the time, where coopen.tion 
between professional and ;\ITlateur music i, stimulated and 
whe"" mu.ic ,roup' can meet each other ""d their ~ud i ence, 
A Music House with both ",hearnl and concert hall. for both 
.m" an d mr,e ensembles and orchestras, with challenging 
professional programming in m. weekends and with pu~ic 
rehe~ spaces for amateur associations during weekdays, wWI 
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give the cultural and musical life of Maastricht a positive impulse. 
Although Maastricht is now still investing in the cultural sector. 
in times of financial crisis and for the future it is of additional 
importance to make sure that the Music House will be 
profitable and able to stand on its own. A multifunctional and 
flex ible design will help the Music House to be very versatile 
and intensively operable. almost 24/7 usable. By integrating 
variable acoustics the range of users and usages can be very 
wide. which will increase the operability and the returns. 
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To ret I fwm, oi the Ioadon's d tulnu.i .... atmosphen! , [0 
discover its ' spirit of plac.· •• n anal)"is o f Ih. hlftof)l m. CUlT"eIlt 
S~te and the future siwation of ~ SpI'Iin)( tefTain will be givoM 
in me neltl: pan.crJ9h •. 

2.1 History 

2.1.1 Historv. Industri.~utiCln of MaMtrldlt 
E..;dence suggests that Maastricht probabty wu lounded ..... 4y 
in (he prdIiu:oric time. Unclei' the II.ornans mil ..w...
gained in mporancc because thll)' InducIflI this wad, ... 
croulng (110"". Tnj«tllm) In lheir sy1tem of 1lnte(1( 
't1~'. connectinc CoIo&ne and Axhen 'ria Maastricht and 
T .... _ wid! Boulcnp-suN1er. To pro~ this UODOVW, 
the Roman. built • Casuollum (Iorttws), <I rinI-" with ,..,.,.,d 
w-n surrounded by a dry anal, around 3lJ A.D. Fnxn t:he 
arty Roman fortreu, Maastriclll. cSev.loped u> a Bishop city 
and a Medieval .... tpous piltrim city. to , ior1if...:l - pnison. 
city arid liter to an Industrial ciqo. The city 1...:1 III pal"ticubr. 
the site of the Sphi .... &uOty as the)- .how tIMms,1ves 
to UI to<by t.av. orizi~{ed from th." 'O'irlous Klentities. 

In the Netherl:ands,u.. Induu:rlal r..-olutlon 1W'tld In Munricht. 
Becween 18 14 lnd 1845, Mw;tricht changed conli~nbIy in 
dlanetef'. which tlJrned the city (form only. ~fled .nd relllk>w 
city) int o . tentM 01 trade and InduJVY. Seworal important 
infrastnJctun.1 ope~ions from thost diY$ form.d the bu . ro,
this change and acted U $t irnu ll for the Industrial de'\"elopment 
of Maastricht; the conltru<:tic>n of the BUin. the conn.l'U<:tion 
of the ZUld- Willemsvurt and the mliution of the anal from 
Mlutricht to liege.The Suln was built between 1817 and 1826 n 
the No.-thWest sid .. of the d ty and f~tIoned II port of Stor.lI!:l . 
Then King W il!«n I convnisslone<l the (onstnKtlon d the 
Zuid - W~I_vnrt (1822-1826) • • anal of 12) Itm ~tin& 
the Salin witt. 's H ... tcp~. uter o r\, In 18SO, the canal 
from Mustndlt to Uece wU buik alor1p ide the Ma .... wtlid1 
also ended in the a...; ... T"I,tket" they allow.d Maua1dot to 
de¥elop from a bve.. (only of io.,......,..,.ce In tImfl d __ J 
to • ral indusrrUl city. Befcft then the Mus. • rain river. 
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was not alway. ~¥lp~ bout now Mautricf1t functioned as • 
continuous PleWJ)' for tnde \)e(o,,~ .. . the IIOI"them and dI. 
lOutflem Ned\erlandl iIIld e¥al ID the hintHiand of Belgium. 
Bec::au." 01 m. poIlrion 01 the 8uin. which was KlNI lOr the 
supply 01 fuotI (Walloon «NIQ and other raw material., for the 
nnsportation of ...d products. and beause of the low .,....s 
and th" presence 01 ~ INlerilil in the r>eighbo..t.ood, the first 
ral ir.o..sUJ in Mustricht d_l~ around Illis inland harbour. 

Petrus Regout WI.! tll<e firS! bic tndoJSlriaWII. ln 18J.4. 1l<e IUrad a 
glassworks and a crystal ,Mndi", factory II the Boschnrut, n,,"1 
to tll<e Basln.Two yearl later in 1836. he fo""ded ewthenwar. 
factori,,",ml1lufaclurln, potterymatwu much chtiptlr thIn Ih" 
Enalish nonewaf'fl mat cam .. Into vogue II thaI lime. In 1850, h. 
cot company of. paper faclory thaI wu ... tabli,hed II the othe!' 
side 01 the Buin.ThIs paper factory 'I"iOU1d later develop into KNP 
(De Koninklijb N.derIand •• ~e II.oyaI Outen 
P2per Factof)') and II _ caRed SAPPI (Soum African Papet' 
& Pulp Industry, A1mcm limultaneously. :anod!er hIthe"""'l .... 
factory SUlrud on m. tilWm M ... bank: Societe cen.mlql.Ml. 



Then chol d90.~nt 01 t'baltricht went fast The c"y Ic>oI<.£d lib 
a smoi<irc. "nminJ,pour>di", an<! puhi"l indusc .... 1 dt)Iscrugtin.c 
n« to VOW oulSkle it! WIll! [6}. In 186~. Maucrio;hl alnrady 
had lS Iktcrin """" l"fI'1her approxima,eIy Ihree lhousand 
empIg)'ees. 1t wu n« until lht: ruin& of the <Mk'!a _Ib.. rwo 
)'Un lalel' In 18'7. dut the ctty could ~~ arise. The lOnnu 
walls h'" definitMy lost th ..... function, 10 MiWlrict'lt chI~ 
fn>m a Ico'tified ctty ,nw the induotriaJ af'itai of !he N~. 

H9-1. J.J"I~ c-... d ol pdM O/tIw .\IIIIO'I<J«tOfF<N I~ _U __ 'JD:II2JJ 

- .. ---. 

,., 1~L.l 1_/; IJ\etwu __ mmpatt '" __ " u.cIOr$ <1/ 
rlw! I<Uil <1<fitUfy~I/. 
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2.1.2 The Industrialist Petrus Rellout 
The ~story of the Sphinx factory goes hand in hand with 
the various developments of IDe Indusllial Revolution. It 
is mteresti"i to su ~ sta.te-of- the-art W<:OOiqUIlS aoo 
engirlHring work were quickly applied by Petrus Regout. 
Whi le reading about the history of the Spninx terr:oin, many 
innovations pass by. From the d.,...,lopment of the steam engine. 
the introduction of "'S lightinll aoo gas distribution, from the 
introduction of ellKtricitr and new bui ld ing methods., such as 
the use of reinforced concn!te, to the util i:u.tion of waterworks. 

Petrus Regout.born in Maastricht on the 13th of March 1801 and 
son of a mdin, family in earthenware and perce!..in, was . r ... 1 
self-made man, Because of the Beillium Revolt in 1830 -1839. the 
city got CUt off Wallonia and thus off its supply Wnes. When the 
Dutch Government esta.blisned an import embargo for Be illium. 
Petrus Regout f.oced difficulties. Out of necessity, Regout became 
an industrialist instead of a tradesman, a producer instead of a 
sales man,aoo ttlis venture would cna",e the history of Maastricht 
[~7].ln 183~, ne .. ked the municipality to license the purchase 
of a steam engine for eighty grinding chairs driven by stellm_This 
en~d h~ tofinish r~ materials himself and so the foundation 
of. crystal grinding f.octory became a mt. From that moment, 
the growth and expansion of~. factory at the BoScNtr'Ut 'Hef1t 
bst.ln that same year, he sUrte<! a nail and iron factory together 
with his brother -in-I~. After the approval in 1836, of the 
Provincial executives for the pllCement of an earthenware oven, 
Petrus Regout surted the production of p.inted earthenware to 

'op die wijze in de nod MoosIricht een en nieuwen tok von 
m;.oerlleid te doen bioe~n, we!lce _tier aan <>n<krscheidene 
;"woooo../"$ een voorder.r bertoen m! kunnen opIew:ren' 

(flourish a new branch of industry in Maastricht whim would 
lead to a profitable existence for many of its ",n..bitants) [2, 
p,9lJln 1838,. ~a .. work factory waS added and four years 
later a gun factory followed. For the water supply of the 
steam engines, the very first modern waterworks networi< 
was constructed in the factory, something that was flO( done 
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in the municipality until 1887. In 11MB, his own gas factory 
was erected and a network of ,I .. s pipes from the buildings 
to the 8asin supplied three ps lanterns (also manufactured in 
his own factory) that were located at the dock. This enabled 
loading aoo un loading activities to take piace even after sunset. 

The above shows that Petrus Regout created everything 
himself tJ-oat _s in any Ynf necessary for the production of 
his end products. In addition to tne innovative enllineerinll 
inside the factory, he interfered with the infrastructure for 
the transportation of (.-- and eoo) producu as well. In the 
period between 1830 and 1865 hot fought not only for n_ 
waterways for the supply of .-- materials and distribution of 
r"'ished products, but he lobbied for raotways u well. In 18-49, he 
constructed me fi/"$t railway in Maa.tricht to btl less dependent 
on the qv;oys at the Basin, which were often in bad condition. 



Maybe his political activities, he ~ a memt>er of the City Council 
from 1851 to 1853 and senUor in the Upper Cfwnber from 
18'19 to 1859, we~ oppornme in thes. infrn.tructural OIS ... 

On tfle occasion of a vis" of Kine Willem II to tr.e nctoHes 
of Regout in June 18'12, Petrus Regout four!ded a Music Corps 
'Societe rHarmoni. des Owrie .. Reuni.' (harmony .ociety 
of united workers). This corps counted "5 to 60 OIJt of his 
world'orce recruited, uniformed musicians. This narmony 
was connected to a musk .chool wnid1 consisted of bom 
an inltrumental as a vocal cia ... Althouch mis f1armony 
had a beautiful Frencn rume, by the people of Maastrkht 
it wu Soon callttd me 'Ponemenneke.-Herremenie' [22]. 

Petrus Regout also introduced a r ... t form of social 
housing. In 186", he built the Cite Ou ..... iere (workmen's ward) 
in front of n;s factory at the Boschwaat.Amcng the I"'op le the 
building was known as'~ Groete Bouw' (the big building. .... 
figu~ 2.1 ).Itcounted 8" rooms and nouse<! over seveotyworking
clus famille •. For Regoutit mi!nt f1a ..... bilen an act ofpatem aJ i.m, 
hLJrnanitarianism and care, but me occupant' experieoced it as a 
placM of disaster of overpopulation. vermin and cholera without 
proper nnitary facilitit ... His entrep~neLJrShip revealed a kind 
of ambiguity. AI pr"!re .. ively and bravely he r1l.n his busine .. , 
as paternalistic and reactionary he dealt with !'lis employees. 
He considered himself a. their father, advisor and f'/"0tector, 
ReiOut was strict, but careful. he WH commerdal but 
philanthropic. But benind his seeming generolity, 2'"eat pre .. ","" 
was hidden; me employ.e. had nothing to chDO&e.lt was more 
about paternaJism than pni lanthropy ["7]. For example, children 
were wor1<ing in his factory .. well and ch~dren above the age 
of twelve were .een u adult •. The working conditions were 
.evere:lon!working <bys (twelve noun was very common), litde 
spare time, not much salary (on average I DlItCh florin a d3)'). 

Nowad3)'s, there is a more nuanced viev< of Regollt: he 
wo<.>ld have labored for social ~ilislation and r.e contlibuted to a 
law that from 1871 woold ban children )'O'Jnger than twelve oot 
of the factori .... ln addition he pleaded for a law for compul.ory 
education for children and he introduced, as one of fey,; factories, 
a form of coNectively health .ervke of whkh a membership 

was obliged for every emp loye. and which also took care of 
the locial security for widows and orphans. Moreover, tr.e 
IImpioye'" of Maastricht were paid mo re man their colleagues 
in eartflenwar1l factories in me North of LimblJl", [58]. 
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2.1.3 Development of the SphlnM terrain 
In the course of 1817. Petrus Regout took up residence in the 
premi.e. at the Bo.chotru t 1303. in front of tne Ba.in (!lee 
figu .... 2.1.3.2. no. 13). Until the dismantlement of the fort"""s 
in I 867. the second rampart that Won constn.J<:ted in 1350. 
the contour of the Sphinx terrain would not change much, 
On tne west_ and north side this district was bordered by 
toose medieva l ramparts. on thH south sidu by a road that 
were later to become the Maagdendries and Breulingnraat 
and on the ent side by tne Bosch.trau. Tne .urroundings 
of the latter would know 175 years of industrial activity. 

Before that, in the late Middle Ai"" (until 1579) tne .ite did not 
count many oo~ding •. it was mainly used for :.grkultunl. fruit 
orchards, wineries, sheet weaving. bleach ~elds and pools for 
cattle. The triangular corner counted only a few monasterie s, 
a Ilraveyard. some workshops and farms. In 1579. under the 
regime of the Duke of Parma. Maastrkht was a garrison city, 
sO in the north-weot m~itary activities also t1ecame plIIrt of the 
utilisation of this a .... and many monasteries werR changed 
into barracks. This proc""s waS even catalysed t.ecause of 
a law in 1796 that put an end to all .pkiwal inotitution •. 

In the 19th CentUry. at the t.eginning of 1800. Petrus Regout 
cradually st¥t<!d to transform thi •• ite into tne cradle of 
Industry of Maanrkht. He started h;. r .. st factory (no. 2-4, the 
giass grinding mWI. dating from 183-4) and expanded it OYer the 
y ___ so that in the end an endiM! aro ... , with a collection 
of dozen. of factory ooWdings. divided into elongated plots 
with their address at the Boschstraat Surrounded by waNs, it 
functioned u a miniature city, a city on in own. It would take 
until the 1930'. before the site became mo,"" .tream~ned. 

As mentioned before, the waterway. (the Basin and the Zuid_ 
Willems"""rt) ;as well as Regout's fim factories were built 
in the period between 181-4 and IIK5: In 183-4 the glass mWI 
factory (no. 2-4), an earthenware factory in 1836 (no. 26), the 
nail and riflu factory in :v'Ound 1838 (no. 25), a glass blowing 
factory in 1839 (no. 28). etc. Almo$t nothing remains from 
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fIfI. 2.1.3.1: II'r 1575 t~ a", aImort rIC building> in tfH! ~r~ «Jmrf' 1411 

the ooildings out of thi. period, except for some cellar vaults. 
The r .. n period of growth narted around IlKS. Earthenware 
instead of giass became the co,"" bu.ine.. now and in 
18-48, the gas factory wa. added (no.3-4). Around 1856, 
eleven .team _""ines (130 HI') we", running to support 
the production of high quality Wedgewood earthenwa .... , 



In 1850, in addition to the factories of Petrus Regout, a Paper 
filetor)' was erected at the other .ide of the Basin. ln that5ameyear, 
a n ..... canal from Maastricht to Uege was construc.ted parallel to 
the Maas.. which aiso ended in the Buin.lt was obviously .tard"l 
to let tDC busy at the Basin.This il why in 1862, Petrus Regout 
insisted with veat emphasis on hroadeningthe hubor and in I ass, 
a second harbor wal finally added in the Zuid-Willem. pteway 
a bit more up stream. The only remnant of the period I B-4S-
1867 i. th e neoclassic factory entrance gate from 1863 (ne. 36). 

In 1867, on the 29th of May. KingWiliem III signed I resolution 
that allowed the city nmparts to be dismantled: Maastricht 
lost its Staws u a fortress. This decision resulted in I lot of 
space to !1ecome available. Regout It that time had lChieved 
a lot of inte ..... ts which enabled him to buy former fortren 
ground (1872) so that he could expand his factory to the 
north. In addition, mOltl)' buildings were rebuilt or .><tended. 



Before tfle end of t fle centl.rY (1899), this n_ land wu 
completely filled and the heeory counted 3,000 employees, 
See figu", 2,1,3.<1 buildings A (no. '14), B (no. <13), C (no. <15), a 
depot (no. <18). gypsum factory (no. <19) and" mill build;"S 
(no.53). Most 01 these buildin" stil exiot. Bu~ding. A, B and 
C, also known lS 'De Belgen' (the Be l,ians), remained <Ilmost 
untoucfled and pttrH!ctly reflect factory construction of 
this period in tfle boarder district of Limbu'1 :v!d Belgium. 

In 1878, Petru. Regout died at his estate Vaesh~lt. His 
son. continued the hctory (~mited partrn!rship Petrus 
Regout 8. Co), one of m. forst internationally orientated 
export industritts. Regout's sons were also responsible 
lor the introduction of the logo of th.. Iyins: Sphinx. 
In the period between 1889 and 192<1. steam power 
and sn lighting were replaced by electricity. Moreover, 
rei nfor<:ed concrete was introdllCed, which made the 
construction of !\iSh- rise buildings possible. In this period, 
the Sphinx factory expanded mainly in height and the 
production predominantly focu.ed on s"nitary products . 

'Ig. 2.1.1.4 (~): o..v • .bpm<nt of Sphinx Complot. after 1M dioman~I,,.nt 
of'M oirl romparts 1231. 

In 1905. an office. a .oowroom and a big wa",flou.e with shed. 
were built (no. ~) on the east side 01 the Boschstraat and in 
1910,,, new electric power plant WlS constructed do.e to it at 
tfle .ide a( the Basin (no. 59). Two tandem compound ensine. 
of 200HP provided direct current (DC) for tn.. factory. A 
year later, in 1911, t n.. first building on the Sphinx terrain was 
constructed from reinforced concrete (no. 60). The .keleton 
wa. made of nlinlor<:ed oonc",te filled with brick 3I1d it 
accommodated a sawmWI, wr.;.:h manufactured wooden Doxes 
for tn.. tr"3n.portation a( m. producu that left the factory. 
The building a( the office and the wareoouse on the other .ide 
a( tfle Bo.chstraat denoted a dear division of the factory site. 
The board of the Sphinx divided tn.. complex in " logistics_ 
organic ~. On the large west terrain, the body, the acti'f'ities 
were meanly concentrated on t he production and the east 
part, the n..ad, served .. an executive or",n. At tr.; •• ide the 
board of directors 01 the new glass naory w .. k>cated, here 
the model. were soown and stored, the Doxes and c.3.ses 
for the transportation a( the products were con.tructed 
D1Jt of wood and O'o'er here the power wu generated for 



the entire complex. TM Head 0( tM Sphinx fooctioned u 
a $tarting-point and terminus of the production process. 

GraduaHy. the oven$ were replaced by tunnel ovens. which 
reduced tIM number of chimneys. w~h domin ated the $kyline 
0( the Sphinx toIrn.in. from nirleteen to fIVe $tI,ck$. 1913 
counted ~s a top year for the ceramic indu.try; 3,750 people 
w .... employed within Sphinx. But Orle year later. in 191-4. at 
the start of World War I. the '''PP1y of primary products and 
the dinribution 0( f,ni.h.d product. became complicated. 

In 1925. thegln. production within the Sphinxfactorystopptld and 
in 1927.tMbu~dingo(,.n ..... sanitaryfactorysta.rted (Eilfell.I"IO.69); 
,. seven-nory hiCh building from reinforced concrete. It was built 
in accordance with the nyle of the new" ;\rcr.;tectural movem.nt 
'het NielJWe Bouwen· {N. w Objectivity).Architeca discovered 
the utilitarian appjicability of new construction method •. In the 
Eflfel for exampl •• ITIIJ1hroom $hllpl'd columns were appli.d. 
which enabled luge $pan$ and flexible arnngemena. And by 
muns of a functional nructure and layout the entire production. 
that was lettilli more and more effICient. could be hou.ed under 
one roof instead of .prnd out over the faCtory $ite. So from the 
1930·., tM factory complex became more streamWrled.lonTled 
a whole. with the long white Eiflel Building as an eye catcher. 
After 1928. arod after the .tock muket crash in NewYori< on the 
Hth of October 1929. it went downhil with th e company. After 
the cri$is years the lTIarl<et graduaHy regenerued butWorldWar 
II abruptly ended these developments. The war cau$ed a huge 
dedin. in the number of employee$.Therefore.:t mercer in 1958 
with the otMr bill earthenware factory in Maastricht. the $oc:iete 
Ceramique.could 1"10 longer be averted.The name of the f.lctory 
·Petru$ Regout - Sphinx changed into N.V. Sphinx-Ce .. mique 
and two years later in 1960 when the factory exined 125 year$. 
it chanlled into N.Y. Koninldi)ke Sphinx (Royal Sphinx). as it stil 
i$ nowadaY$. From that moment modernization of the factory 
• tarted.Through new technique. and more effICient production 
proce .... 1.'$ .pace and fewer employe .......... e necenary: 
one could do more with I .... So a lot of factory buildings wen! 

taken down.AIter the tnree Eifl.1 Buildinl$. a $howroom (1950. 

n0.76). a warehou.e (1955. no 78) and an offke bUilding (1960. 
l"IO.n) were erected. but from then on. th e Sphinx terrain 
would 1"10 longer be croaracterized by con$truction. but only by 
decon.tn.J<:tion. The prodlJction wu slimmed down in 1969. 
wroen the production of earthenware $topped and the factory 
only concentrated on manufacturing.anita.ry product$.The anal 
to Liese wa$ backfiHed in 1963: the indu$trial waterway had Io$t 
its function. And in 1980.1 n ...... boulevard. the M .... sboulevard. 
wu constructed. over the Buin, to relieve tM inner city 0( 
traffk and to make a new coooection with the north •• ymbolizing 
the downfall of the industrial /unction of tM area aOO the ri.e 
of new prioritie$ in this North We.t distrkt of Mantricht. 
In 1987. the u.ramique terrain ~ the .ast of Ma,..tricht Wil5 

completely evacuated. Meanwhile. thi$ city quarter ofl3 hectare. 
is redeveloped by amollJllSt other$ Jo Coenen. and hal I"IOW 
turned into the newest and ITIOn modern di$trict of Maastricht. 
In 2011 troe lut part of this rudevelopment wil be completed. 
In the west. :tfter the demolj$lJrnent of the tun",,1 oven$. 
the Ian chimney stack W:l$ pulled down in 1992 arod it 
tool< until January 2007 ~fore the Sphinx flOally moved 
to an industrial terrain outside the city' thl! s"atrix harbor . 
In 2007 and 2008 large_$ale ca$co-renovation$ of the offic. 
building and troewareoou.e we ... executed,to .uit it for oCCMional 
.venn. in anticipation of condu$ive future plan$ for the former 
Sphinx factory complex at the east $i<\e of the Boschst .. at. 
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2.2 Analysis of the current situation (20101 

In the followins paragro.phs an analysis is Siven of the 
present situation. Rrst. various aspects 01 the dty and 
the near surroundings are de5Cribed. The ... the ar».ly:oJis 
looms in to the area of the cultural complex and finally 
a description is &iven of the relevant buildings itself. 

2.2.1 City Ind surroundings 
Ma"'ltricht i. the most southern provincial capital of th" 
Netherbnd. and although located periphen..y in relwon to 
the urban agglomeration of Westem Holl;tnd. it hl.'J a central 
po$ition compared to Brussel •. Now~days the city covers 56.8 
squa'" kilometres and counts 118.500 inhabitants of which 
almost half of the people are yo""",r than 35 years old. In 
Jine with the trlll1d in Limbur&. the population of Maastricht is 
expected to shrink the coming decennia. but in spite 01 that, 
Maastricht does not deser~ a reputation of an "lin, introvert 
city in a remote <.orner of the country. On the com.n.ry, it can 
be considered as a )'OIJng, open and international orientated 
society at the heart 01 Europe. Historicdy it has a unique 
decor "nd " Wvely basis for cultur.! development.. Maastricht 
h ... a IonS history {ao described before). it is one of the oldest 
cities of the Netherlands and it has. except for Amsterdam, the 
most mon""",nt,,1 buildings. it hal in own language. cultural 
expression. and traditions. All in a", Maastricht has a very rich 
cuituro.1 herQge 01 which the residents of Maastricht are proud. 

Morpholo«y 
The historical town centre {darl< pink in figure 2.2.1). the 
.hopping a", .. i. characterized by the organic struct""' of its 
roads and the compactness of the urba.n web. The identity of 
the inner city is determined by distinctive structural features. 
u the .mall width of the main streets. the unexpected places 
of widening and narrowing and the division into r».reow plcts. 
These cha.r.><:teristks stem from the MiddleA&e. and the period 
of Maastricht .. ~ garrison city. when expansion was restricted 
by the fortifICations and increase of the density was inevitable. 
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Fir. 2.2.1.1: Di<tTlbWon af !"""_, in Moartncht {56). 

In the centre of Maastricht, the buildin!, of different date •• 
function s and styles fit perfe.c:tIy in the web of the city. through 
which the cohe~e ~en the old "nd the new is intensified. 
The first expansion of the city was the .....,Iiution of the head 
of the Sp/1inx terrain (after the fan 01 the second ro.mpartS). and 
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this indu$l1ial part (purple) of the dt)' is therefore Chl~ctetiled 
by b;gger buildin", volume •. The newest parts of Maastricht I'" 
loclted OIl the ouulde of the city ~d lre ..... ido!ntial districts 
(o ..... nge). The further from the centre, the wider the scheme 
of building> and road,; the structure out th ..... i, f,ne and 
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open of character. Maastricht hardty availed fuelf of high rise 
buildings (Iifht blew). it mainly con, im 01 bu ilding' composed 
of two or three lqen and occasion ol ly I four- laY" .... d nat in 
I postWlr district. Some e><ceptioo. can be found ~ the east 
billlk of Mustricht, in the Ceramique di,trict .ix.,la:yernd bIocl<. 
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~re introduced arK! one .oIiury tower i. ~xi.tent, But at the 
welt bank the .ky~ne i. st~1 dominated by the religious medieval 
buildings. Maastricht io situated in me V>Jley of the M~ .... so 
f"'rf"'ndicular a nd also parallel to th e Maa. the seuion of the 
city i. the Iow.st in t he middle and increases to the outsides: 
buildings further form the centre are oituated higher above sea 
fevel. 

From sp~tial perspective Maastricht has reached its limits. 
One of the last possibilities for new urb~n developme nt is the 
'Belvedere' districr. an urban ouukin of 2SO hec;ta ... s at the 
noro,- w est of the dty (see figure 2.2, 13). This area has a great 
diversity of usages (from industry, to commercial ~nd reside ntial 
areao) , an impressive history but s""...-..I problems u _I, Due 
to it. i.olated position it became in oblivion and a refuge for 
disturbing businesoes :.nd unbridled .... tu re . This is why the 
municipality of Maastricht together with other investors hao 
decided to red evelop thi. fascinating area in the next 25 years. 

I 

" 
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Infrastructul"i! 
The map of the infrastru<:turll of Maastricht (see f"""" 2.2.1.4) !!hows 
th~t the inf=tructu re in Belvedere, near the head of the Sphinx, is 
d1aract. rised by an extreme U>OCentl""-Oon of V3ri0us traftk flows 
at predominantly the main roQds of the area.Thi. tnfflC juncIion,one 
of the busiest of Mustridlt, is located close to the Tinlm.mbriek 
This i. wheno en.. Bo ... cher-wef;-Boschstraat (connection North
Oty ce ntnl!) and the Noorderbrug - Frontensi",eI (connection A2 
- Belgium) congregate and form a bottleneck. Due to its elevaUld 
route, the NoortIerbrur is creati", a barrier between the north 
and the sooth. both physically and v;'wny. k creat"" an inferior 
entree at the North West side of the dty and is obstnJcting the 
cohesion between the IIOI"tt1 and the Centre of Mautricht- Despite 
that, Belvedere has excellent opportunities for the construction of 
,..,.,....tional biking:ond walking routes from the norUJ to the south, 

The acc~ .. ibl1ity of en.. Sphinx compIex.,...;th reprd to public 
transport is rta>onabIy good.Two bus stop. (bus stop Noorde rbrug 
and bu'I stop BoschstraatIMaagdendri",,) are kx:ated at both sides 
of the complex wimin two----!hree minutes walking distllnCe IIfId are 
supported by ei!;ht bus lines, which r.w. as su.rUl& point the centn.1 
train nation (see fogure 2.2.1.5).This train station itself (fIgUre 2.2.1.4) 
is located at a twenty rnioote5 walk and from the central Marl<et: it 
ta~ not even five minutes to noad1 the former indunml and furure 
cu ltlnl duster by foot.A new big slbterranean Park and Walk lot, 
beneath the Sphinx a ..... at the west side of the Boschstnoat and 
with its entrance at the Fronte nsingeL will provide the motorists 
that an!! visiti", the former industrial e nclave (see figu re 2.2_1.5). 

G~" 
From a quick observation of the ~mount of green in Mautricht 
(see pictunI above), it can be concluded that it is a suboro..,ated 
factor in the city ~nd thatthe westbank of the city possesses more 
~ than the east. In the south of the city centre there is a chain 
of four parks where citizens can escape from the urilanity. but in 
the norUJ the green spot! are OtrOllgly f~ed and therefore 
insignifICant. Ouuide the s~ ... in the north of Maastricht, the ... 
is a lot of green and br the Nture it would be a natural step 
to coooflCl: m..... I!OI"them .cr-' lobs, to conti,"",," this green 
into the city and perhaps connect them even with the parks in 
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rouch cI (he ~. In U'Iis way green is introdoced in the north 
:u ..... and ,. slow, Creel\, ~I rout~ .... the 1'1.U\ II 
xuKInI: l"'" ""'" lIM north . .... W2f '" to rt... sourn 01 rile ck)'. 

-.. 
The id""tit)' 01 t1u$trit/lt Is for the ~ p¥t dtuI ,,_oed 
by d. Mus, !hi rMr rhn dmws the city and sepaf'3tl11 !he 
city" no ~ hi'- and wfWc:b r- !he city it!; namot. ~ 
the Mau is not the maln waterway for shipping ~.,.."on.j~ Rill 
st4'f'Iies (pi <Hidfss In Ihe 1ocI$tIc need<! ot) the local indl.lltrie$ 
Ioca.ted alon&sidto the r;"r in the north and the oouth d the dc)\ 
~days, the Mus mainly has ,. functional and r.: .... tionaJ YIN •. 
The conditions for rlIe existence cI the presence d water In the 
city an t.. deduo:td from hbtory. Both the Ba..in and the Zuld. 
Willerns>'w't ~ QetermI~tNe for the industrial development 
cI Maastric:M Mear.wl>lle the __ hu lost fill *"nc;dQn u 
~ rooM 01 &oodI and pen d stonge and tr3nSohipmenc. 
and now it maiIoIy hu • ~ value ;os .... N-n./wIom, 
it. forrno,. dIu ... telklk •• oeM in the IRa and it is cradrl. a 
special aInIOSpho!re for the 1Un"<>lln<inc tft'nCes and raawatlu. 
AI.. the wuth side 01 the Basin ,. ~ aunar.. .... rina and 
meetillC place has ~ de. " eilk is iInOclpated d1:u the-... 
wi! m.... the _ positive aM hooso:*Ig eIJe« u rt... north 
side of Buin. In front 01 the former Spniro:: &ctoty bulldi. 

Functions 
Inthe.......-oundlngsoftheTI~itconcern$toalarge_t 
.bmdofled IaIIaw IndustTill lands. ThNe ~ no ·hot~· yilt. arid 
the cha.racte r of tI'HI Jlneu and the bIJ ildings is not that attnalwo ."d 
appealint;to IrNite people ~ wa"'romthe citycen~ in the dinKtiotl 
of e.et.i ... ".And from the other.;o., d1e ncnh _em entree of 
the city is I qJetcobiy unpmentioul.lt c:c..-.tains ,. ratnoWIIinr am. 
",I thoo border 01 dill! dey (~ and at the ~ _MmlOOn 
to tho W :Idit. disvia. But lhR dry has cfllCOWl"ed It$ ~ 
ecpand- and ~d:>prneM poenq ..... co".ido .. dlil pan 01 the 
city 25 one of lis fira po 101 il\es./t is pl;lnnillg to tI.-ro \hIS arn 11'''0 
• hrch",,!ualily sub «ntn ..... th. ~iYid mix aHunctlonl such II 
bu.iness activ,ti"" (rutin, emp!oymf!m., residential_s and 
~ opec;a! ",Ie far recrutlon.1 Ollwr:al functions of h1atl quaUty. 
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2.2.2 Complex 
The head of the Sphinx. tn.. location of me Culture Factory. i, 
situated in the north·west of Maastricht. The complex is located 
north of the downtown harbor ('t Bassi.,,5ee figure 2,2.2.1 no. I) 
and aast of u,.. main.uppIy route to the Market and the central 
shopping area;the Boschstraat (no.l).This strut i. fad'\K on the 
other side, on the weSt side, the high and dosed industrial facade 
of the biggest part of the Sphinx industry, the Sphinx Kwartier (no. 
3).n" di.trkton the ~ orea.tsideoft ..... Head ofmeSphinx,i' 
called 'Boschpoort' (no. 'I) and is occupied by the paper industry 
(Sappi) and former crain industry. In the norm, the site is fadn, the 
traffic jurlCtion in front of !hot Iandi'\K of !hot Noord" rbrug (no, 5). 

The ,outn.. and west beade forms a dosed fiOCJ.de·wal l which 
defin"s the imer area from the surroundings and which 
demarcates the Basin.The courtyard (no. 6) behind these facades 
is at f'l"esent only acce .. ible from the north ,ide thmu,h an 
uninviting pa.sing in betw1len t n.. Warmm·PoW1lr-f'lant (WKC, 
no. 7) and a white dwelWng.ln front of the complex, paral lel to 
the south beade and the Basin, theformer dragin, slope,a ramp 
is leading to the quay. Tn.. orientation of tn.. 'I1JOY is creating a 
perfect recreational area near the Basin. Because it faces 50uth 
and ~au,e the Basin is creatin, a relative open area, it is a 
sunny spot down by me watolr sld" , Th. quality of tn.. entint 
complex is under pressu re of the heavy traffic function of the 
Boschstrut at the north and me Ma .. boulevard, me bridge thM. 
is cro.sing tn.. Basin, at me soum (no. 8). An alternati ..... design 
for the organization of the ...... rious traffIC flow5 would improve 
the development chances of the forlYKlr Sphinx factory site, 
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The industry did not tlh into consideration the history 
of the lrU. For example. the position of the second 
city nompart (which wu taken down to enable the 
expansion of the city and the Sphinx factory) is ignored, 
when buildinl the various industrial volumes (see figure 
2.2.2.3). Moreover, the positioning of the muse. at 
the site is unstr~ctured; the buildings are positioned 
without taking into account the exlct positioning of 
the s~rrounding buildings (figure 2.2.2:4) . The above 
emphasizes the f~nctional arrangement of the f;!ctory site. 

The industria l enclave It the east side of the Boschstrnt, 
is II memento of the Industrial development of the city 
MalSt richt. The entire complex consists of a unique 
ensemble of industrial buildings. Because thl Industry Is 
built in various phases, these buildings are typologically, 
constructively and arthitectonically exemplary for the 
various building periods. Each building has its own eclectic 
character. a direct result of the searth for the true 
architectonic style for f;!ctory architecture. Therefore thl 
south facade of the area functions as an interesting 'sample 
sheet' of the development!! In the architectural concepts 
between 1905 (the office building and th" ware house) and 
19 11 (the sawmill and box factory) (see figure 2.2.2.6). 
The tl1lnsition towards a more rigid and modern duign 
(rationalism or 'verukelijking') is visible in the front facade 
of the various buildings. Consequently, it is of Importance 
to maintain the architectural and spuial qualities 01 the 
buildings and to exploit the ... in cue 01 conversion. The 
municipality has valued the individual build i ngs (monumental, 
ima!1 .upporting or disturbing, see fig~re 2.2.2.5), which 
enables them to supervise and control the degree of 
alte"'tions. In the next paragraphs an analysis will be given 
olthl buildings concerning this project;the electrical power 
station, the two adjacent boiler hou .... and the saw mill. 
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Fig. 2.2.2.6: South facade of the 'Head of the Sphinx' ,transition of architec
tonica! views between 1905 -1911). 
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Electrical Power arion (19ll) 
Location' function 
In 1910,111 ele<:triQl po ...... ~ IiQllon!.O&CKhw w;u,,, bail .. hooJ ... 
__ bu~t do.. to the: aa..ln, to su ppty the: SUI"TOUnding f;oct.OCy 
buildil\£s of enet'fY: i.e. Nectriciry. The electridry wu pnen~ 
by the a>n .... l"Sicn of J\.eIITi enell)'; ,"""lch wu lplll pnented 
by die bum". .. f co.ll . ",. laallon MlCl \0 tM water and 
nexl \0 the nllway rac.i~tated the d!recr d~i¥erY>&: of rhU coal. 
The ~ .. don _ positioned d _ '<) !he wahlr rhon the 
prmou. 'BId Build.,.· (ZWW1o G.bouw, \hat _. <hmolished 
to mab n><>m for chis ntw' building), ....tIith ~~ed more 
lpace. ~ the bKksIde of the build .... O riJinaly the ~ plant 
_ ... ~ to> the 0IIict bulldin, and ~oom ( 1'105), 
he" .... in 191 1, 1 buildl..,......tIich _ goins to :accommodate 
a wood .sawmill and a b<»o. factory (the lI"'t relnlort.ed ~on~ ... 
bulldi", "t the lioory ~). wu pbced In batwwet1 thou ~ 
build. Two b\! &tum ancinoet ani sitlAted ~ tlte fil"St floor 
of die building anc! thO'. fo ... cbllon of those two eUOfTI101IS 
mach ines conmC:t.ttS ~lmoSl the entire basement. Up \0 tha end, 
evan at p .... ant, tM blJ ildl"l f>u malnQint<! fts qnal fuoctior\. 

Ard";tecture 
The electric:IW ~r IQ\lo!1 Is declanld III National Hooument 
baau .. of its connection with the histo ry 0( civ~intion, 
beause of its exceptional eJtpresslon 0( the IO(.lal- eccncmical 
and typoloclca.l d .... lcpm.nu. in short due \0 its cultural
historical value . It Is one 0( the lut remainln, ">amp l ... 
of that kind of buildl"l' OIJt of the per10d 1890· " 15. Th . 
bulldin, matcfte. the IQndM'd typology of 1he form lancuai" 
introduced by A.L. van Ge.ndt. an ec.lec.tk: archfttct ,"",,0 
had" hu,,, l"e9erLOirt of bul ld in, Ifyle. available and did nat 
woid using ............. cOfIIiIl"llCtlon ted\niques lIld materials. 
A1thoogh the silhcueue and tnt details devIy an! III lin. 
wittI the " " ,.,,on U1Id;uonllism, UMo Ilnip wioo<JWS 
conftlct .,..;u, \hiJ iKliKtk imqe. The r.rn symptOms 
of the modtmlurion 01 facto<")' archirecruno ..... 
disti"i\'islloblt, 1111 in accorollOU wi\h m. prqrnatilm o f 
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Viollet-le-Ouc, a Fr1I nch architllCt and precursor of modern 
architectur1l. Those new elements, me connructive 
use of steel, are consciously accentuated by decor;ttive 
ornamenu, to ,how this new mate rial to its beholder. 

Construction 
From the outside the bu ild in! s.em. to consist of thr1le 
floors because of the arrangement of windows of various 
dimensions in three layers in the south facade, but in fact 
the bui lding has only one storey. A storey with an enormous 
height, in line wit the traditioo of power plants which r"Guir1l 
a ,cod air circu lation mve the machines. The space is domed 
by a saddle roof, supported by arched roof beams which are 
lengthwise stabiWzed by struts. The fone steel ske leton is vi$ible 
from the inside and coosists of a triarlJl:ular tru .. construction. 
The beams are authentic, exceptionally detai led and designed. 
The floor is constructed of (""reinforced) concrete and the 
straight Windows are supported by steel lintels, a very early 
exomple of 5OIT1Rthing that was quite new for that period. 

Decoration 
The machine hall h .. a rkh decor;ttivu prosram consistin& of 
pilaster strip$, original gutter ciamps. ceramic combs at the top 
of the roof, ornamentill brickla:ying. arched accentuations of the 
windows, heraldiC ornaments and climbing arades.The inturior is 
treated the .. me as the exterior with a lot of decoration u well, 
which indicates the representative rnan.cter ofthe build ing. In the 
frfties and sixties the facade of the sawmi ll and the power plant 
wer1l whitewashed, which concealed the ornamental, decorative 
ceramic tiles at the east facade. In 1967 some ""rIOVatlan work 
has been carried out. The original Windows of the basement 
were replaced by blind walls and the widows at the we,t facade 
were f~led with brick as well.The original and particular window. 
at the east side were replaced by new, steal. regular one •. 
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Fig. 2,2.J.4: Thf first S)lmptoms of rnoo..alism, llllibJ< Ifl tho fQoad. of t~ 
. /ff: trict>l POW"' <MOOn; <rrrl llnl~<, Q(,""'uatN' b)' <Hdtrd ,.;"dow ",no
"","ts and hrroldi( dNoro __ 
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Challe nges and chance, 
The main qUlllity of the power pb.nt is tfle b.rge. nigh and f .... ely 
spanned space (see figu .... 2.2.3.7).which makes the room flexible 
for.-I kind. of layoun and arTl~menu.The Vinous windows at 
three of the four erienta.tion. and at v"';ous heights IIUlIraIltee 
entrance of naturailillht. which also contributes to th is flexibility. 
MO .... eYer. the e""rmous windows are creating a fabuloos 'liew 
on the ~vely .urrounding. of the Buin. which w~1 make the 
power plant a beleYed. hillh qUlllity accommodation. Because 
the building .... tained its /unction up to now. the steel skeletcn 
is .till in perfect shlj>t!. On the other hand. the authentic tile. 
of me interior are in bad condition. with crxks and pollution. 
The slender ut~ized.lteel frame is vulner~ to fi .... Althouilh the 
heightofthe .pace is adv.!.ntogeous to the deYelcpmunt of smoke.it 
c;\/"lalso be harmful when the heat is KeU m ulatinll under the saddle 
roof nea.r th is $I im construction.Hence. the fi .... safety of the bUild! ng 
needs porticulill" attention (i.e. sprinlder system for example). 
With regard to Building Physics, the he;,ht of the space is 
di$ldvant;r.geous regardinll the volume that needs to be roeated. 
This in combination with the biUelt botdeneck of all th e 
factory buildings. the lack of iNulation. and the hiJh percentage 
01 window .urface. means that energetically there are enough 
challenges. A double window f~e (a new window frame in front 
of the original one) in combination with sun shading (preferably 
external er in between the two frames) fer e>Qmple could have 
a pos;cive effect on the hut pins and losse •. on cold dcwn.d",ft 
and stnlnJ Illminance differences. The heillht 01 ttle machine hall 
on the other hand enables stronl velltib.tion _II above head 
level, withOUt causing problematic air velocitie. at body level. 
litde attention hu been paid to the materi/lliution of the 
b15ement. It i. a very low and deep, and therefont ",ther dark 
sp;Ke. But when the oriCinal day1il;:ht openings are restcn:d. 
at least .... If of the buement will be provided with sultkient 
daylight again. In iddition. the foundation of the machinery 
hall might be over dimensioned. now that the power plant has 
lost its function. Some of the thick walls could be removed. 
replaced or sl immed down which will have a positive effect 
on the ildmittance of light in the bottom space as well. 
The annexation of the u.w mill at the _It side of th e Power pl...,t 

is blocking t~ decor;ltive.....ellt f.lca.de. through which the vi.ual 
transition from functional to representative is Io.t. This could be 
restored by removing the latest insertion. the youngest addition; 
the top level 01 the $IW mill at the right side. t .... t is not in line with 
the structu .... of both the saw mill and the pewer plant anyway. 

Because the Electrical Power plant Is decb.red a monument. 
permission is necessary for ~ alteration to or renovation 
of this building. In case of a monument. exemption can be 
""nted with regard to energy ... vinE measu ..... of other 
facets of the Building Regulations. The permit of monumental 
care is ludinE (instead of the Buildinl RegLJIations). and 
help> in this vnr .... alizing the appropriate conversion. 

Before the power plant can be converted. a thoroulh ",.co 
renovation is necessary. At leut the next activities should be 
completed: 
• Relterinll the masonry of the facade 
- Restorlni: the masonry of the Ilcon 
• Rt$toring the gutter. replacinJ and repairing the lutter 

cb.mps 
• Removing. sand-bllSting. c~ting;\/"ld replacing the steel 

skeleton inside 
• RemovillJl and tcnserv~ the .teel window f",me •. 

replacement of Elass 
_ Replacinl the steel porches 
• Restoring troe roof dies 
• Restoring troe drainage 0( rainWllte!" 
• Re.torinll the stucco inside of the bui lding ...... torinl er 

removing the stucco outside. 
• PaillCWerk 
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The Boiler Houses (1910 and 1934) 
The first and lowest boiler house was built in 191 O,simultaneously but later on they were closed with brick at the side of canal. 
with and parallel to the electrical power plant. This layout was Both halls are constructed by means of a steel skeleton which 
very common for the bUilding of power plants in the period is visible in the facade. The H-shaped profiles are filled with 
between 1890 and 1915. This is because of the supporting (facade surfaces of) clean, dark brown, single layered brickwork. 
function of the boiler house in relation to the electrical power At basement level this steel structure switches over to a 
plant; it delivered steam energy, generated ,-------------------, concrete skeleton, which senses slightly 
by the burning of coal, to the electrical A Polonceau beam is a truss structure confusing and inconsistent.The construction 
power station, where this steam energy named after its designer,a French engineer; of the roof span of the first boiler house is 
again was converted into electrical energy Jean-Barthelemy Camille Polonceau composed of steal Polonceau beams. In the 
and distributed to the factory. Unlike (1813 -1859). The structure enabled the second Boiler house a more straightforward 
other energy stations from that period spanning of large spaces, like market- and and less esthetical span construction is used. 
this boiler house is characterized by its station halls and was applied for the first Shores in both cases guaranty the stability 
simplicity. There are no decorations or time in 1839. The construction is built in longitudinal direction. The floor level of 
ornamentations at all, whereas the boiler up out of triangles consisting of pressure the youngest boiler house is three meters 
house and electrical power plant in other bars and draw bars. Typical of this beam higher than of its predecessor, but still more 
situations were built using the same form is the lacking of a vertical in the mid than one meter below of the level of the 
language. Presumably this is because the triangle. From the twentieth century this inner court. The second boiler house differs 
boiler house in this case was hidden behind Polonceau frame appeared as well with a from the first one with regard to daylight 
the power plant and the warehouse and straight bottom bar instead of an arced openings as well. In addition of the daylight 
therefore hardly visible. This also counts one. openings in the top, it has a row of windows 
for the second, almost identical, but higher in the north, east and west facade as well. In 
boiler house, built in 1934, which is as sober between the two boiler halls a steel lintel 
and as functional as the previous one. This is resting on the two house fronts and in 
second building was constructed behind the the middle on a three-hinge-truss of steal. 
first one in order to increase the capacity. L-_______________ ---l 

The two spaces were combined and connected, simply by The boiler houses are valued 'Characteristic' because of their 
removing the north facade of boiler house one. The halls spatial-historical coherence, because of their cultural-historical 
were built alongside the railway bridge, which ended near the and typological value and more particular because these buildings 
electrical power plant and which facilitated the direct delivery are part of an industrial area of the 19th century. The buildings 
of coals. In the first boiler house still an original steam boiler, a cause, in relation to their environment, a rare experience 
kettle of 10 meters, is present. Both halls are defined by a saddle and are of importance for the identity of the area. The 'form 
roof with a raised roof- top, advantageous to the ventilation follows function' concept has lead to esthetical qualities. The 
of the room and the abduction of heath, smoke and steam. buildings involved are typologically pure and flawless examples 
And in addition, it provides deep entrance of diffuse daylight. of the type of buildings accompanying electrical power 
In the east facade of the oldest boiler house there are stations and are therefore significant for the local history. 
three barrel vaulted spaces (see figure 2.2.3.1 I), previously Both boiler houses have lost their function and are 
supporting the railway and connecting the quay of the strongly degenerated and fallen into decay, yet they still 
Zuid-Willems canal with the former Black Building, find themselves in original state and the light provision from 
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ab<>wc is n il ,xis-.t. The function of the thin skll'l Qf elle lIalh; 
~ wa~ proteCtion against n in and wine. QnIy ac present 
ch, lIalll are hlrdIy wind- and _tertl&M. This k. iWJIOtlI 
Qthcr thine" .....". .... W'lII constr'\.lCtiQn 1$ In bad (on.ciucn 
(COOTOded and foltht). """" the m ... on17 show$ $pOlS of 
moiswre and fur1£US and planu a,. &"""";n, ;ftSide. 
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Challe nres and Chancel 
Due to mill, fIO!lIlbi9 ... eeI ~011 the boiler hou .... ..,.. osily 
exp.oo..bI., just by rtmoYln, the non.h faocade and adding 
al1Ol.h«¥OkJme, ~ke It was done In 19)). N ion, u the InteritY 
of the lfd1ltect<n II not aKoc:t.ed and e--, brbIulvou&4"o Wt is 
coMidet"ed nee.ssW}' is '1<K'U\e<t wd\ INt the oMIi,wIO"UaUre 
is slil rtco&fIiuble . If luch oper;otionl IIR wei dtlibented 
and ~ resenoe<Iy and ~bIy, wet. In-..:ion. are 
con<:1lMble. The .toe! body II CftiMt ...,.. ,,~ 0f>I.c.H with 
M tirety m floors. wfll( h cenera~ th"'""",,, &relt Hexibility 
and pouNi~1 for luwre .mo...,. ... ,tI (r ..... 1.2.1.1J). The 
lMich' of the buildinp end do. ~Md top QrI be .,.plotted in 
fawJr of (nawral) wndluion. the dIsc~ of w.wmtto and me 
use of dIyfIctot (lilure 1.1.l .I-4).1M orientation and the .""" of 
the roo& .... o:ffk.;ent for the posItIoni,.. of IObor ~ .,.,...r,.. 
s.c. .... of the uHI .keleton and the .......,. ~JJn laad" mass., 
the wnnr\luion is wry vulnerable. II need$ , Ioc of ,...,tori..., 
Utatnoef ,tI before ft _ can be updated to the I1:Indanls 
of t<><by at,.! the requl ........ nts of the _ fuM""" it iI Pili': 
to au:ommoda~. Bvt beQUH! of thi s bad condition and 
because a rno""mentaI ItUUII Is lick.., .. there .. much desil" 
!n.ecIom and "'''I''' for the tc~plilhinl 0( fmpro~lMnu 
and irooovatiOM (if With., the tontextUOlI fnmework!). 

Before the boit..- I>ou." an be cOI'"'ertcd. I dloro"lh caKo 
... novation is neuuary. At lean the nellt l<;t1v1ties sho<.lld be 
completed: 
• Demolition tnd VO....,dwork (I .... ,lnl of both floors) 
• Restor"', the muonry 01 the facade 
• R ... tori"1g the muon..y of the vaulu 
- R~movl"" .. nd.bliSd"" coad", and replaang the Itulskel.ton 

inridtt 
• Reuo .... 'g the cvpentry of the roof conSlTYction and the 

v..-tical Irht street 
• Restoring and completlr1g the rooAn, 
• Rernovirc ..... COftlervl .. 1he JlHI window framac..cem .... t 

""-·Installin( dnina,ce 01 ral_lreo" 
• P:aintwori< 
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Saw Mill and box factory (1911) 
The box factory and saw mill were built in 191 I in between the 
office building/showroom ( 1905) and the machine and boiler hall 
( 191 0). In contrast to the latter, built only one year before, this 
facade is in no way decorated with ornamentations. Clamped in 
between two representative volumes the architectural expression 

are constructed from unfinished concrete. The interior is 
characterized by its rough, unpolished finishing; the roughness 
of the concrete is still visible and not concealed under a 
layer of stucco or paint. The box factory had a conneetion 
with the show room and office building of 1905. The upper 

is in this case reduced to an abstract 
play of horizontal and vertical lines that 
is dictated by the construction. The 
modernization is implemented more 
progressively, which is why the design is 
entirely determined by its construction 
and the charisma of the building 
is stern, uniform and businesslike. 
This building is a very early example of 
as well the use of reinforeed concrete 
in general (it was the first building of 
concrete at the Sphinx factory site) 
as, more specific, of the practice of 
the Hennebique system. The edifice 
is at national level rare and regionally 
the oldest model of the monolithic 
construction system of Hennibque, 
which in this case is applied in a 
very slender way. The limits of the 
construction methad were explored 
given the slender columns and given 
the absence of a widening close to 
the transition from column to beam. 
The division of the facade and the space 
behind the facade is determined by the 
distance between the various columns 

François Hennebique (1842 -1921) was a 
French engineererwho patented his pioneering 
reinforeed-concrete construction system 
in 1892, integrating separate elements of 
construction, such as the column and the beam, 
into a single monolithic element.This is creating 
a moment free connection, which makes 
stabilizing walls unnecessary. The Hennebique 
system was one of the first appearances of 
the modern reinforeed-concrete methad 
of construction. This construction system 
enabled a quick, cheap and fireproof realization 
of large spans and was therefore convenient 
for factory architecture. 

storeys and the partitions with the 
raised roof are inserted in the thirties, 
which might explain the discrepancy between 
the three western bays and the eastern one, 
but the actual function of this part is not 
clear. The two rolling doors in the basement 
substitute the original double waoden doors. 
The saw mill/ box factory is valued as 
'Dominant' due to its dominant reinforeed 
concrete structure and early application 
of the innovative Hennebique system. 
The building is of importance because of 
its cultural- historica! and architectanical 
value and because of its spatial-historical 
coherence. 

Challenges and chances 
The construction of the saw mill and box 
factory is image determinative, however 
its condition is such that enormous 
operations are necessary to imprave 
the building and simultaneously maintain 
the visibility of the unique system in a 
responsible way. When the concrete 
skeleton does not need to support the 
floors and walls anymore it is easier to 

and beams, but simultaneously it has regard for the articulation 
of the showroom on the left (see tigure 2.2.2.6 earlier on). 
The front is divided into four bays of which the fourth, the 
most eastern one, differs in width (see tigure 2.2.3.15). The 
concrete skeleton is tilled with blocks of brick, which do not 
have a supporting function. The rectangular window frames are 
composed of slim steel profiles and the eaves of the flat roof 

bring it back in good condition, so that the building, in a 
stripped and disrobed version, can show its essence in full 
glory. lt is of importance to conserve the building tracks 
of adjacent buildings so that the evolution of the various 
buildi ng parts is still understandable. 
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Fig. 2.2.3.15: The facade Jin es continue in the office building and show room 
on the left and in the electrical power plant on the right, The slender columns 
are reinforeed with steel profiles. The most right boy diJters in width from the 
three boys on the left. 

Fig. 2.2.3.16: Section Saw Mil/. 
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2.3 Analysis of the future situation 

2.3.1 City 
After a cloistral and military epoch and an industrial epoch 
Maastricht is now standing at the eve of a third episode. The 
industry has left the inner city and according to the report 
'Structuurvisie 2030', Maastricht is now heading for three 
new key characteristics and brand names: Maastricht as an 
International Knowledge City, Maastricht as 'Urban Residential 
City' and Maastricht 'City of Culture'. Maastricht is going to 
organize its activities, projects and investments, to reach the 
desired dynamism at those three different areas.There are three 
major projects that will contribute to the above aspirations 
and that will be first priorities of Maastricht in the coming 
years; the so called 'ABC from and for Maastricht'. These three 
projects are described below and they all will be advantageous 
to the development of concert halls and rehearsal rooms in 
the former Sphinx factory buildings near the cultural centre 
the 'Timmerfabriek'. The descriptions of the projects A, B and 
C will show the ambitions of the city and how the conversion, 
the new functions of the power plant and boiler houses 
chosen in the scope of this graduation project, will perfectly 
fit the existing aspirations and developments in Maastricht. 

A: Tunneling of the A2 
The neighborhoods in the north east of the city are being 
separated from each other for decades, because of the A2/N2 
that crosses the city. Maastricht together with the state, the 
province Limburg and municipality Meerssen decided to tunnel 
this highway in order to remove this barrier, to improve the 
traffic safety and livability of the surrounding neighborhoods, 
to guarantee a better accessibility of Maastricht and a better 
ei reulation of the traffic driving at theA2 in the direction ofBelgium 
and the further hinterland. lmprovement of the infrastructure 
of Maastricht will have a positive effect on the accessibility 
of the cultural cluster in the north west of the city as well. 

B: (Re} development of the Belvédère district 
The rehabilitation of the district which is called 'Belvédère' is one 
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of the biggest urban annexations in the Netherlands. Maastricht 
wants to be a compact city in wide scenery, yet it has almost 
reached its limits. Belvédère, in the north west of the city, is one 
of the last areas with possibilities for major redevelopment and 
growth. lt comprehends the entire territory from the inner city 
until the Belgium border at the western Maas bank (see figure XX). 
The master plan for this district evereomes the barrier which 
is created by the landing of the Noorderbrug. The chaotic five
forked junction will be replaced by an orderly three-forked 
intersectien and will be moved to the north. lt will relieve the 
traffic pressure at the north-west entree of Maastricht and 
improve the accessibility of the cultural centre, it is creating 
space for the improvement of slow traffic- (pedestrians, bikers) 
and public transport flows from the north to the south and it 
is creating chances to design a full-fledged city entrance. On the 
south side it is suggested to repface the Maasboulevard in the 
future by a small bridge for pedestrians only, so that this barrier 
between the two side of the Basin will be resolved as well 
and there will be more interconnection between the activities 
and visitors on both side of the Basin. Moreover, Belvédère 
will be developed integrally, it will combine good international 
infrastructure (a light rail from Maastricht to Hasselt, perchance 
with a sidetrack to the market) with sustainable energy (the 
construction of the Sustainable Energy Plant Limburg (see 
figure XX)), with residential and business activities and it is 
destined to have an important role for Culture. All in all, the 
realization of Belvédère' is making an essential contribution to 
Maastricht as a City of Culture and Maastricht as Residential City. 

C: Nominatien for the European Capital of Culture 2018 
Maastricht is running for the election of 'European Capita! of 
Culture of 20 18' in close collaboration with Euro-regional 
partner cities Aachen, Hasselt, Liège, Heerlen, and Sittard
Geleen. Other competitors in the race for this title are Almere, 
Rotterdam, BrabantStad, Utrecht, Den Haag and region Friesland. 
In 20 14, Europe will decide which city in the Netherlands 
will be rewarded with this title in 20 18, next to Malta. 
The title 'European Capital of Culture 20 18' will give an enormous 
impulse to the culture, the economy and the business elimate of 



Fig. 2.3.1.1: Sustainable Energy Plant Limburg in Belvédère district. The blue 
star is indicating the Sphinx district {Policy of Mobility 2030]. 

the city, as well on the road towards this title, in 20 18 itself and 
afterwards. lt is of great importance for the image of the city as 
International University City and City of Culture of European 
allure, with high quality educational institutes and art platforms. 
The nominatien and the image of City of Culture, leadstoa streng 
European cultural profile, immigration of knowledge laborers and 
innovative enterprises, growth of employment and the amount 
of international investments and visitors. By that time, the Sphinx 
terrain should be able to make a streng contribution to the above 
beneficia! effects. Because Maastricht's ambition of becoming 
European Capital of Culture 2018, the (re)development of the 
subarea near the Timmerfabriek is accelerating. By creating a 
cultural factory in which several cultural institutes of Maastricht 
are assembled, the attractiveness ofthe inner city will be increased 
and it will give an impulse to the cultural life of Maastricht. 
Besides this nomination, Maastricht is indicated as one of the eight 
nationalfocal points inthecultural infrastructureofthe Netherlands. 
This means that there will be extra resources and funding from 
the state available for Maastricht for the production of culture. 
Maastricht already has a rich cultural climate, but in the next 
years it is going to strengthen this culture climate, elaborating 
the already existing cultural infrastructure, it is going to 
measure out traditions and innovations and stimulating the 
cultural participation via education. Within the next eight 
years the supply of culture must be improved, the euro
regional production environment must be strengthened 
and cultural organizations and educational institutions must 
commit themselves actively to international cooperation. Then 
the claim 'Maastricht, City of Culture' is going to be relevant. 

--- Timmerfabriek 
-~- Bassin 

--- Langbouwbelang 
--- Sphinx 

Fig. 2.3.1.2: Redevelopment of infrastructure Belvédère [13]. 
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2.3.2 Surroundings 

Sphinx Quarter 
The rehabilitation of the former industrial enclave at the west 
side of the Boschstraat, is the flrst stage in the development 
of Belvédère. This Sphinx district, close to the heart of the 
city, will develop into a residential and shopping area in 
combination with cultural functions. Solely in this quarter 
there will arise 80 residences, over 580 apartments, thousands 
of square meters of shopping area (35000 m2 retail area) 
and a large subterranean parking lot (see figure 2.3.2.1 ). 

Boschpoort 
The head of the Sphinx terrain will be connected on the east 
side by means of a bridge with Boschpoort, the industrial area 
(Sappi, a paper factory and Landbouwbelang, an agricultural 
cooperation) in between the Basin and the Maas. From a 
conversation with the former alderman of (among other things) 
Culture of Maastricht it was learned that there are and have 
been a lot a suggestions, dreams, ideas, plans and drafts for 
this area, ranging from the realization of a Congress Centre 
whether or not in combination with a Casino, an hotel, a 'van 
den Ende' international Musical Theatre, a pop music centre, 
apartments etc., but that the ultimate future destination(s) 
of this area will depend on the outcome of various ongoing 
studies, the investment opportunities and priorities of 
Maastricht and in particular other steakholders. Regardless 
of the final assignments, it is clear that this area lies within 
walking distance of the Cultural centre the 'Timmerfabriek', In 
order to stimulate a mutual exchange of visitors and facilities 
of both areas, a proper and attractive conneetion is essential. 

2.3.3 Cultural complex 
In the monumental, former factory buildings at theeast side of 
the Boschstraat a cultural centre will be accommodated.Various 
cultural institutes with accompanying presentation rooms will 
be housed in the ex- ware house (building C, flgure 2.3.3.1 ); 
functions that fit the monumental character of the building. 
At present at least the following societies will be merged into 
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Fig. 2.3.2.1: Urban design of the Sphinx quarter at the west side of the 
Boschstraat and opposite of the Timmerfabriek (which is visible in the right 
upper corner of this impression) [39]. 



this building: 'Het Huis van Bourgondië (a production house 
for theatre and performances), Cinema Club 'Lumière' with 
several film auditoria,Theatre group 'Het Vervolg', and 'Intro in 
Situ' (a studio and platform for sound art).The initial concept 
is that each institute will hold onto its own identity and that 
through co-operation surplus value is created. In the office 
building and the showroom (building D) it is considered to 
organize smali-scale expositions and (musical) performances. 
At the north-west corner of the fermer industrial and future 
cultural complex, at the location of the hotel 'Ossekop' 
(building behind A} a new theatre will arise, with a mid-size' 
hall of approximately 450 chairs.The building of a new theatre 
implies a shift in the cultural program of the 'Theater aan 't 
Vrijthof' and an intensive involvement of this existing theatre, 
because a sophisticated and reinforcing coordination of mutual 
programs is necessary. From then, The Theater aan 't Vrijthof 
for example, could focus on other, different productions and 
have more room for the rehearsals of the Symphony Orchestra 
of Limburg (LSO). The latter has to cope with bad rehearsal 
conditions for years. In 20 I 0, the municipality Maastricht has 
granted BICArchitectsin Maastricht to design this new theatre 
and the (re)division of the Ware house and Office Building 
(buildings C & D), to give place to all of the cultural partners. 
In a later stage Maastricht will come with a detailed program 
for the buildings F (electrical Power Plant), G (Boiler House 
I) and H (Boiler House 2) as well, but for the moment 
there are no tangible plans yet. In case of building F one is 
thinking of a catering function and for the buildings G and 
H the municipality has a music related function in mind 
where societies can practice and perferm in a professional 
setting. An extensive renovation of the Electrical Power 
plant however is al ready scheduled for the end of 20 I I. 

Fig. 2.3.3.2 (above): lmpression of future theatre at the he ad of the Sphinx 
terrain, seenfrom the NorthWest [57]. 

Fig. 2.3.3.1 (middle): 'Head of the Sphinx district' and buildingsof Timmerfabriek. 

Fig. 2.3.2.2 (below): Jo Coenens' designfora Musical theatre at the Maas, 
Langbouwbelang Maastricht. 
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Fig. 3.1: Frag
ments of cover 
design {18]. 
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the 
concept 
of 

. 
convers1on 

'As the commercial world 
moves on and the balance shifts 
from manufacturing towards 
a new era of technology and 
services, we are left with a 
legacy of decaying, unused 
structures. These derelict 
megaliths, often unsuitable for 
today's requirements, are usu
ally consigned to the bulldozer. 
However, every now and then 
an excellent architect and the 
right building come together 
to provide a stunning new 
place.The structure is saved 
from demolition and its rebirth 
celebrated, but it retains a con
neetion to its past life'. 
Michae/ Hammond, 2006 [20). 

3.1 What is conversion? 
As mentioned before, both in Dutch and in English there 
are several denotations and refinements for the concept 
'conversion' (in Dutch 'herbestemming') that are used 
confusedly. Renovation, restoration recovery, rehabilitation, 
reconstruction, restitution, are all just about repairing and 
healing the physical state of the building, so that it can be 
conserved and maintained (again) fora certain (coming) period. 
In case of conversion, regeneratien and transformation it 
involves more; it concerns a 'rebirth' of a building. On account 
of a shift of the social and cultural frame it is not suftkient 
anymore to merely repair, consolidate and maintain the 
current state; interventions are necessary to bridge the gap 
in time, for example concerning the functionality. The destiny 
and the function of the building are changed essentially. 
Conversion is giving a new function to an existing (for example 
historica! or industrial) building which is not in use anymore, 
while preserving its original identity in such a way that the 
building and its surroundings will give a new meaning to the city. 
Or more technica!: all the measures regarding the maintaining 
or improving of the technica! state, so that a new functional and 
technica! program of requirements can be accommodated for 
a certain period, assuming that the original function is going to 
be changed (Henket, 1990, [20]). Changing a building's destiny 
essentially often entails structural interventions. On the one 
hand, conversion is about preservation of valuable elements and, 
on the other hand, about daring to make sacrifices; so in general, 
conversion means thinking about the identity of the object of 
restoration. ln the end, the building should blend in naturally with 
its new function. When the visual aspect of the alteratien is of 
importance it is called transformation insteadof conversion;then 
the physical appearance of the building has obviously changed. 

3.2 Why conversion? 
At the moment conversion is a very hot and actual theme; 
nevertheless it is not sarnething new. Reusing buildings has 
occurred over centuries (for example monasteries changing into 
military complexes in the 19th century). But nowadays there is 
paid so much attention to it because of the consciousness that 
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in the last decades lots of valuable buildings perished and were 
demolished regardlessly, buildings with cultural-historical values 
which are of importance for the identity of a community. Besides 
that, these days, the amount of unoccupied buildings, that for 
some reasens cannot fulfil their original function anymore, has 
never been that high. A governmental project [ 18] mapped 900 
vacant objects in 2008 and estimated that in reality it concerns 
more than 5000 buildings (De Volkskrant, 2008 [27]). Over time, 
a lot of buildings, and especially military, industrial, religieus 
and office buildings, feil into disuse because society, technology 
and demands and laws were changing and these buildings were 
not able to adapt to these changes. Therefore, future building 
tasks will for a large share consist of transformational tasks, 
conversions, which makes it relevant to have a closer look at 
the reasens for and advantages of conversions.There are several 
important aspects that underlie the choice and chances for the 
conversion of buildings, aspects that should be considered in 
the decision process about whether to covert or to demolish. 

Cultural-historical aspects 
One importantaspect in decidingto turn to conversion is the value 
of the cultural or industrial heritage for the historica! context of 
the city and the landscape. Remnants from the past, when visible 
and tangible, teil us who we are and how we have become into we 
are (educational value).AII of us are connected with history.ln the 
discussion on how to deal with those urban artefacts,Aido Rossi, 
an ltalian theeristand architect, criticized in his writings [44], the 
lack of understanding of the city in current architectural practice. 
He argued that a city must be studied and valued as something 
constructed over time; of particular interest are urban artefacts 
that withstand the passage of time. Rossi is of the opinion that 
the city remembers its past, our "collective memory", and that 
we use that memory through monuments; that is, monuments 
give structure to the city. We should therefore treat the existing 
constructed surroundings with respect. Urban legends make the 
past tangible and help us to hold on to the meaning of these 
buildings. Urban legends often do have a charismatic appearance 
and according to Aldo Rossi: 'through their abstract and 
geometrical forms one can create an autonorneus architecture 
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which can evoke associations and memories by its analogy' [44]. 
Another aspect, in line with the previous, is the uniqueness 

and or rareness of the building. Once it concerns a single unique 
or one single left object instead of thousands of examples 
whether or not in the same area, the greater the importance of 
preserving and maintainingthe building with regard to the cultural
historical and educational value of the building, Furthermore the 
identity value of a (historie) building is of importance. An old 
building, that has survived several generations, can give security. 
People do have an emotional bond with buildings coming from 
a deep (unconscious) psychological need for security and roots. 

In the last few years menumental care is not only aimed at 
classica! categories of monuments (like churches, castles and 
palaces of befere the 19th century), but has broadened towards 
other categories and situations. There is big interest nowadays 
for historica! objects from the more ordinary people; industrial 
buildings, stations, agricultural buildings, objects of water 
management and the folk housing of people. The definition of 
heritage broadened from the individual 'building as art object' 
with the emphasize on the physical shape, image and/or material, 
via the 'building ensemble', 'the building in its context', 'city 
fragment' and 'landscape', to the final less tangible 'structure, 
'concept' and 'essence' that needs to be conserved or maintained. 

Architectanical and urban aspects 
The architectanical and esthetkal value of buildings is important. 
There is a streng relationship between the age of a building and 
the appreciation for it as an esthetkal object. Older buildings are 
often appreciated more than younger on es. These buildings are 
telling a story, a story of an old culture, a long civilization, of the 
life of people befere us, because of whom we are like we are. 
The object of discussion can function as an orientation and 
identification mark. In case of striking and characteristic buildings, 
conversion can be an enrichment of the heterogeneously built 
environment; the transformation can lead to a wider variety. 
When the exterior is preserved, the image value stays intact, 
which is important for the character of the neighborhood. lt 
can restere space in the city, while functioning with and fitting 



in time. Wh en the function of the artifact changes, but the form 
remains intact, then the meaning of the building transfarms 
and the history shifts to the realm of memories. In this way, 
the artifact still exerts influence because of its function in the 
urban surroundings in which it still functions as a focal point [35]. 

Social, economical and environmental aspects 
Conversion could make an important contribution towards area 
developments and spatial quality as well. lt avoids buildings being 
unoccupied, which is unfavorable for many reasons. One of them 
being safety reasons; in case of unoccupied buildings there is 
no control over who or what will take up residence inside the 
building. Besides that, unoccupied buildings will deteriorate quick, 
which causes an unattractive, littered and ruineus appearance 
and will attract only more dirt. Lastly, unoccupied buildings are 
unfavorable because of high space pressures in this small and at 
some places already full country, The Netherlands. Conversion 
balances the real estate market through transformation of 
wasted square meters into highly desirabie square meters. So 
in addition to the contribution to a reduction in vacancies it 
fulfills the need for available space. Expansion into green area is 
not desirabie and not necessary when 'inspansion' is possible. 
Conversion in this way avoids duttering up and silting of 
the area and provides chances for 'decluttering' and tidying. 

Conversion, compared to building a new building, can be 
material-and energy saving.We simply cannot rebuild today what 
has been built in the past. Considering waste streams, it is better 
to choose for patching up an old building, than building a new one, 
regarding the environment and the depletion of it. Conversion 
can be exemplarily sustainable, because existing materials do get 
a secend life and the amount of waste and waste transportation, 
the extraction of primary products and the manufacturing of 
new materials are drastically reduced, which all tagether leads 
to a reduction of energy consumption and carbon emissions. 

In case of conversion, costs are saved because demolition 
is equal to loss of value. Costs are saved because less building 
materials are used and development- and building times are much 
shorter. When the body of the building is re-used, the building 
time can be reduced up to 30-50%, because half of the building 

is already present and the building process is less dependent on 
weather [20]. Shorter development times imply quicker renting 
times and earlier revenues. In addition, the purchase and ground 
values of structurally vacant buildings are often very low and 
the taxes for the dumping of waste/building materials very high. 
So the conversion of a building does not need to cost more 
than the construction of a new one. There are examples of 
conversions that are even cheaper than new built, but in many 
cases conversion in the end will be more expensive because of 
the special skills, techniques and materials that are necessary. 

This, on the ether hand, contributes to another (small) 
positive aspect of conversion; it saves certain craftsmanship 
and professions from early extinction. Because ether and 
often artisanal techniques need to be applied it is stimulating 
employment in these small and specialized sectors. 

Finally, not seldom the initiative for conversion sterns 
from emotion, nostalgia or idealism. Often, several parties and 
disciplines are involved when it comes to saving remnants 
from the past: governments, people gathered in pressure 
groups and private persons, and for them, especially for a 
private persen, idealism is often the strengest motivation; 
idealism and emotion can evereome the (extra) costs in euro's 
for the user or the government. And not seldom, creative 
initiatives (like design contests) or activities of squatters 
(illegal occupants) accelerate the conversion or determine the 
direction of the conversion (the new destiny of the building). 

3.3 How to deal with conversions? 
The approaches of conversion of (industrial) heritage are ranging 
from integral conservation to restoration of only the skeleton/ 
frame, from entire preservation to retrospective recovery. 
Sometimes, the object is replaced and rebuilt, another time it is 
integrated with new building bleeks. Some architects practice a 
'tabula rasa' approach; they regard the building as a blank page, 
and do fee I no limitations or restrictions but overall freedom with 
regard to the new design. Others, like Christian Norberg-Schulz 
[38], mentioned before, adept the contrary contextual method 
and are designing while taking in mind the history and the actual 
geographical and social context of the building (the spirit of place). 
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In case of a change in function, the area of tension 
between the old and the new can really becomes visible. 
Regarding conversion there are basically two dominant 
approaches: 

Contrast: old versus new. Interventiens in the ex1stmg are 
contrasting with the existing; a new and unique identity is 
added to the old one. The contemporariness of the new design 
is emphasized, where the contrast intensifies the meaning 
of the new and the old. The tension between the old and 
the new is created on purpose. One speaks of discontinuity. 
The separation is distinguishable through color, use of material, 
space and the arrangement of the rooms/the layout of the 
building. Sometimes, the exterior is maintained and the interior 
is adjusted to the new function. Other times the new function 
is consciously visualized. Glass and steel are materials that are 
often used in this approach.The Caixa Forum in Madrid (Herzog 
& Meuron) and the Kolumba in Cologne (Peter Zumthor) 
(fig. XX and XX) are clear examples of conversions with a 
contrasting approach. Th ere is made a clear distinction between 
the existing and the new, through which the borderline is clearly 
visible and the shape of the original building remains apparent. 

Analogy: interaction and conneetion between old and new. 
Interventiens in the existingare emphasizingaspects ofthe existing. 
There will be no confrontation, no tension, but a continuation. 
Interaction between the old and the new leads, because of this 
influence, to the birth of something new. One speaks of continuity. 
In this approach an invisible attitude is taken; the design of new 
originates by copying, imitating duplicating and repeating the 
existing, thinking out of the design of the original composer 
using today's materials. An example of an analogical approach 
is the former ReichsBank in Berlin, see tigure XX. The old and 
the new do not stand dialectically opposite from each other 
but are standing simultaneously and equally next to each other. 
The historica! material becomes the decor, the scene, against 
which the new architecture takes place. In this way a moment 
is created where the history is sensed and experienced. 
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Kolumba - Keulen 
Peter Zumthor 

Caixa Forum - Madrid 
Herzog & de Meuron 

Fig. 3.3.1: Examples of Contrast. Bath the Kolumba 
in Cologne of Peter Zumthor (farmer church) and 
the Caixa forum in Madrid of Herzog & de Meu
ron (farmer industrial power house) are conver
sions, musea, where new building parts are added 
on top of the original building in such a way that 
the separation between old and new is clearly vis
ible in the facade. The new parts that are added 
clamp the existing parts, so a new silhouette is cre
ated but the shape of the old building is still obvious. 



Fig. 3.3.2: Example of Analogy. Hans Kol/hof! clearly did not 
create a contrast while converting the farmer Reichsbank in 
Berlin to the department of foreign affairs. The building ac
commodates a new tunetion without losing touch with history. 

Below some thoughts of known architects about conversion 
and the attitude towards the old and the new are listed: 

Bert Dirrix (architect from Eindhoven) says, when asked 
how to deal with the conversion of buildings in general: 
'you have to show the architecture of the existing, the gift that 
is handed to you, in its full glory'. But there is more going on, 
'the mingle with an existing building is not so much a design 
question, but mainly a programmatic exercise' (May 20 I 0 [8]). 

Peter Zumthor (Swiss architect, international authority): 
'The most important is the skeleton, the body, the anatomy, 
it is about the type of building, not about the facade' (July 20 I 0 
[48]). 

Al do Rossi (ltalian architect of the 20th century): 
'through their abstract and geometrical forms one can create 
an autonomous architecture which can evoke associations and 
memories by its analogy' ( 1996, [44]). 

Regardless the attitude and approach one prefers to hold 
on to, there are several techniques that can be used in 
case of conversion of a building, see tigure 3.3.3 below. 

Topping up Hollowing out Connecting Adding blocks Clustering 

§§~~H~ 
Adding floors Breaking open Combining 

Spaces 
Adding 
Volume 

Merging 
Spaces 

De-flooring Adding on top Adding at side Plinth out Arranging 

Merging 
floors 

Adding 
Spaces 

Adding 
Spaces 

Adding 
Spaces 

Adding 
Facilities 

Fig. 3.3.3: Techniques that can be used in case of conversion, of course 
depending on the building concerned [11, p.131]. 
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Regardless the approach and the technique, in case of conversions, 
the philosophical discussion arises how buildings, which are 
explicitly not built by the designers for eternity, can be preserved 
for eternity with integrity. Only in the last few years more 
designers start to take into account the life time and sustainability 
of a building and are aware of the fact that the need for a certain 
function at a certain moment can change over the years, that the 
building will probably survive the need for that function, several 
of them, so that the design, the layout and the structure should 
therefore be flexible. For new buildings flexibility and value 
fixed concepts are asked. In the future, the conversion of these 
modern, flexible buildings might be easier (but less tasty?) and 
it might facilitate the search for a new function for the building. 

3.4 How todetermine the new function? 
Once involved with unoccupied heritage, the decision process 
starts whether to demolish, to restore or to convert the 
building. In the last couple of years various instruments have been 
developed to determine efficiently the critica! factors of success 
and the risks of conversion. Nine of them are described in a 
recently published book Transformation of office buildings' (Van 
der Voordt et al, 2007). One of them (Herbestemmingswijzer, 
herbestemming voor bestaand vastgoed), a tooi developed by 
the TU Delft in cooperation with consultant PRC, especially 
focuses on the founding and determining of an alternative 
function for existing real estate. With knowledge of the building, 
the market and the location, by following the various steps, a 
founded usage for . the building can be formulated. In particular 
the first phase (function selection) of the four phases (function 
selection, function combination, layout plan and financial 
test) was useful in the scope of this project. This is because 
it stimulates to make in integral analysis of the building and 
its environment and not only having a look at the building 
(technology) itself. For example, technically a new function for 
a building can be perfectly suitable, but it is very important 
that a need for that function exists in the surroundings of the 
building.When there is noneed for the function, the conversion 
will in the end not be successful. That is where the marked 
aspect comes in. Thereby, in case of a successful conversion, 
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the location is often more important than the building itself. 
Because a lot of these models and methods take into account 
the financial and procedural feasibility and a test based on law 
and regulations, aspects that are not in the scope/interest of this 
project, in the end none of the tools was foliowed one on one 
and in whole, but useful aspects of them were taken along the 
analyzing phase and design process.Aimost all of the mode Is start 
with an intensive analysis of the market (supply and demand), a 
technica! and constructive analysis, a cultural- historica! analysis 
and a study on the functional integration to come to a function 
selection.The table below lists the data that is at least necessary 
for a profound analysis and a grounded function selection. 

Table 3.4.1: Aspects to analyze in order to come to a selection of a new Junc
tion for the conversion of a building. 

Aspect Points of attention 

Location Traffic flows 

Cadastral information 

Composition residents 

Market situation Rental prizes and data 

Construction costs 

Urban planning Provisioning level 

Parcel sizes 

Accessibility 

Building Orientation 

Construction details 

lnstallation details 

Regulations Zoning of destinations 

Vision on structure of the city 



In case of conversion of an entire building complex (for example 
in case of factory site), initiation is often not possible without a 
combination of functions. The buildings are usually too big for 
one single function or utilization. In this case the functions need 
to be tuned mutually so that each can profit from the proximity 
to each other, the possibilities of sharing corresponding 
facilities and business processes, so that there will be no mutual 
sound pollution or visual nuisance. There are various models 
of collaboration of multifunctional buildings, varying from: 

a) back to back: no or minimal cooperation, maintaining of 
independency and spatial clustering of facilities, to 

b) face to face: openness and use of each other's spaces, 
possibilities and expertise so that participants can focus better 
on individual kern activities, mutual alignment of activities, to 

c) hand in hand: strong cooperation characterized by synergy 
(1+1>3),to 

d) cheek to cheek: merging into one cooperation, services are 
provided by one cooperative organization which provides a 
combined and integrated offer. 

a) Back to Back b)Face to Face c) Hand in Hand d) Cheek to cheek 
Fig. 3.4.1: Various modelsof collaboration of organizations in multifunctional 
buildings [20]. 

3.5 What makes a conversion successful? 
lt appears that the way of renovation or conversion depends 
on the prevailing socio-cultural context. Both the appointment 
of monuments and the approach of renovation are related 
to the particular perception of the past that characterizes a 
certain culture and time (25]. The appointment, the approach 
and thus the appreciation of a conversion are therefore variable. 

Nevertheless, Nietzsche's views stemming from the 19th
century, are generally applicable, because it seems that creatively 
connecting the past and the future is considered as 'right' (25]. 
lt stands out that projects that try to make a conneetion with 
the past only at the level of the story behind the building and the 
physical materialization are less appreciated than projects that 
first of all try to focus on the essence of the existing and from 
there define time crossing concepts, principles and purposes 
that will give guidance to the new interventions. This creates 
possibilities for layered (sometimes paradoxical) meanings, 
fractions of time, contrasts, relationships and dialogs (25]. 

A conversion is a testimony of craftsmanship if the building 
can give space to the contemporary function with its own specific 
requirements, while maintaining its original character and essence. 
The goal of conversion is creating something that transcends 
the old. The history of a place or a building can therefore 
serve as an instrument. As long as the history is not 
encapsulated by polite interventions, it can reveal itself 
unexpectedly, like a historica! experience does: as something 
new. lt is about the search for those historica! elements that, 
together with the new ones, will transform the building into 
a 'new' totality. Or as Peter Zumthor describes it in (50]: 

'Mit jedem neuen Bauwerk wird in eine bestimmte historische Situ
ation eingegriffen. Für die Qualitöt dieses fingriffes ist es entsc
heidend, ob es gelingt, das Neue mit Eigenschaften auszustat
ten, die in ein sinnstiftendes Spannungsverhältnis mit dem schon 
Dagewesenen treten. Denn damit das Neue seinen P/atz finden 
kann, muss es uns erst dazu anregen, das Bestehende neu zu se
hen. Man wirft einen Stein ins Wasser. Sand wirbelt au( und setzt 
sich wieder. Der Aufi"uhr ~ar notwendig. Der Stein hot seinen 
P/atz ge(unden. Aber der Teich ist nicht mehr derselbe wie vorher'. 
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Fig. 4.1: 
Entrance 
DRU Factory, 
U/ft 2010. 

4 

projects 
of 
inspiration 

Before starting the actual 
design process, various projects 
were visited or studied to get 
inspired, to learn about special 
applications or to see how the 
architects dealt with conversion 
of industrial heritage or the 
variability of the acoustics. In 
the first paragraph four Dutch 
projects are described in which 
former industrial complexes are 
converted into (multifunctional) 
cultural complexes (as is the 
case in this graduation project). 
A short destription of the 
history of the buildings is pro
vided, as well as a destription of 
that what caught the eye during 
the visit of the buildings. 

4.1 lnspiring example projects of converted lndustrial 
Heritage 

4.1.1 Verkade fabriek, 's-Hertogenbosch (2002 -2004) 

From caokies to culture 
The fermer biscuit factory of Verkade, in the center of 
's-Hertogenbosch, is recently converted into a cultural centre. 
In the beginning of the 20th century, this factory started as a 
waffle factory. In 1929, Ericus Gerhardus Verkade bought the 
factory and henceforth Verkade-biscuits were baked. Until 
1993 complete generations were werking in this factory. Both 
Verkade, and the 'Verkade meisjes', girls that started to work 
at the factory after the completion of the dornestic science 
school (housekeeping), were known in 's-Hertogenbosch. In 
1993, due to concentratien of production, the factory moved 
to Zaandam and the factory in 's-Hertogenbosch was closed. 
After years of vacancy and after several cultural activities and 
temporary alternative accommodation, the municipality of 
's-Hertogenbosch decided in 2002 to convert this factory into 
a centre for theatre and film. Architect Hubert-Jan Henket was 
able to obtain the characteristics of the old Verkade fabriek in 
his design of the new centre. The most prominent, the most 
vital and defining elements of the factory, the bakery and the 
expedition halls at the Boschdijkstraat, are preserved and 
prolonged. Elements, like shed roofs, are maintained and used 
for the conneetion with the new built parts of the complex. The 
numerous sheds are providing daylight throughout almest the 
entire Verkade fabriek. In September of 2004 the complex was 
officially opened. The Cultural centre is now accommodating S 
cinema auditoria (47, SS, SS, 77 & ISO seats), a large theatre hall 
(with a permanent tribune of 270 seats) and a small theatre hall 
(with a telescopic tribune of I 06 seats), a foyer, restaurant, closed 
veranda, offices, and theatre productions rooms. These studies 
are placed as separate volumes in the volume of the factory 
below the sheds, so that the original structure remains visible.The 
furniture for the interior is designed by the designer Piet Hein Eek. 
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Fig. 4.1.1.1: Front of Verkode Factory, overlooking the expedition hall. 

Fig. 4.1.1.2: Eastfacade ofthe Verkade Factory with the characteristic shapes 
of the sheds. 
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Fig. 4.:t.:t.6 ; as a I s d~t~rtirtèd 

screen printed ti/es with pictures from the history of the Verkade factory. 

Fig. 4.1.1.7: The Jactory is decorated with furniture of designer Piet Hein Eek 
and old utensi/s of the Verkade factory. 



Fig. 4.1.1.3-5: Sheds as connecting and dividing elements between old and 
new; on top a reused shed that is covering the veranda, in the middle and 
below a central hall between the old and the new. 

Fig. 4.1.1.8: Café in farmer expedition. 

Fig. 4.1.1.9: Te/escopic tribune, out (left) on in (right). 
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4.1.2 Westergasfabriek, Amsterdam (2001-2004) 

From gas to (cultural) gastronomy 
TheWestergasfabriek is a fermergas plant in thewestern district 
of Amsterdam.ln the beginning of the 21 st century the area is 
completely renovated and now under the name of'Cultuurpark 
Westergasfabriek' it has a cultural and recreational function. 
In 1883, The Wester Gasfabriek was built by the English 
Imperia! Continental Gas Association (ICGA). At that time it 
was the biggest stone coal gas power plant of Amsterdam 
and in the first decennia it was mainly used for public 
lighting. Except for some buildings, including the Gasometer 
by ingenieur Klönne, most of the buildings of the Wester 
Gasfabriek are designed by lsaac Gosschalk, according a variant 
of the Dutch Renaissance and built between 1885 and 1903. 
In 1990, after the departure of the Municipal Energy Company, 
the buildings were temporarily used for creative and cultural 
activities, which proved te be very successful. An inspiring 
mix originated from art and daily life, from permanent and 
temporary rental for all sorts of events such as festivals, 
commercials, fashion shows, eperas and circuses. Because of all 
these activities the Westergasfabriek is put on the cultural map 
bath in Amsterdam as beyend the borders of the Netherlands. 
In 1997, after a selection procedure of a design competition, 
the park design of the American landscape designer Kathryn 
Gustafson was chosen. In this design various functions of 
the park and the way people deal with the landscape come 
together. The industrial monuments and the surrounding 
cultural park tagether ferm a multifunctional space and a 
modern public park of international allure. One can find green 
recreational areas, a place te werk, space for enourmes and 
intimate events, various café-, restaurant-, film-, theatre- and 
exposition oppertunities. In this case the design competition 
also accelarated the conversion of the entire complex. At 
present various creative industries and restaurants have 
found permanent accomodation at the Westergasfabriek: 
An art galery and shop of the art factory, media desingers, 
importers of craftmanship and traditional design, cinema 
'Het Ketelhuis', a bakery and restaurant 'Pacific Pare'. 
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Fig. 4.1.2.1: The Cultural Park 'Westergasfabriek' seen from the west from 
the air with in the middle the enormous gasometer. 

Fig. 4.1.2.2: South Jacode of the Westergasfabriek with Pacific Park right in 
front. 



Boiler house, Westergasfabriek Amsterdam (1999-2006) 
In Amsterdam, at the site of the Westergasfabriek a boiler house is 
located,just as in Maastricht at the Sphinx factory site.This boiler 
house was built in 1903 in front of the purification plant and east 
of the Machine Building. lt was built to replace a smaller boiler 
house inside the Machine building. Just as in Maastricht in case 
of the Sphinx factory, the boiler house was originally connected 
to a separate chimney, which was later demolished and, just as in 
Maastricht, this boiler house is also characterized by a beautiful 
arched roof construction with steel trusses. In 1999, the cinema 
'Het Ketelhuis' settled inside the boiler house, arising from a need 
fora breeding place and exhibition place for the Dutch film industry. 

In 2006, the cinema was drastically renovated and converted 
whereby three new cinema halls we re fitted ingeniously inside the 
building by a design of architect Ramin Visch.The exterior of the 
boiler House reveals little of its inner world. Th is tough factory 
building is still standing untouched, in all its glory, in the now 
trendy Westerpark. lnside, u pon entering, authentic atmosphere 
is still tangible. Not only the three cinema halls, but also the bar 

Fig. 4.1.2.3: South Facade of the boiler house, cinema 'Het Ketelhuis~ 

Fig. 4.1.2.4-5: lnterior Cinema 'Het Ketelhuis~ 

and the connecting stairs are interpreted as separate and free 
standing volumes. Th is way there is no misunderstanding about 
what is new and what is old and the steel trusses, draw bars, 
rough walls and industrial walkways are clearly visible (see figures 
4.1.2.4 -5) .The space is undeniable authentic but at the sametime 
very modern because ofVisch's interventions.The three cinemas 
are mutually and with respect to the ether spaces acoustically 
completely separated (box-in-box construction in which the 
inner box is acoustically deccupled from the outer box). Each 
volume is very distinct, by its shape, color and materialization. 
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4.1.3 Dru fabriek, Ulft (2003-2009) 

From iron to art 
In the district, now known as the DRU area, the first industrial 
activities already took place in 1754. The Count van Bergh 
founded an iron works factory'De Olde Hut', which fabricated 
predominantly cannonballs and fire backs. In 1774, this iron 
foundry was taken over by Diepenbroek (mayor) and Reigers 
(pharmacist) in Ulft (DRU). These new owners changed 
the products: for 250 years the factory would produce 
windows, grids, kitchen enamel such as frying pans, bathtubs, 
tirepiaces and gas radiators. Later on products for the motor
industry and stainless steel products were produced as well. 
In the 19th century the DRU is having a hard time because of 
the competition, but from 1874 the company expanded again 
successfully under the leadership of F.B. Deurvorst. In 1888, the 
factory buildings were extensively renovated and expanded. In 
the latetwenties no Ie ss thanseven chimneystacksweresmoking 
and the factory complex is iconic for Ulft. Even the stream of 
the Oude Ijsel river is moved to give space to the production. 
The crisis of the thirties and the heavy fifties affected the 
DRU factory, but by investments and product innovations the 
factory survived. In the end of the nineties the incentive is 
present to innovate and subsequently DRU merged with the 
international concern Kendrion. Eventually the buildings, of 
which the oldest ones are hundred years old, are not suitable 
anymore for the modern production processes. Finally, in 
2003, the doors of the factory in Ulft are closed permanently. 
The brand 'DRU' is after 250 years still vital and nowadays 
situated in a modern building along the A 12 in Duiven where 
the production of DRU- furnaces continues successfully. 

At the DRU complex there are seven national monuments 
located and in one of them, the former porter's complex, 
the DRU Culture Factory is accommodated since September 
2009: the god of iron is exchanged for the goddess of art. In 
this cultural complex all kinds of culture activities are brought 
together: a library, a music school, a gallery, a Turkish cultural 
centre,a theatre halland pop concert hall,agrand café and a wide 
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Fig. 4.1.3.1: Entrance of DRU Culture Factory. The original facade is preserved, 
a new contrasting element is added to create a clear, new entrance. The high 
new volume (new built theatre, in the left upper corner) is modestly standing 
backwards and is therefore barely noticeable. 
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Fig. 4.1.3.2: Authentic windows inside the building. 



variety of meeting rooms. For regional cultural associations the 
DRU factory is the place fortheir joint activities, from weekly 
rehearsals to annual performances. Even the city council took 
up residence in the Culture Factory and is having its meeting 
in the conference hall. In all spaces the remnants from the 
industrial past are still palpable. The building was completely 
stripped and re-decorated with sturdy sheet-iron staircases 
and furniture of scrap wood. The furniture of in this factory is 
not designed by Piet Hein Eek, but by M+R interior architects. 
The pop concert hall and theatre are placed behind the outer 
facade, as if they were lifted over the original skin. The roof 
is higher than the original facade edge, but from the outside 
this new built volume is barely visible. The volumes of the 
music rooms are placed as separate volumes in the space, in 
this way the original structure of the building is still present 
and an acoustic decoupling is created. A lot of spaces or 
hall ways are lower or smaller than in general (in new built 
buildings according building regulations), which makes you 
aware of the fact that it concerns an old converted building 
and which provides a pleasant and creative atmosphere. 

Fig. 4.1.3.3: Entrance and foyer. Fig. 4.1.3.4: Reading corner. 

Fig. 4.1.3.5: Characteristic room used as meeting room for the city council 
and wedding room. 

Fig. 4.1.3.8: Decaration 
with original enamel 
products of the DRU 
factory. 

Fig. 4.1.3.7: Music studios inserted as separate volumes in the existing space. 
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4.1.4 Witte Dame, Eindhoven (1990-1998) 

From light to enlightening 
De Witte Dame is a renovated and converted factory building 
of Philips at the Emmasingel in the centre of Eindhoven. The 
building was commissioned by Philips and built between 
1929 - 1931 by the architect Dirk Roosenburg according 
the rules of the New Objectivity (de Nieuwe Zakelijkheid, 
an art movement which was straightforward, functionally
minded and with regard to the construction it used a matter
of-fact approach etc. lt pursued more light, air and space 
for employees by using large spans and storey heights). The 
building was used by Philips for the production of light bulbs 
and it got its distinctive white color in 1953. In the eighties 
the building became unoccupied because Philips increasingly 
relocated the production to foreign countries. Phil ips wanted 
to demolish the building but artists and art lovers protested 
and in the end the municipality did not give permiss ion for the 
demolishment. Alternatively, the building was renovated and 
converted by Bert Dirrix and reopened again in 1998.At this 
moment various organizat ions are located inside the building: 
The Design Academy Eindhoven, the Public Library Eindhoven, 
Philips Corporate Design and Mu Art Foundation. ln the plinth 
of the building several companies, shops and banks are settled. 
For the placement of the various residents and tenants, Bert 
Dirrix divided the building horizontally instead of vert ically.At 
the heart of the building a central motif 'het midden motief' is 
created where interaction can take place between the various 
users (occupants and visitors) of the building. This should 
increase, with respect to the existing skeleton of the building, 
the accessibility of the building and give the building back to the 
city. Simple materials are used throughout the entire complex 
inspired on the industrial history: concrete, galvanized steel, 
glass and western red cedar. The fine meshes in the facade 
are maintained by the use of slender aluminium profiles that 
where specially fabricated for the windows. Most parts of 
the building were demolished, only the concrete structure 
remained.AII the finishes were removed and the concrete was 
treated to make it homogeneous again. lnside the generous 
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and royal structure is obvious, the spaces are big and offer free 
views, uninterrupted by walls, corridors and building partitions. 
Columns, ventilation ducts and cables are explicitly shown, 
which gives the residents the possibi lity to free ly organize 
the space. In the building heightened floors are applied which 
has acoustic advantages and connecting possibilities for the 
duet network. Finally, all the changes inside are reversible. 

Fig. 4.1.4.2: Shop of Rabobank, large spans, visible concrete structure and duet work. 
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Fig. 5.1: lnterior of 
Maltings concert 
haJJ in Snape, 
Aldenburgh [Nigel 
Luckhurst]. 

5 

a na lysis 
a eaustics 

As Marshall Long states in Long 
2006 [28]:'Rooms designed for 
unamplified music are the most 
visibJe and interesting spaces in 
architecturaJ acoustics. Jt is here 
that the science of acoustics and 
the arts of architecture and music 
are bJended!'. Jn this chopter sev
eraJ architecturaJ and acousticaJ 
aspects of importance, in my view, 
with regard to room acoustics are 
eluddated. 

5.1 Behavior of sound 
Sound is a sequence of waves of pressure which propagates 
through compressible media such as air or water. During 
their propagation, when sound energy hits a surface, there are 
several fundamental behaviors to distinguish (or a combination 
thereof): The sound is passing through a sample (transmission), 
is geometrically re-directed (reflection), the sound is attenuated 
(absorption), or the sound is distributed more or less uniformly 
(diffusion) (see tigure 5.1.1 ). These behaviors are very much 
connected- e.g. absorption can be understood as an 'attenuated 
reflection', diffusion is ju st a 'redirected reflection' and diffusion or 
scattering can be regarcled as a mix of reflection and absorption. 

Transmission Absorption Reflection Diffusion 

Fig.5.1.1: Fundamental behaviors of sound 

5.1.1 Reflection 
Reflection is the return of a sound wave from a surface. The 
direct sound is soon foliowed by early reflections; other parts 
of the wave which have been reflected one time (first order) or 
more times (second, third order etc.) by the room boundaries 
or by objects in the room befare reaching the receiver. Besides 
arriving later than the direct sound normally these reflections are 
also weaker, because the intensity is reduced (as over time the 
area of the spherical wave front increases and because a fraction 
of the energy is being absorbed each time the wave hits a sound
absorbing room boundary or object in the room) [45].The initial
time-delay gap (ITDG) is the time interval between the arrival of 
the direct sound and the first reflected sound of suftkient loudness. 
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Regarding the acoustics for music there are three time windows 
to distinguish, each having its specifk effect on the acoustic 
perception:very early reflections or pseudo direct sound below 20 
ms after the direct sound,early reflections between approximately 
20 and 80 ms after the direct sound, which are both related to 
the perception of the source, and late reflections/reverberation 
later than 80 ms, which are related to the perception of the space 
(see tigure 5.1. 1.3). The human hearing system integrates the 
energy from reflections into the energy of the direct sound if the 
reflections arrive with less than 80 ms delay with respect to the 
direct energy. Th is means that the effect is mainly perceived as if 
the clear 'original sound' has been amplitied relative to the later, 
reverberant energy.A delay of 80 ms corresponds to a difference 
in the ray trajectory (difference between direct and detour, ~I 
) of 27 m (i.e. 80 ms multiplied by the speed of sound, 343 m/s) 
see tigure 5.1. 1.4. Since the sound must reach the reflective 
surface, then travel to the ears of the audience, the reflective 
surfaces must be installed close to the souree and/or audience 
at a distance not less than I 0 to IS m.lf the energy of the sound 
wave is attenuated sufficiently, the late reflection (>80 ms) will 
not be audible, if not, this late reflection is troublesome (echo). 

Fig. 5.1..1..4: Visua/isation of difference in the roy trojectory {26]. 
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Fig. 5.1..1..1.: Visualisation of direct sound and indirect sound (reflections) {3]. 
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Fig. 5.1..1..2: Visualisation of direct sound, Initia/ time de/ay gap, reflections. 
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Fig. 5.1..1..3: Visualisation of the three time windows of music related sound. 



5.1.2 Reflector 
The seize of the physical reflector compared to the wavelength 
appears to be an important property in determining how the 
wave interacts with the structure.The seize of the reflector must 
be larger than the wavelength OJ, the distance of one vibration) 
to be effective. lf the surface dimension x is larger than about 
2 to 4 times the wavelength (À) of the impinging sound wave, 
than the angle of incidence (i) is equal to the angle of reflection 
(r). (see figure 5.1.2.1 ). For example, I 000 Hz corresponds to a 
wavelength of 0.334 m, therefore, a surface dimension (length or 
width) of about 4À= 4 * 0.334 = 1.34 m will reflect sound energy 
wavelengths of I 000 Hz and above like a mirror: In short, the 
higher the frequency, the shorter the wavelength, the smaller the 
reflector needs to be. lf the wavelength is much larger than the 
seize, the waves will bend around the surface. In addition, if the 
wavelength is much shorter than the reflection surface, in the 
middle of the surface the same will happen in case of a infinite 
surface, but close to the edge bending is possible and a dimming 
of the amplitude of the wave .These are factors to take into mind 
when designing and dimensioning reflectors for concert halls. 

Convexcurvaturesalwayscreatediffusion(spreadingout)ofsound, 
which means that the reflections are more widely distributed than 
for a flat surface. Concave curvatures tend to concentrate sound 
energy in one point or narrow zone (focal point), see figure 5.1.2.2. 

The surface of a reflector must be tangential to an ellipse when 
the souree and the receiver are positioned inthefoei of the ellipse. 

(·b.O) 

Fig. 5.1.2.3: Ellipse. 

o>O 
05c<a 
c' =az -bz 
r1 + r2 = 2a 

The sum of the dis
tonces of the foei to any 
point on the ellipse is 
constant. 

In addition to an echo, another troublesome late reflection 
is a flutter echo, usually caused by the repetitive inter
reflection of sound energy between opposing parallel or 
concave sound-reflecting surfaces. Flutter is normally heard 
as a high-frequency ringing or buzzing. lt can be prevented 
by reshaping and redesigning, to avoid parallel surfaces, 
providing deep sound-absorbing treatment, or breaking up 
smooth surfaces with splayed or 'scalloped" elements [60]. 

Fig. 5.1.2.4: 
Troublesome 
late reflection: 
flutter echo 
{60]. 

Fig. 5.1.2.1: Reflection (x> 4 À) {60}. Fig. 5.1.2.2: Plane, convex and concave reflectors [60]. 
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5.1.3 Absorption 
Sound absorption is the percentage of the incident sound 
that is not reflected back, expressed in a coefficient from 0- 1, 
where I is I 00% absorbent (0% reflective, like an open window) 
and 0 is I 00% reflective (or 0% absorbent, like a painted 
concrete block). Sound absorption is accomplished by means 
of conversion of energy into heat. When a sound wave hits 
an absorptive material, some part of the acoustical energy is 
converted to other types of energy (mostly heat), because the 
sound wave causes the fibers or partiele makeup of the material 
to vibrate, which in turn causes friction and heat generation. 

r---IMPACT 100% 

r-M-A-TE_R_I_A_L-'S-i V 
· SAC = 0.85 

ABSORP 85'" ~ 
OUT 15% 

'----' 
Fig. 5.1.3.1: Visualisation of a sound absorption coefficient. 

The formula of the sound absorption coefficient (SAC) is as follows: 

a = la 11; 
Where: 
t, = sound intensity absorbed (WJm2) 
I; = incident sound intensity (Wiml) 

The total soood absorption in a room can be expressed as: 
A = s, a, + s2 al + - + s.. Un = I s. a; 
Wh ere: 
A = the absorption of the room (ml Sabine or m2 open window) 
S" = area of the actual swface (ml) 
On = absorption coeffjdent of the actJJal surface 

Examples of acoustical absorbers (for sounds of high frequencies) 
areallsortsofporousfoams(mineralwool,glasswool)orperforated 
or slotted surfaces, which supply 'hard' absorptive surfaces. In 
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both cases the underlying energy transformation mechanism is 
friction of air molecules.The more fibrous and porous a material 
is,the betterthe absorption;conversely denser materials (metals) 
are less absorptive. For the absorption of low -frequency sounds 
far more mass is needed in comparison to high frequency 
sounds. Absorption is useful to control unwanted reflections 
and consequentially to decrease excessive reverberation. 
The sound absorbing characteristics of acoustical materials 
vary significantly with frequency and are affected by size, 
shape, location and the mounting method used. In general low 
frequency sounds are very difficult to absorb because of their 
long wavelength. But by using either thick sound-absorbing 
materials or thin sound-absorbing materials installed with 
an airspace behind an acoustical ceiling or wall panel, the low 
frequency performance can be improved. On the other hand, 
the human ear is less sensitive to low frequency sounds, which 
can be beneficia! in many cases. The sound-absorbing treatment 
can be designed to be adjustable, when the reverberation time 
must be varied to satisfy the requirements of different activities 
in a room. Surfaces or furnishings can be designed to expose 
either sound-absorbing materials, or sound-reflecting materials. 

5.1.4 Ditfusion 
Ditfusion is the scattering or random redistribution of a sound 
wave from a surface and is created by convex or irregular surfaces. 
Ditfusion does not 'break up' or absorb sound, but the direction 
of the incident sound wave is changed as it strikes a sound
diffusing materiai.The depth of the irregularity should be equal to 
or greater than a quarter of the wavelength to have appreciable 
effect at a given frequency. Ditfusion is an extremely important 
characteristic of rooms used for musical performances. Diffusing 
surfaces can contribute to the listeners' sensation of sound 
coming from all directions at equal levels. Ditfusion contributes 
to envelopment and the even distribution of reverberant sound. 
High diffusivity is obtained by for example covering with deep 
recesses (>I 00 mm), surfaces with a Surface Diffusivity Index 
(SDI) of I, low diffusivity (SDI = 0) by absorptive surfaces [I]. 

Diffusers are also used to treat sound aberrations in rooms, such 



as echoes. They are an excellent alternative or complement to 
sound adsorption because they do not remove sound energy, 
but can be used to effectively reduce distinct echoes and 
reflections while still leaving a live sounding space. Compared 
to a reflective surface, which will cause most of the energy to 
be reflected off at an angle equal to the angle of incidence, a 
diffuser will cause the sound energy to be radiated in many 
directions, hence leading to a more diffusive acoustic space. 

5.1.5 Diffraction 
Diffraction is the bending or"flowing" of a sound wave around an 
object or through an opening. In auditoriums, because impinging 
sound waves will readily diffract around panels that are smaller 
than their wavelength, suspended panels must be carefully 
designed to be large enough (length and width) to effectively 
reflect the desired wavelengths of sound. A single frequency 
can be emphasized (called diffraction grating effect) when an 
array of small overhead panels are of equal length and width or 
when vertical projecting slats on walls are of equal depth and 
spacing.This phenomenon must be avoided because it can impart 
an odd tonal distortien to music due to cancellation effects. .. ,. 

Fig. 5.1.5.1: (above) Di/fusion (x=')..). Fig. 5.1.5.2: (below) Diffraction (x <AJ. 

5.2 Sound Optimization 

5.2.1 Acoustic Parameters 
There are several parameters to describe the quality of the 
acoustics ofan existingorthe des i red future haii.Those parameters 
can be used for the examinatien and optimization of the acoustic 
quality of the hall or stage in the design process. In room 
acoustics, one often distinguishes the 'subjective parameters' and 
the 'objective parameters'. The subjective parameters describe 
the perception of various qualitative characteristics of the room 
acoustics. The objective criteria are parameters calculated from 
the objective measures of the impulse response of the room 
and describe the acoustic response of the room between 
a souree and a receiver. The objective criteria are defined to 
quantify the subjective characteristics of the room. Several 
scientific studies have derived relationships and correlations 
between the different criteria in order to shape a consistent 
correspondence between objective criteria and subjective 
parameters [21]. Bes i des the distinction between subjective 
and objective parameters, there can be made a distinction as 
well between parameters that are especially of importance for 
the audience (like the clarity, the lateral efficiency, the strength 
etc.) and parameters that are of importance for the musicians 
on stage (like the support). In the next paragraphs the various 
objective and corresponding subjective parameters are explained. 

Reverberation time (RT) 
The first objective criterion used to describe the acoustic quality 
of a concert hall is the reverberation time (RT) that measures the 
duration (in seconds) of decay of sound energy over a dynamic 
range of 60dB, after the souree stops generating sound. The 
subjective parameter related to the RT is the notion of'perception 
of the reverberation' or reverberance and liveness of the hall. 
Although it is defined as the time required for the reverberant 
sound to decay 60 dB below the maximum, it is measured over 
a range of levels between -5 and -35 dB and then doubled (if 
it were measured over the full 60dB range, the reverberant 
tail would run into the background noise and corrupt the 
measurement). RT is averaged over the octaves 500 and I 000 Hz. 
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The reverberation time is the most recognizable acoustical 
parameter associated with concert halls and a very useful 
metric si nee its discovery by Sabine ( 1898). One of the principal 
reasons why the RT is generally the first criterion used for the 
description of the acoustics of a concert hall is that it is the only 
criterion that does not vary (or negligibly) with the souree and 
receiver positions. Secause the RT is 'equal' for the entire room, 
it characterizes (the reverberation of the) room uniquely.The RT 
is directly related to the acoustic volume (shape and proportion) 
and the absorption area of the room (furnishings and finishes). 
The RT is independent of the position of the absorption. Given 
that the total absorption area for a concert hall is essentially 
made of seated audience, the RT is directly related to the total 
acoustic volume and the audience capacity and seat spacing; 
or the acoustic volume per person in the audience. A volume 
of close to I 1-14 m3 per person is generally accepted as 
being ideal acoustically for symphonic orchestra concerts [2]. 

y 
T=O.l6l

A 
Farmulo 5.2.1.1: Reverberation Time 

under the condition of a diffuse field, where: 
T = Reverberation Time [s] 
V= Volume [m, 
A= Total absorption [m, 

A -l:a, -S, Farmulo 5.2.1.2: Toto/ Absorption 
where: 
S = absorbing surface [m, 
a=absorption coefficient ofthe surface [-] 

The reverberation time must be long enough to properly blend 
sounds, and yet short enough so there will be sufficient separation 
of successive sounds, necessary for intelligibility. For concert 
halls the ideal (averaged) reverberation time is considered to 
be between 1.7 and 2.3 seconds. Clearly the choice for RT 
depends on the volume of the space and type of music. Saroque 
music requires the lowest times ( 1.5-1. 7 sec), classica! the mid 
range ( 1.6-1.9 sec) and romantic the longest ( 1.8-2.2 sec.)[28] 
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Toble 5.2.1.1: '/deal' Reverberation time va lues per type f music or usage, 
according to {28] and {2]. 

U sage RT [s] 

Organ >2.5 

Romantic classica! 1.8-2.2 

Early classica! 1.6-1.8 

Opera 1.3-1.8 

Chamber 1.4-1.7 

Drama Theatre 0.7-1.0 

Classroom 0.5 

Bass Ratio (BR) and Treble Ratio (TR) 
For (large) concert halls a greater RT (30%) at low frequencies 
compared to mid frequencies is desirabie in order to obtain 
acoustical warmth.This 'warmth' is formulated by Seranek [3] by 
means of the Sass Ratio (SR): 

RT at 125 Hz + RT at 250 Hz 

BR = RT at 500Hz + RT at 1000Hz 
Farmulo 5.2.1.3: Boss Ratio 

For rooms with low reverberation times (up to 1.8 seconds) the 
SR should be 1.1 - 1.45. 

On the other hand, for high frequencies a slight decrease 
of both the RT and the sound level is required above 2KHz, 
to avoid a soar and aggressive response and generate a 
pleasant brilliance. This 'brilliance' is expressed in the Treble 
Ratio (TR): According to Seranek [3] the TR should be >0.8 

RT at 2000 Hz+ RT at 4000Hz 
TR = Farmulo 5.2.1.4: Treble Ratio 

RT at 500Hz + RT at 1000Hz 



Early Decay Time (EDT) 
The subjective parameter related to the RT is the notion of 
'perception of the reverberation' or reverberance. In practice, 
a distinction is made between the reverberation perceived 
during a musical phrase (running reverberance) and the 
reverberation perceived once the musical phrase is over (final 
chord reverberance). The latter is related to the RT of the 
room (as described above), while the former is more related 
to the so-called Early Decay Time. Th is is the time needed for 
a reduction of the sound pressure level of I 0 dB, multiplied 
by 6. The early part of the decaying sound correlates much 
better with the subjective experiences of the reverberation of 
a room [21]. Th is first decay is especially important for music 
that is played fast. lf the EDT increases, distinguishing separate 
tones will become harder. In many rooms, the EDT is shorter 
than the RT. Because the detailed behavier of the early part of 
the reverberation curve is influenced by the relative levels and 
distribution in time of the early reflections, which in turn vary 
depending on the positions of soured and receiver, the EDT 
is often found to vary throughout the hall, which is seldom 
the case with RT. For symphonic music the recommended EDT 
in the auditorium is 1.0 - 3.0 seconds. As well as the RT, the 
EDT is normally averaged over the octaves 500 and I 000 Hz. 

Inversion Index (1.1} 
On stage the EDT is preferred to be lower than the EDT 
in the audience area, since a lower EDT increases the 
musidan's ability to distinguish separate notes. Preferably 
the EDT is slightly higher in the auditorium. This relation has 
led to the Inversion Index (1.1) which should ideally be > I. 

IJ= EDTw (-] 
EDT..". Formula 5.2.1.5: Inversion Index 

Clarity (CSO) 
The Clarity (Ct) describes the degree to which every detail of 
the performance can be perceived.The clarity (CaO) is the ratio 
of sound energy arriving before, to that arriving after, the first 
ao milliseconds after the arrival of the direct sound, expressed 

as a ratio; the so called early -to -late or signal-to-noise ratio. 
Early reflections that arrive within ao ms of the arrival of the 
direct sound are integrated into the energy of the direct sound 
by the human ear and therefore increase souree presence and 
intelligibility. Therefore the initial time delay gap should be as 
short as possible. A high- signal-to-noise ratio, which results 
from strong early reflections, yields musical clarity. The higher 
the value of C, the more the early sounds dominates, and the 
higher the impression of clarity. Val u es of cao, which can range 
from small positive numbers, to small negative numbers for very 
reverberant spaces, fall into the ±4 dB range (in the hall ideally 
between -3 and +2 dB, on stage cao values can be higher). Early 
reflections are important to the appreciation of rapid musical 
passages and passages played by quieter instruments. For a high 
degree of acoustic clarity, strong early reflections have to be 
created for the entire audience. Early reflection surfaces have 
to be angled in such a way that they can create reflections 
from the sound sourees on stage to audience members. As can 
be concluded from the formula below, the clarity is inversely 
proportional to the reverberation time; a higher reverberation 
time means more indirect sound, so more masking of details and 
lower clarity. Similarly, the closer to the souree (on stage for 
example), the more direct energy and the higher the clarity is. 

1 p l(t)dt 

C,. = lOJa -=-~--
J p 1 (t)dt 

'· 
where: 
p =sound pressure [Pa] 
t = time interval [s} 

Sound Strength (G) 

[dB] Formula 5.2.1.6: Early-to-late index 

The subjective parameter of acoustic power is related to the 
objective strength criterion G (gain). This criterion measures 
the loudness and amplification of the room. The strength or 
room gain is defined as the ratio (in dB) of the acoustic pressure 
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measured at a given point of the room (response of the room), to 
the acoustic pressure generated by an omni-directional souree 
of sim i lar acoustic power and measured at I Om from the souree 
in free field conditions.This criterion is a function of the position 
of the souree on stage and of the position of the receiver. The 
sound strength steadily decreases with increased souree-receiver 
distance (on average -2dB per doubling of the distance) [I 0]. 

1- ] J p 1 (t)dt 

G = 10 ! [dB] 

I pfo<r>dr 
0 

Farmu/a 5.2.1.7: Sound Strength 

Where: 
plO = sound pressure level in free field conditions, at 10 m distance of souree [Po] 

The hu man ear is very sensitive to acoustic power. Below a certain 
threshold, awareness is reduced and the audience does not feel 
as being part of the event. For a large concert hall, the strength 
must be positive, ideally around 5 dB, with a variatien of +I- 3 dB 
with respect to the mean of the entire room [3]. On stage, close 
to the source, values for the strength are much higher, although 
ideal values for stage conditions are not known by the author. 

The loudness is affected by various architectural factors: 
the volume (in relation to a proper sound pressure level and 
reverberation time, the volume per person cannot be too low 
in case of large symphonic archestras and cannot be too high 
for chamber orchestras), the distance of the listener from 
the stage (the further from stage, the lower the strength), 
the presence of surfaces for reflecting early sound energy to 
the audience and the distribution of sound absorbing finishes. 

Lateral Energy Fraction (LF) 
Spatial characteristics of the sound field are very important. The 
hearing system prefers receiving part of the information of the 
reflective energy in a lateral manner than in a direct manner 
or as coming from above. Wh en the reflective energy is coming 
from a lateral direction, each ear is exposed to a different sound 
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field which is perceived as a feeling of acoustic envelopment. 
The audience feels surrounded by the sound and feels like 
it is participating to the event rather than simply listening 
from a distance and observing it passively [21]. To objectively 
quantify the subjective feeling of acoustic envelopment (feeling 
of the space) the lateral energy fraction (LF) can be used. 
LF must be greater than 0.15 and remain below 0.35 [21]. 
Strong side reflections are generated by narrow rectangular 
rooms (this is why a hall may not be too wide or too fan shaped) 
and from surfaces placed close to the listener. Lateral reflections 
and envelopment come about naturally from rectangular halls 
having widths on the order of 23m. A high degree of diffusion 
is particularly helpful. The strength of lateral reflections can be 
measureddirectlybyusingasecondorderbidirectionalmicrophone 
and then camparing it to an omni-directional microphone. 
The two signals are integrated out to SOms and compared: 

LF= 

O.O&r J pl(t)cosl E*Jt 
O,CIOS.r 

0,01: 

J p 2 (t)dt 
OI 

Farmu/a 5.2.1.8: Laterol Energy Fraction 

lt is mainly the energy at low and mid frequencies 
that contribute to spaciousness, consequently LF is 
normally averaged over the four octaves 125-1 000 Hz. 

In an excellent concert hall, it is necessary that the audience 
is provided with good hearing conditions by means of a well 
balanced acoustical environment, but it is also vital (maybe even 
more) that musicians are able to hear themselves (sufficiently, but 
not to the point that his own sound masks that of the others) 
and each other (even those that are seated at the other si de of 
the stage).The hearing conditions on stage must be excellent so 
that musicians can deliver the best of themselves. After all, the 
product as heard by the audience will be better if the conditions 
are optimal for the performers. In the hall, the sound energy that 
arrives at the audience within 80 ms after the direct sound is 



considered as useful energy/reflections, on stage however this 
energy should arrive at the musician within 40ms to be efficient: 
so on stage the acoustical conditions are even more critica!. 

Support (ST) 
The most commonly used criterion to define the hearing 
and performing comfort of musicians on stage, is the Support 
criterion. The supporting sound that returns to the archestra 
has been studied by Gade. In the standard ISO 3382-1 two 
Supports are distinguished; Early Support and Late Support. 
Early Support (Stearly) is associated with perceived ensemble 
conditions, the ability of musicians to hear oneself and the 
others and the ease of playing together. Late Support (STiate) 
is associated with perceived reverberance from the hall. lt is 
related to the degree to which the room supports the musicians' 
effort in creating the tone on their own instruments, whether 
they find it easy to play or whether they have to force their 
instruments to 'fill' the room. Having to force the instrument 
leads to playing fatigue and inferior quality of sound [45]. 
Both measures assess the level of the acoustic response 
returning back to a musician on stage.As can be concluded from 
the formulas, in both cases it is about an energy ratio, only with 
different time intervals. Wh ere the Early Support compares the 
initia! energy level sampled between 0 and I 0 ms (the direct level 
plus the reflections from the stage) with the energy returned 
between 20 and I OOms, the Late Support compares this initia! 
level with the energy returned between I 00 and I OOOms. 
Support is generated through reflections from nearby surfaces, so 
from proper stage enelosure design.The support can be improved 
by using risers for musicians, a proper distribution of sound 
absorbing finishes and the introduetion of adjustable overhead 
sound-reflecting panels. In order to determine the Support, an 
omni-directional souree is used,located on theorchestral platform. 
Subsequently the return from reflecting surfaces is measured 
with a microphone set at a distance of I m from the sou ree. The 
Support is normally averaged over the four octaves 250-2000 Hz. 
In literature the optimum value for both Supports is generally 
accepted to be between -IS and -12 dB.This is anideal value that 
can be applied to rehearsal rooms and tosmaller symphonic rooms 

as well [21 ].The i deal STearly value also depends highly on the size 
of the ensemble on stage and on the repertoire. In case of large 
ensembles, lower support values can be sufficient as well, while 
chamber archestras can benefit from highervalues of STearly.ln 
concert halls the STiate val u es are aften lower than ST early [21 ]. 

O,IOQr 

Jpl(t)dt 

Farmu/a 5.2.1.9: Early Support ST~=lO 
o.o:'JIIr [dB] 
O,OlQr 

Jp1(t)dt 
0. 

I,ODDs 

Jp1
(t)dt 

0,1 .. [dB] O,OIIb 
Farmu/a 5.2.1.10: Late Support 

Jp1(t)dt 
liJ" 
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5.2.2. lnterrelationships acoustical parameters 
As can be noted from the previous paragraph, some of the 
acoustic parameters are strongly related with each other or with 
room characteristics, like the reverberation time and the clarity 
for example. Anders Christian Gade has found relationships 
between parameters and formulated predietien formulae, based 
on measurements in 21 Danish concert halls and based on the 
statistkal regression I i nes for the highest correlations [I 0]: 

EDT = RT [s] Formula 5.2.2.1 

LEF = 0,47 - 0,0086 • W (m) [-] Formula 5.2.2.2 
Where W = mean width between side wolfs in m 

[dB] Formula 5.2.2.3 

Ge,.= 10 log (RTN) + 45 [dB] Formula 5.2.2.4 

EDT 0 = 0,3 sec + 0,55 • EDT [s) Formula 5.2.2.5 
Where EDTp = EDT on platform/stage 

A nother relationship, between the Support and the Reverberation 
Time and Volume, is described in [30]: 

Support= 10 log (TN • [10 -a.-n-- 10. ,_.".D + 25 [dB] Formula 5.2.2.6 

The subscript 'exp' indicates that is contains statistically expected 
values. Once the RT is chosen and some room characteristics are 
known (Volume and Width) a predietien can be made by means of 
the above formulae of the other acoustical parameters that suit the 
hall and that are realistic to aim for during the design phase, if the 
following suggestions are taking into account which are described 
by Gade (2008) in [ 12]: EDT is suggested 0.1 s lower than T in the 
small hall and 0.2 s lower than T in the large haii;The C value is 2 dB 
higher than Cexp in the large hall but only I dB higher than Cexp in 
the small hall (since high Clarity is particularly neededinlarge halls); 
The G is suggested 2dB less than Gexp in small halls and I dB less 
than or equal to Gexp in larger halls. 
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5.2.3 Relation of room characteristics or hall design - acous
tical parameters 

Hall Shape 
Nowadays a -large variety of hall shapes can be found among 
auditoria, from Fan-, Diamond-, Horseshoe-, Vineyard-, Leaf
shaped halls, or arenas and amphitheatre halls, whether or 
not surround. From all the possible shapes examples exist of 
outstanding acoustic quality. But in general, a rectangular hall, 
a so called 'shoe-box' shaped hall, naturally has proportions 
which contribute to good acoustical conditions and which 
are therefore easily (more easily) perfected and conditioned 
acoustically.ln case of the other shapes, and in case of surround 
halls, the risk of inconsistent acoustics is more present and 
a smart design and engineering, or more measures and 
adaptations are necessary to provide good quality acoustics. 

CJC • • )• ] 
eoa-m Cl D 
Fig. 5.2.3.1: Variety of hall Shapes, from left to right; vineyard-, amphitheatre-, fan-, 
dia mond-, horseshoe-, leaf- and shoebox-shaped hall. Belaw, surround versionsof them. 

An ideal room from an acoustical point of view is a narrow 
and high room, narrow for sufficient envelopment and high 
for sufficient volume. A rectangular room, a shoe- box -shaped 
hall, provides for the above as a natural consequence of its 
shape. In rectangular rooms, long, tall and narrow shoe-boxes, 
strong lateral reflections necessary for envelopment are almost 
automatically effered (if having correct proportions) as well 
as low delay times for early reflected sounds [28]. From an 
architectonic and economical point of view wider (and lower) 
hall shapes are more desirable, because it accommodates higher 
seating areas. But halls which are too wide and low, lack these 
important lateral reflections. However, today, in modern wide 
hall designs with high seating areas, such as a vineyard terrace, 
one has managed to provide in plenty of side reflections. 



Because it concerns shoe-box' -shaped halls in this graduation 
project, the analysis will focus further on the proportions 
and characteristics of this hall shape in relation to acoustical 
parameters. 

Shoe-box shaped hall proportions and characteristics versus 
acoustic parameters. 
Characteristics of shoe-box shaped halls are their fullness of 
sound, the importance of the room effect and the sensation of 
being surrounded by sound. Reflections are increasing the early 
energy and therefore the presence of sound and intelligibility 

Hall L/W ratio 
For symphonic music, rectangular halls should have length
to-width ratio (UW) of less than 2 to produce streng lateral 
reflections (or suspended sound-reflecting panels should be 
used) [60]. This is because intimacy and clarity are achieved 
when an initial-time-delay gap of less than 20ms (±7m) is 
provided for reflected sound energy. According to Gade's 
findings [I 0] the correlation coefficient of hall width and the 
lateral energy fraction (LEF) is -0,84, which shows that hall 
width and LEF are strongly and reversed related (changes 
in hall width have streng effects on the LEF in the opposite 
direction). The correlation coefficient of the width and the 
strength (G) is found to be -0.53, so there is a quite streng 
ireversed relation of the width and the gain of the hall as well 

Hall H/W ratio 
Several highly regarded traditional rectangular concert halls 
in Europe have height-to-width ratios (H/W) of greater than 
0.7 [60]. In wide halls, the first reflection will be from the 
ceiling, producing similar sounds in both ears. The ratio of 
the early lateral sound energy to total early energy increases 
if the H/W - ratio of the hall increases (i.e., less wide halls) 
The H/W ratio influences the warmth of the sound. In spaces 
with H/W ratiosof below 0.7 (or at least low heights) the lower 
frequencies do nothave enough space to develop ( compared to the 
mid frequencies), which will reduce the musical warmth (BR) [60] 
There is also a limit to the absolute ceiling height of concert 

halls: the echo corresponding to a distance of 17m (return 
path of 34 m or I 00 ms time delay). For rooms of which the 
ceiling height exceeds 17m, one must imperatively introduce 
acoustic reflectors or a continuous ceiling (canopy type) above 
the stage and above the front row of the stalis [21]. Also, the 
average ceiling height H in auditoriums with upholstered seats 
and absorptive rear walls appears to be related (approximately) 
to the mid-frequency reverberation time T as fellows: 
H=20T, where H = ceiling height (ft) and T = mid-frequency 
reverberation time (s). 
The height of the room has a relatively streng relationship 
with the strength of the hall, the correlation coefficient of 
height and strength (G) appears to be -0,66 according to 
Gade [I 0]. So the higher the hall, the lower the G will be. 

Hall Volume 
The volume of the hall 0/ in m3) influences both the 
reverberation time (RT) and room gain (G). At low seating 
capacities a high volume per seat is necessary to control the 
excessive loudness. At higher capacities a low volume per seat 
helps preserve acoustical energy [3 I]. For symphonic erehestra 
concerts a volume of around I I m3 per persen is generally 
accepted as being ideal acoustically (in literature ideal ranges 
and values vary from I 0 m3 [33], to 9-1 I m3 [30] to I 1-14 m3 
[3]. For designers it is useful to know that the average height 
of the hall corresponds roughly with the volume per persen, 
since the area of the hall (audience area, plus stage area plus 
walking aisles) equals more or less the amount of seats/the 
seating area [30]. The volume per seat is directly proportional 
with the RT and correlation of the relation between the volume 
and the strength (G) is expressed by the coefficient -0.81 [I 0]. 
Tab/e 5.3.2.1: Proportional characteristics of several highly regarded tradi
tional reetangu/ar concert halls {60}. 

HIW uw V I S8lllilg A RT 

1-l 1-1 [m
3
•'m) [s] 

Bonon 0.8 1.7 40 1.8 

leipzig 0.7 1.7 34 1.6 

V1e1111a 0.9 1.6 44 2.1 
Modem Criteria :.0.7 <2 >45 1.6-2.4 
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Stage 
The design of the stage environment is very important; a 
proper archestra niche provides good ensemble playing, 
support and balance. Therefore, the side and rear walls (and if 
possible the ceiling) need to be heavy reflecting and diffusing 
surfaces. The reflecting surfaces close to the stage will have to 
be sufficiently massive in order to avoid plate resonances and 
bass absorption and for diffusivity of the high frequenties the 
surfaces might need to be treated with a roughness of a few 
centimeters deep. These surfaces need to be placed at proper 
distance from the orchestra, as close as possible, but not too 
close (to prevent excessive loudness), and not too far (not 
further than 5 - 7 m, to provide in early reflections and short 
initial time delay gaps [30]). Preferably, sound-absorbing finishes 
are not placed too close to the stage, but more hall inwards. 
The level of support is controlled by the stage volume and 
therefore also by the height of the ceiling or the height of the 
overhead sound reflecting panels. The correlation coefficient 
of the relation between the height above stage and the 
Support, found by Gade, is -0.74 [10]. The preferred height 
of a reflector above stage is 7-10 m [2] if it consists of one 
large canopy, but 8-14 m in case it consist of a set of small 
reflectors. Adjustability of overhead sound-reflecting panels 
increases the flexibility of stage usages and the range of program. 
Convex surfaces placed above the archestra (at a height of 
around 8 m) provide reflections back to the musicians and the 
audience seated on the main floor. A slight lateral convexity 
helps to fill the gaps left by the space between panels and 
longitudinal convexity compensates for changes in instrument 
or performer location. The use of risers or (electric) raised 
stage partitions can further imprave mutual hearing and enhance 
lower register of celli and double bass.ln order to imprave the 
acoustic projection from the stage towards the main part of 
the audience located in front of the stage, often a narrowing 
of approximately 5 degrees towards the rear is applied. 
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Figure 5.2.3.2: Guidelines seating Dimensioning {60}. 



Seats 
Audiences should be able to hear and to see clearly and 
comfortably to fully perceive the intended effects of 
performances. The seating arrangement is therefore very 
important. Good sight serves good hearing: unobstructed sight 
lines (i.e., straight lines drawn from eyes of seated accupants to 
stage area) from all seats to the front of the forestage allow full 
view of performers and unobstructed propagation of the direct 
sound. Sight lines are normally drawn to converge at a point on 
stage called the arrival point of sight (APS) [60]. This is hard to 
achieve for audience areas with flat floor compared to a rising 
floor.ln this case the stage must then be raised (0.5- 1.0 m) [38]. 
Seats can be placed right behind each other or laterally 
staggered. In case of the first, the full top-of-the-head-line needs 
to be considered; the persons' eye must be chosen 0.12 m (5") 
above the head of the person in front of him. The slope of the 
audience floor based on the full top-of-the-head-line (every row, 
I crown) has a maximum of I :7.5. In case of laterally staggered 
seating layouts this top-of-the-head-line can be half as steep 
(the overhead distance is now 0.063m or 2.5"), where the angle 
between the two ears of persons in the front with the nose of 
the person behind is approximately 27 degrees.The slope of the 
audience floor in staggered layouts has a minimum of I: IS (every 

. other row, two crowns). Non-staggered seating layouts cannot 
achieve satisfactory conditions for every-other-row vision. 
The slope of the audience area appears to influence the 
reverberation time and the clarity. The reverberation becomes 
weaker or clarity higher when the slope of the audience floor 
is increased, with correlation coefficients of respectively -0.47 
and 0.46 [I O].And to achieve liveliness within a reasanabie room 
volume, the back-to-back seat dimension (B) and center-to
eenter seat dimension f'N) should be as small as possible (but 
of course consistent with the requirements for comfort and life 
safety).The distance between the rows (B) normally is 0.9-I.Om 
and the di stance between the centers of the seats f'N) 0.45 -O.Sm. 

In large auditoria the biggest absorbing surface is the seated 
audience. Since it is desirabie to maintain a consistent acoustical 
environment, no matter the number of people, it is most 

important to use seats of which the absorption characteristics 
closely resembie that of a seated occupant. Concert hall seats 
should be padded so that there is little acoustical variatien 
between rehearsal conditions and performance conditions. In 
case the seats are well upholstered, the RT values will drop by 
no more than ± I 0%, when fully occupied with musicians and 
audience [28].The overall absorption of an audience area is based 
on the floer area occupied by the concert chairs, rather than the 
number of seats. This area is increased by 0.5 m (or half of the 
aisle width) on each side to account for the absarptien of the 
exposed edges. The more the audience is spread out, the more 
sound it absorbs. A typical seating density is 0.5 m2 per seat. 

Hall finishing 
Every surface, every material and its finishing which is 
facing the hall is influencing the acoustics, therefore those 
materials and finishing (i.e. the distribution of reflection, 
diffusion and absorption) must be chosen deliberately. 
Ornamentations are essential for shoebox halls to avoid the 
undesirable effects of reflective parallel walls that color the 
sound and generate flutter echoes between the walls (standing 
waves) [21 ].lt must be prevented that reflected sound arrives at 
the listener lil 0 of a secend later than the direct sound. Anti
parallelism treatment (ornamentations) is commonly referred 
to in acoustics as diffusion, teading to a wider distribution of 
reflections, as the reflected wave is wider than the incident wave. 
Reflections are increasing the early energy and therefore the 
presence of sound and intelligibility.Therefore a good division of 
diffusive surfaces is important.Diffusivity can be realized byapplying 
depth and relief or by a mix of surfaces with dibrent absorption 
qualities next to each ether. Halls should have diffusing surfaces, 
such as deep coffers, carved decorations, large-scale pilasters, 
or projecting piers at 1/4 of the wavelength ( ) (i.e., > 16.5 cm 
deep for 500Hz and above) on side walls, balcony faces, ceilings 
(e.g., exposed roof elements like beams, boxed-in air ducts), 
and stage walls, so that listeners perceive reflected sound from 
many directions [60], and echoes or residual focusing is avoided. 

As mentioned earlier, in large auditoria the biggest absorbing 
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surface is the seated audienceAbsorptive seating will help provide 
"stable" reverberation conditions, so the reverberation will be 
nearly the same when the auditorium is full as when it is partially 
occupied.This means that fabric-upholstered seats must be used 
for the seating, never leatherette, thin metal,or plastic. No seating 
must be used that selectively absorb sound at low frequencies. 
In rooms for music, care must be taken to avoid placing 
absorption near the sourees of sound where it can adversely 
affect early sound energy. Suitable places for absorptive 
surfaces are the side walls further from stage/the souree and 
above audience level (the perimeter along both sides and 
rear) or for example the aisles (covered with heavy carpet). 
When the reverberation time must be varied to satisfy the 
requirements of different activities in a room the sound
absorbing treatment can be designed to be adjustable. Surfaces 
or furnishings can be designed to expose either sound-absorbing 
materials, or sound-reflecting materials. The total absorption 
at all events must be balanced, so that both 'musical warmth' 
(no excessive low frequency absorption, such as panel cladding 
with an air space behind) and 'brilliance' (not too much high 
frequency absorption such as heavy curtains) is maintained. 

At last, concert halls need to be provided with reflective surfaces, 
which are generally (part of) walls and ceilings. Heavy plaster is 
the most commonly encountered wall and ceiling material used 
in concert halls, because of its reflective properties. Hard, sound
reflecting flat ceilings, as shownat the top of tigure 5.2.3.3, provide 
useful sound reflections which cover the entire seating area in 
a room. However, by carefully reorienting the ceiling, as shown 
by the lower illustration, the extent of useful ceiling reflections 
can be increased so that the middle-rear seats actually receive 
reflections from both ceiling planes. Especially in small halls (200-
600 persons) the ceiling is used to provide part of the audience 
of necessary reflections [30]. The rectangular shoe box shape 
and volume can be maintained by making use of suspended 
reflectors (the second last image), which are advantageous to 
reduce the delay and increase the level of reflection without 
changing the room volume and reverberation time. The large 
central ceiling reflector is an important feature of the room, both 
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Figure 5.2.3.3: Various ceiling designs in favor of reflections [60]. 

architecturally (atmosphere and visual aspects) and acoustically 
(clarity and envelopment improving). lt can be designed partly 
sound reflective and sound transparent, in order to couple the 
upper volume acoustically to the main volume, if the acoustic 
volume behind the ceiling reflector is part of the required 
acoustic volume as weii.The overall convex shape and the height 
determine if the sound energy from stage is send to the majority of 
the audience and are dependent on the intended use of the room. 



5.2.4 Variabie Acoustics 
Sometimes it is desirabie to be able to adapt the concert 
hall acoustically (and visually) to different types of music, 
especially in times of economical malaise and the need to 
exploit buildings efficiently. The range of program in a hall will 
mainly depend on its overall size and the size of the stage, 
so variabie acoustics can be seen as a matter of creating 
various hall sizes and various stage sizes, literally or virtually. 
Variabie acoustics can be realized by architectural means (physically 
adaptable elements like moving walls, variabie ceiling elements, 
shifting curtains etc.) or more flexible electro-acoustic solutions. 

In the scope of this project only the architectural features 
allowing acoustic variability are investigated. This architectural 
variability could be designed in order to provide a judicious 
variability of the useful reflecting surfaces and thus adaptability of 
the concert hall for various types of music.Acoustic character is 
more a question of gross shape than small detail; this means that 
in order to reach meaningful variabie acoustics mayor changes 
are required (certainly in the case of reverberation time). 

Variabie architecture that produces variabie acoustics is 
according to Apfel ( 1998) [I]: 
I. Adaptability of the volume of the hall; 
2. Adaptability of stage arrangement; 
3. Adaptability of absorption (variable absorption); 
4. Adaptability of the configuration of reflectors (diffusion and 

reflection); 
The criteria that are adapted by means of this variabie architecture 
are, acoustic volume, reverberation time, loudness, lateral energy 
and potentially the speetral balance and/or orchestral balance. 

Volume 
Variation of the acoustic volume (to adjust reverberation times) 
can be realized by moving wall elements or by closing off part of 
the room volume.A technique commonly used in multipurpose 
halls is a ceiling with variabie height, to obtain a variabie acoustic 
volume depending on the type of the desired acoustics.Variation 
of volume is also achieved by addition of reverberation chambers. 

These chambers add volume that can be coupled into the main 
acoustic volume of the hall A variant of the latter is variation of the 
acoustic coupling between the volume of the hall (including the 
musicians and public) and the secondary volume (located behind 
the acoustic reflectors and often non visible) bytuningthe acoustic 
reflectors or the opening area between the two volumes [21]. 

Stage 
The size of the stage can be affected for example by lifting 
parts of the floor or the orchestra pit, so that it, in up position, 
converts into a larger stage.Another possibility is removing part 
of the stall seating or the entire stall seating area to install a 
flat ground for concert with a standing audience, exhibitions 
or other types of activities. The stage area can be increased or 
decreased by adding one or several stage elements or at the 
back by removing part of the choir and public seating. For operas 
and theatres, the most well known mechanism to adapt the hall 
to symphonic music is the installation of a concert shell on stage, 
potentially combined with front stage elements, to be able to 
create good ensemble conditions in the often large theatre 
stage volumes. These projects often integrate one or several 
pit lifts to seat a large part of the orchestra in front of the 
proscenium. Furthermore, adjustable overhead reflectors above 
stage can adapt the acoustical conditions (support, ensemble 
playing) on stage for various archestras and music styles [2]. 

Absorption 
Variabie absorption is very effective for mid and higher 
frequencies but more difficult for lower frequencies. 
In addition, one must be aware that increase of total 
absorption affects besides the reverberation time 
(intention), the sound level and suppresses early reflections. 
Variabie absorption can be obtained by using retractable 
banners or curtains, whereby acoustic curtains can be operabie 
horizontally (along, in front of the walls) or vertically (coming 
down from ceiling). Surfaces (wall) or furnishings can be 
designed to expose either sound-absorbing materials or sound
reflecting materials. The figures below (fig. 5.2.4.1 -5.2.4.4) 
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show examples of various techniques and systems used 
Variabie absorption is not only useful for various concert 
configurations (symphonic or chamber music for example) 
but can also be used to adjust the reverberation during 
orchestra rehearsals in music halls, so rehearsal conditions 
match performing conditions, when the audience is present . 

Reflectors 
Adjustable overhead reflectors above stage and/or above 
the front rows of the seating area can be used to increase or 
decrease the initial time delay gap and therefore the perceived 
loudness and clarity.Aiso adjustable ceiling reflectors can direct 
sound for various audience arrangements. More reflection and 
ditfusion at side or rear walls, to enhance envelopment and 
avoid (flutter) echoes, is realized by using the reflecting modes 
of the adjustable sound absorbing systems described above. 

Variabie absorption versus variabie volume 
When acoustical absorption is introduced to reduce the 
reverberation time, the sound level is automatically reduced as 
well (due to their strong interrelationship). However, a change 
in volume to reduce the reverberation time is not detrimental 
to the sound level. Use of both a volume change and a total 
·absorption change offers the chance of less extreme degrees 
of each. In case of small halls (a hall of 800 seats is a modest 
size hall, so <800) the control of reverberation by means of 
variabie absorption is more realistic than in large size halls [2]. 

The sound level of a symphony orchestra does not depend 
on the number of listeners. The hall, an above all, the acoustic 
volume must therefore be designed in view of sound levels 
and acoustic conditions relating to the orchestra, rather than 
paying too much attention numbers of listeners. For rooms 
with a capacity of less than 1500 seats, the volume per listener 
is therefore significant and increases further as the seat count 
decreases, Variabie additional absorption will compensate 
for the smaller seat count. Having suftkient acoustic volume 
and carefully planned acoustic absorption, it is possible 
to avoid saturation of the hall for large orchestras [21]. 



5.3 Noise control 

In addition to sound optimization (of which the criteria, the 
relationships and the measures are described in the paragraphs 
above) sound control is an integral part of the acoustic 
quality of the room as well. The absence of any noise during 
the representation is a must. Adequate acoustic insulation (to 
avert sounds from the exterior, from potentially noisy adjacent 
rooms in the building or from installations) and very low 
background noise levels are required for a successful acoustics. 
In order to obtain good sound control the surroundings and 
the building itself need to be analyzed to indicate the various 
sound sourees and their character. Then the surroundings 
and various rooms need be divided and mapped into 
various sound production classes and sound sensitivity 
classes (the level of acoustic quality), from where the sound 
insulation of the external and internal partitions can be 
determined and the corresponding design implications. 

5.3.1 Background Noise Criteria 
The signal-to-noise ratio is very important.Too high background 
levels can lead to disturbance of activities in the room. The 
acceptable sound pressure levels vary with the strength/ 
power and the type of source, the room and the use of the 
room (the intended activities that should take place in the 
room). In concert halls background noise should be low so it 
will not cover up or mask performances. Background noise 
levels must be near the threshold of audibility to achieve high 
signal-to-noise ratios for good listening conditions and to allow 
musicians to produce the greatest possible audible dynamic 
ranges. The corresponding objective criteria are Noise Rating 
(NR) and the pressure level expressed in dB(A), which indicate 
the maximum of permissible background noise levels.The Noise 
criteria are a set of frequency -weighted curves, developed 
by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) to 
determine acceptable indoor environment hearing preservation, 
speech communication and annoyance. NR is commonly used 
in Europe, in the US it is common to use Noise Criterion (NC). 
Compared to NC curves, the NR curves permit higher levels at 

lower frequencies and dictate lower levels at higher frequencies [SS]. 

The lntensity Levels (in dB) in different frequency bands 
measured in a room can be compared to the standardized NR 
curves to determine the NR value of the room. lt turns out the 
NR rating that will characterize the room is typically S - I 0 
points below the dB(A) rating of the measured intensity level [I]. 

Table 5.3.1.1: Example of Noise rating levels for different uses {55]. 

NR-Curve Application 

NR2S Concert halls, braadcasting and recording 
studios, churches 

NR 30 Private dwellings, hospitals, theatres, cinemas, 
conference rooms 

NR 3S Libraries, museums, court rooms, schools, 
hospitals, operating theatres and wards, flats, 
hotels, executive offices 

NR40 Halls, corridors, cloakrooms, restaurants, night 
clubs, offices, shops 

NR4S Department stores, supermarkets, canteens, 
general offices 

NRSO Typing pools, offices with business machines 

NR60 Light engineering works 

NR 70 Foundries, heavy engineering works 

In literature the proposed background noise levels for concert 
halls vary between NR IS-20-2S and absolute sound pressure 
levels (SPL) of 20-2S-30 dB (A). 
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Fig. 5.3.1.1: NR-Curves [55]. 
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Table 5.3.1.2.: Examples of Sound Sensitivities of function, and Sound pro
ductions of sources. 

Sound Sensitivity Sound Production 
of various functions of various sourees 
(i.e. acoustic quality) (source strength) 
Office 40 dB(A) Dynamics speech/Music 12 I I 0 

dB 
Boardroom 3S dB(A) Woods 18 dB(A) 
Meeting room 3S dB(A) Speech SS - 6S dB{A) 
Conference hall 30 dB(A) Canteen 70 dB(A) 
Church 30 dB(A) T echnical room 70 - 80 dB( A) 
Theatre Hall 2S dB(A) Cinema 9S dB(A) 
Concert Hall 20 dB(A) Music 9S -lOS dB(A) 

In concert halls extreme care must be taken to meet the 
background noise criteria for building services, because for 
example air conditioning systems can be a real souree of 
annoyance. The HVAC systems should be designed with 
controllable air veloeities (to be able to regulate extreme low 
supply and low return veloeities during concerts) and enormous 
air ducts with internal sound-absorbing duet linings and/or mufflers 
to prevent duct-borne noise transmission in both the supply 
and return air-distribution systems. With regard to electrical 
lightning, no lights with internal ventilation should be applied. 
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Fig. 5.3.1.2: Example layout using buffer spaces [60]. 

A smart design can already reduce sound loads/noise in the 
hall and sound insuiatien packages. Circulation corridors, 
storage rooms and lobbies can act as a buffer space to isolate 
the auditorium form noise from other spaces with high sound 
production levels,such as rehearsal rooms,mechanical equipment 
rooms etc. The interior location of functions relative to each 
other should be chosen keenly (no HVAC equipment under 
the stage for example) as well as the enclosing constructions. 
For example, all doors to the hall should be solid, heavy and 
gasket around their entire perimeter to be airtight when closed, 
or corridors and lobbies could be treated with generous 
amounts of sound absorbing materials to control noise buildup. 

. ' 
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6.1 Renon. for (onversion 

In chiIpCer t""" i. spoken about 'the spirit 0( place' in a figurative 
.ense, but in the an~ient tim •• it fud a liter:!.1 meaning M wei. 
The genius of a place, the genius loci wu m., guardian of (the 
residents 01) th .. dty. In modem time., Petru. Reeout wu the 
genius loci for M .... tricht, ... was Frits PhiWps for Eindhoven; 
it WiL'! th" .pirit that represented the progress of industrial 
development. The spilit has disappeared, and with the 'de
Sphinx-ing' (and th .. 'de-Philipsing') a new polit-industrial pM.!" 
commeoc ••. The history of the Sphinx must be cherished, 
because the remembran~. i. ,. .. entiaL From th" city Maastricht 
a dynamic h"" emerged that changed the .... putation of the 
city and of the Netherland. in the world. The past ni.tory that 
shapl'd Maastricht aoo put th .. city on the map must remain 
visible for the hinorical consciousn • •• of funre ,,,n,,rations. 

From the first obserntion in chapter one and from 
the information in chapter three it can be conc luded that 
tflere are plenty of reasons in favor of the conversion of 
the former pow.r plant and boiler hoyses of the Sphinx 
factory and against the demolishment of the buildings, 
but from all the various reasons for conversion (from 
social, e<:onomkal, env ironmental, cultural-historical and 
architectonical reasons), in this case the main motive is the 
importance of sf>owinr tfle industrial history of Maastricht, 

In addition, the bui ldin" are typological ly. cOnStrudiveiy 
and architector.icaliy exemplary for the various building 
periods, and the importance of preservil'lll: tfMt •• featu~. 
and properties II; expntssed by tfle mooumentilJ .tatus 
(th. pow"r plant) and the imo.ge supportive status (boil<!r 
houses) the government hl.'! assigned to th" buildinrs . 

6,2 Justifi~ation of the selected function 

From the observations in chapter one it an bf, concluded that 
there al'll sufficient mot"",. to give these bu ildi "1:' • I'T'oUI i c flltlCtio n, 
Ir. Mnsmcht a real contert Mil for symphonic mu.i~ is still abs~m; 
there is a lack 0( ~h<!arnl rooms and concert location. for both 
amat" ur and prcfe.£ional music (rOup.; lack of space to ,how 
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th"m$"~S to the dty and boo opt!n toward. the city; the more 
and more individ .... li.tic wciety is chalienKin! mu.ic ass~tions 
to .ni/t to project based approaches and conCf!rts and are in 
ne"d of spaces wh"r" th")' an coopt!l"at" and me<!t..ach other. 
Furth ... mo ..... Maastl"kht', ambition to obtiain tha title 'European 
C~ of Culture 20 18' and th" consequenCf! that It must invest 
in the cu!tural life of Maastricht. includina: th initiaei .... to calM!M: 
the fonner industrial dust"r at the east side of the Soschsu-ut in 
a culrural centre.And finally. music is sti" undere"posed and th" 
most overlooked child in the cur .... nt plan. for the Timmitrlabriek. 
The music halls wil perfectly complltment the cultural program 
of th" culwn.1 c"ntr". So from a mar1<et point of v;"w. th" 
need for this Music Hous" in Mautricht i. effecti~y pre.ent. 

AJ. regard th.location (which is described in chap:er two). 
which i. of veat importance In case of successful co"""rsioo 
(chapter thr"e). the s~. in relation to th" heart of ~tricht 
and thl: gat~y to the north. has great potential . 'NIlen tIM! 
buildings and the cultural tomple" are properly connected 
and embedded. it snould bo! possible to function as a popoJlar 
attraction. recreational area and .... n<!eZVClJS in a lively sub· 
c"ntre of Maastricht. a vibrant urban cu ltural domain wh"re 
interaction. face to fKe conucu naturally can boo practiced. 
When propt!r1y "",bedded. the cultural centre can become the 
pivot of tIM! area, which is in agreef11"nt with th" future pbns 
of the city for this North West ""t~ of Maastricht (chapU!r 
2). Th" compl"" i. located dose to the city cmtrf! and i, 
euy acc"ssible no matter what transport method. so citiz"ns 
and visitors of Maastricht will find th"ir ~ naturally aOO 
con""niNltly to the Timm"rfabri"k and Music House for thair 
cultural and mu.ic ."jated recreation. The site of the 'Head of 
the Sphin.· is larg.e enoogh for a ""rutil" cultural campi"" 
and the cultural function mixes perfectly with the surrounding 
function. and destinations (resldential-. commerclal-. office- and 
industrial buildings. night Iile. shopping area, city c"mre <!tc.). 
From the analysis ofth. buildings (chapter 2) it an be concluded 
that th" orientation of t~ buildings is opportune, or at least 
not inappropriate. for th" functions of rehearsal room .. conc"rt 
hall, and grand ale. Th" halls are mainly e.posed to the 
sun at th" east sid" ($0 e><tem al heat gains can be exP"Cted 
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predominantly in th" morning). which is ideal for a function 
with internal peak load. especially in the aft"rnoons and 
""'lnings. The entrance of light mainly COffill. from abo ..... which 
Is generaeina: diffuse light and possibilities to ~clude the sun 
easily. The ""reational areas (grand ale. t ... rKes, stairs/ramp 
and _t6front) are situated at th" sunny sides (south. south
east and $Outh-_st) ....... ich is crelting pleasant spots to d_g. 

With r~ to the available yoium". th" hei,ht and the 
narrown~ of the hall and the eau 01 ""pan ding tIM! buildings 
to c .... ace """n extra volume. a mu';c function is rational. 
becaus" of th" "normous volum"s and heights conc"rt halls 
generally requir". Ni th" volumes in bygone day. p .... place 
to W d"",,~nt and ventilation of gasses. smoke, steam 
and hHth, the volumes nowadays can .upport and live placa 
to th" de""lopmt'nt and the pro.,agation of sound. Also the 
proportions of both e"isting boil"r halls are naturally SUitable for 
good acou.tic condition. (chapter 5).When """anding this space 
with aneth"r volume of similar Size. one larze volume is created 
with favorabl" shape and proportions for concert conditions as 
wei. In section. the typical .hape is not """'1 usual for c.onc"rt 
halls. but root nec"ssarl ly detrlm"ntai or insurmountab le. 

Q.... physical .tate. s,,",OOer construction. thin skin 
.trucwre and th" absence of installation. it might not "" th" 
most obvious choice to give th" buildings a music function, a 
func;tion which i. demandina: with "'Prd to the quality of 
indoor climate. It that cau it would boo eu;er and ch""P"r 
to maintain tIM! original function of 'raincoat aOO wind .hidd'. 
and uS<! the space u exposition hall for art that can withstand 
outdoor condition •. H~r. the chall"nge is to intllcrat. 
this moJsic function into the existing buildings. despite the 
<taU! and shape and dealing with ".isting boundary condition •. 



6.3 Design recommendations 

As. mentioned before, the culturnl cent~ ,roould be coooect and 
embedded property in order to prevent the complex to become 
a 'corpu. alien,,",' (a foreign body); Wke an orpn, ft should be 
connected with in muscles and blood vesseJ.,whic.h mIIans matme 
design approach ,fIouid be district_orientated. The connectior,. 
with me north (Belvedere), the ust (Boschpoort), the wen 
(Sphinx Qunter) and the SoUl:h (city centre) m,,,,ld be des ia:ned 
well to turn the factory of culture into the pi¥Ot of the a",,", 

Wfth ~gard to the arc.hftectural elaboration, the task iI; 
not only to urlit. ofd and new and to,r:ive a new function to the 
monumental, indumial buildi",s, buI: in ooe wq or the other, 
th~ history of the place mu.t be ~mble and experienced a. 
weW.Accordin, to Aldo Ross~ when a n_ building :lppreciates 
the ""Iue of the poetical ensemble of the an:hetypiol 
geometrical factory buildings, then the importance olthe ter .... in 
as a collect ...... memory 01 the city will b. strengthened ['If]. 
The indunrial architecture i, in this case capable 01 evokina: 
raminisce. of a specific hi.tc>riQ1 cootext, namely the industrilll 
life 01 Maastricht ,.,-.d 01 the Sphinx in particular. The buildings 
involved are symbols of Maastricht as an Indunrial city and 
like most bctory buildings. thllY have a strong geometrical 
form languagu, rllCoa:niubie shapes, and a wry readable, typical 
con.troction synem. With the help of these typologie. the 
eon.ant and the eternal can be Ioood. This ""'in construction 
i. that what sflould be preserved. The molt important iI; the 
frnme, the anatomy, It is about the type of building. about the 
eclection of ..... rious special connructions 01 the buildings 
involved, and not about the lacade. the skin of the building. 
The constnlction embraces and endoses space, and it is that 
spatiaHty of the ha.lls where the quality 01 the bu~dings is hidden. 

Because of the development 01 the Sphinx a~ and 
because of the change in function, the power plant and adjacent 
boiler hou",s will eet a .econd Iife.The exterior predominantly 
will be maintamed and the interior wiW be adapted to its new 
function. However, this change in function sflouk! be vi.lible from 
the outside, so architectural interventions are permitted and 
contrastina: gestures are allowed. Only then the field of tension 

between the old and the new will be vil;ualized and experienced 
and the old will be seen in a different light. For the expansion. a 
duplicating approach an be u.ed, analogous to the expansfons 
in the past. From all the new added parts and expansions it 
mun b<o cI~ar they a~ new and added to the original, so that 
in the end th"", c..,not be any misooderstanding about what 
is dating from the induotrial days anc! what is of p~sent days. 

From the various techniques that can be u.ed in case 
01 conver>ion (chopter 3), whit regard to th~.~ buildings, 
'expansion to the side ', 'combinina: .paces' and 'excavation' 
are the most ' uitable considering th~ structural scheme, 
The buildings are for example not qualified for 'toppin, 
up' becau.e the construction (slender truss .tructuN!, 
polonceau roof beams) is insLJfficient for this technique. 

It is very conceivable for tfle Timmerfabriek, a 
multilunctionlll culturnl complex whe~ various organizations 
will be accommodated togethllf', u> work according the 'bee
to bce' model of collabo~tion, The various organintion. can 
share facilities (network system, energy system), .paces (office 
'pace ckister for admini.tr.ltion ~nd rmnagement) and "'rvice. 
(d"aninil organintion), which rWucus squa~ meters and costs. 
Apart from .oaring .paces and expertise, The Music House, as 
part of the Cultural Centre the 'Tlmmerfabriek' can operate 
individualy,havina:an entrance and programrninil ofits own.SUI: the 
organizations will have an open attitude towards each other and 
can mutually tune the Content of the programming and IICtivities. 

All the projects of inspiration of converted factorie., 
discussed in chapter lour, do have one thilll': in common: 
somehow the authentic atmosphere of the building is conserved. 
Thi. mix of new elements and the still existing atmosphere of 
past yea", is that, accordinil to the author. what is creating this 
creative, in.piring environment. WeI converted buildings are 
wekome variations on the modern space. (aocording building 
r"""'ations) in whid1 p~e normally reside: experiencinil 
.omethina: diffe~nt it iI; very refreshin, ~nd energizin,. 
From the design and finishing of the toilets, it an b<o observed 
to what extend the concept of the conversion is implemented. 
In some cues al lot of attention has been paid to the design of 
the toilets as wei, which shows the level of creativeness, The 
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exposition or re-use of old instruments or equipment (like boxes. 
kettles or furniture) can contribute to the authentic atmosphere. 
The examples of design ofthe concert hall(s) (chapter four) stick 
out because of their soberness and simplicity. For this assignment 
a sober and simple design is the most appealing to the author. 
Using variable acoustics (chapter five). i.e variable volume by 
means of movable walls. and/or variable absorption. results in 
flexible configurations with a wide range of possibilities. In this 
way the acoustic can be adjusted to the requirements of various 
music styles and music groups (sizes).The change in the amount 
of absorption can even be visualized (educational function) by 
the change in the composition of the wall surfaces.The individual 
hall dimensions meet the length-to- width and the height-to
width ratios that are indicating the ideal proportions of shoe-box 
shaped concert halls with good acoustic conditions. And when a 
similar seized hall is added and the three spaces are combined. 
then a big concert hall is created with suitable proportions as well. 
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part II design 





1 

method 

Af~r I n int.n.i.,. 
period of 1I""ysllll 
Yl riou. "peel'! of 
t he context, the 
loe,don, con .... r. 'on 
and acoustical Ih .. ory 
etc ., the design phase 
narted, in which I. 
attempted to combin. 
eyer)'!hln, learned from 
the .nalpis. 

To det~nnl"e tne precin I", nctions the buildinl" .lIould 
hon and the speclflt. qUl litiu of the spaces , I pro,nm 
of r . quiremenu Is formulated for both the "'"e((oM 
and the I collniu (h~pter 1). Sub ..... uently I domin, 
concept is lent'lled. of ""hleh th •• rc hit...:toniul and 
a(ouniu' de lil" Is bued on (chapter 3). 

Fo r 11," . rcMtlUo nlcd put of the de, i,n var loll~ 
techniques have bun "ud Ie com., to the final des l,n, 
from old Ichool . ke lch l'" and block studies t o the un 
of di,ita l d •• I,n lnl p,o,raml like Autond, Skeuh"p etc . 
The result 01 thi~ creatin proc ... , !.hI! final deslln , I ~ 
.. lucid_ted In chapter .. . 

For the I(ollnlcal design, first of III (ornmon 
sen,e and ruin of th ... mb ue practiced, 10 coMlnu., 
with mora detailed Itudlu (O f the I(QuotieS ulln, Odeon 
foom I<austln software (ye rlion 10.1). This software 
can be used lo r , imulu;ono of th . interior _co un k . 
of b~ i ld i nl" from I~Ometry lnd surface-prop.nl. , 
the acoultics un b. pm;ct .. d, iII u5trJted nel IlneMd. 
Odeon ulea imtZe-soure. m.lho d u>mbined with ray 
t ",cinl' Althoulh (light) "'Y" Ire no (sound) wn .. , ch . 
behly;our I nd pro~'don o f sound nn be compared 
wit h t he propaga tion of lirhl (the anrl. of the indelene 
ray "qual . the Ingle of the reflecting ray), and th ... fore 
ray trac in, mod. I • . Ilye • quite accurue preelictlon of 
the expecteel .ound fields and the acounies of . ""om 
(despite wan .fficlS like Interference He not uken Into 
acc"unt). First, ve r y simplified mode l. of the desl," were 
importael, 10 let to know (he program and its features, 
after which mo re Ind more complex, decorateel and 
furn llhed models were studied.Th. models were .dapted 
and refin.d continuously unti l the desi~d Koustical quality 
was achieved (eh'plAr S) . 

fini lly, In chapter 6. I ... flKtion on (th. prOCUI 
01) thil ,nduadoe prOject ;1 , iyen. diKunill, the "'Iulu 
and rea lli n, the IlIlc la l ob;eai .... Ind research" duil" 
qundonl, proposinl r.commlndacions for lucure relurch 
and Ippointln, ptl fSOnal experiences. 
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wh.a Ihe user fo. How th" an,.rysl ~_ II 
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2 

program 
of 
requirements 

In It.. ".)(( Pil'igrlphl tI!e 
expectations of the desip1 
for It.. c_,nIon of till 
former SpNnx factory 
buildinp .... delC";becj 

both qualitatively III'IIJ 
quantlutlvely, with rel"nj 
to the IrchltKtUl'tl. It I 
...viouJ !Isert. and the 
lCOU!tk puformlll« of 
the ~on(ert halls. 

2.1 Arch/tecture 

The luilAme"t II to ,Ive the monumennl Ind Industrill 
buildin" of me Sphin.: factory a new function. whll .. the old 
Ind the new i. united lnd the hl5l0l'"1 01 the pllee eln nlll 
be experienced Ind ...n il. the bulld lnllind Its new function 
ue (re-)united perfectly wlm the ,..,n of the indun,.;.1 
enlembl •. the Timmufahrlek. The del l," II ~Jed on I 
completely ..... onted Ind .. stored Iituation of buildi",. 
f, G " H . The outl i l'M! of rhe uterior should b. pre.erved, 
while the inlKior un be adApted to lu new functiOfl . 
The nl!W function should t.. noticeable from the oUI.lde 
whic.h Illows I nler~liOfl' In the exlltl" .. If Implemented 
w ith resput to the old . .. d inferior to the former. 

Poinu of d~partur.: 
Th. form lan,,,a, •• th, Industr l,1 typola,y and 
constructive scheme. It.. anatomy of th' bulldin, • 
• hOll ld be respected. 
Th. indunria.1 charlcter ,hould be ma intained 
The slmpHclty of the canstruulon. the readabil ity 
01 the structure ,hould be preserved. 
The h.ilht of the bulldinl! should be ulld Ind 
experienced, II well as the li,ht streets In thl 
Ilnlirn 01 the roof. 
The new function should be visible ind tlnslon 
betwflen the old and the new mly be eltperiennd. 
Th, d.slln should b, based on the renovued and 
restored condition of the bulldin,s . 

2.1.1 Function 
The Boiler HOllJt(I) must be converted Into I vibrant MUlit 
House •• central and clurly rKo,nluble pllte Were the 
developm.nt, the production Ind the pruentatlon of music 
takes place (almost) 24n.A pll~' were "h,arsal room. for 
(amateur) music ,roups (harmony. (wood}wind ensembles, 
chOirs. chamb ..... and lymphony orchUtrl'l) Ire combined 
effidendy with the provision of ,ducadonal projuu. 
COnCOl,l .... es and professional concerti. The Music House 
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.hoyld be accommoduad with hi,h quality mY$ I( hall$ 
w ith chlllen, ln, profenional pn>zramrninl dY rlnl cha 
weekend. and with pybllc rehearsa l pllCe. dYrlnl .. aek 
day.A plata opan toward. tha city,a public mUli", plue 
.. he~ one un praclin (publicly). reeiul and nu_rk 
wid'> colle,aluet in lhe musk Industry. In uble 2. 1.1. llh. 
required functions and u.. amounl of spICe I~ indicted. 

_~J.J.J ;'"","""",~"'" "'~tt. 



2.1.2 US!'!r!; 
The Music hall(s) will generally .erve thru types of users; 
musidan •. audience and personnel or naif. Row> of musician. 
and visitors .hould btt sepuated from each other. each havi", 
{f'eir own domain. where pe r.onnel flows are meandering 
between both without barriers and havinr acce .. to both 
domains plus the domain of themselves. Whe .... in molt 
musk halls the encounter between musicians and audience i. 
restricted to the hall. this Mu.k Hou.e .hould provide gathering 
po .. ibilities of both groups outside the perlonnance as well. 

Musicians 
Mu.ieians deserve a we lcominr entrance u well (and not 
a small. unpleaunt rear entrance as they occur In many 
conce rt hall . in the Nether lands). The acce .. ibility of the 
hll should be perfect and the loadinr and unloading of 
instrume nts and equipme nt should be able to procee d 
smooth ly. Inside . mu.kian. should fee l comfortable and be 
provided of everything necenary •• 0 that they can focus 
and conce ntrate on th .. ir re hearuls and performances.The 
building layout should provide in meeting_ and encounte r
plaC e! with both the public and othe r mu.ician.lmusical 
groups. The performers .hould be able to unite with 
their viSitors if they choose so and should ~ stimulated 
to sh re creativity and cooperate with colleagues. 

Visitors 
Casual. accidental viSitors of the arn that are strolling by 
should be attracted by the building en.emble.The tension 
between t he old and the new should be visible .0 that 
curiosity about the building's new function is ge nerated. 

Some vista. into the hall should be created to rive 
passersby a r lance (and maybe eVen a chance to listen) 
at the activities inside the hall. The Grand Cafe should be 
accessible not only for the musidans. the audience and 
the ,uff. but as well for people that are walkinr through 
the arn. In the surroundings of the buildings some spot. 
(natural stages) could be integrated where pedestri ans might 
encounter spontaneous outdoor muskal p .. r/ormances. 
Vi.itors of concerts. t he ~dience. should be Wle to find and 
reach the place easily. Parking of cars and especially bikes should 
btt provided suffkie ntly and a clear. ae.thetic and attractive, but 
.ober entrance should guide them inside. via the ticket sale 
and the cloakroom. to the concert hili l. Th .. routing should be 
clear and a pleasant experience. Inside the hall •• they should 
be expo.ed to the orliinal h .. ight of the halls. While entering 
the hall. the visitors .hould btt ov .. rwhelmed by aesthetic 
sobern .... and have a nke and pe rspicuou. overv iew of the 
hal . During the concert t he audience should be surrounded 
by a beautiful. wann and plean nt erwironment. Without 
btt ing distraCted from the e •• "",e of the ""ening; the musk 
perlcmtance.The secondary. remaining a .... n (corridors. foyers. 
grand cafe) should h~ve some interesting vistas towards the 
ouaide, which wil ,lll",e notion and Ie .. li", of the surroundings 
(the BOlin ~nd the industrial buildings across the court) and 
exterior act"'ide •. Chances should be created to interact and 
meet with performers. not only at di.unce in the conc .. rt haW. 

"'" The management and programmin,lll .taff will btl accommodated 
in the office area inside the 'TlmOletiabriek (B<Jilding C). but 
the daily naff that io n«e .. ""y to run the place and to .ern 
bot:h musicians and audience. should b. provided with a pleasant 
wor1cing environme nt (sufficient exposu re to natural dayli(ht 
for example). Porters. receptionists, dean~rs, bar per"",n.l. 
men:handI5ing. technkiillls .houKj all have enough space and 
faci~ti e. to do the ir work property. Enoug\1 space to scor.. repair. 
trampert and h_ acc . .. to the hall equipmentefftcientlyand to 
buiKj up the various hall configunLtions. In thatway they are capable 
of seNinr and I"iding the Music House ia vioiton accuratf!ly. 
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2.2 Acoustics 
In order to obtain hit> quality acOU5tic conditions for the 
audience and musician5 and even personnel too, sound 
opdmlntion (design olthe lcoonic5 inside me room) and noise 
control (design of,ound insulation ~en JPaces) is inel/ltable. 

2.2.1 Room Acoustics 
With regard to the audience and the acounlcs ofth. concert 
ha115, the design 5hould at least provide in the following qualitative 
requirements: 

The audience ,hould feel en~loped or surrounded 
by the 5OUnd.This require5 strong btenl reflections 
wim a signlflCint fraction of the -'I>' lnivint; from 
the 5ide. 
The room should support iomrum8lUi sound by 
providing a reveti>ennt ~Id. who ... duration depen<h 
on the ~ 01 music being pb)'ed. The reverbe~ion 
that rises widl decrease of frequent)' below ~ HI 
yields a beneflCial •• ns. of musical warmm [28]. 
The detailed reverberation characteristics of the 5pace 
should be _II controHed wim • smooth reverberant 
tail and no echoes, shadowing. coloration. or oth .... 

""'" j28J. 
A wide bandwidth must be supported. Mu5ical 
instruments g_rat. oounds from 30 Hz to 12,000 Hz, 
which is much broader than the speech spectrum.The 
room rn.IIC not coIorthe naonI spectrun dille mJSic [28]. 
There must be clarity and definition in the rapid 
musial passages so that they can be appreciated 
in detail.This require.s reflections from supporting 
surfaces loated close to the source or l"f!CO!iv..r ro 
that me initial time delay gap is short. 
Sound mUSt h~ adequate loudnes.s that is evenly 
distributed throughout the hall In ImaM auditori. the 
loudness mu.t not be too overwhelmi",. 
Sound mun be evenly distributed over the entire hall. 
which implie. a sufficient di/fulion ohhe round. 
The audience area .sllould be de.sil"ed with good lines 
01 sicht. because good 5ight means good (better) heOll"ini:. 
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With regard to the musicians and the acoustics on stage 
inside th .. concert hall$, the desiWI should at IG<! provide in 
the loHowing qualiatiw .-.quiremenrs: 

The performers should have the ab~ity to hear each 
oeh .... deany lor good ensemble playing and they need 
the feeling of support k>r round lrom their own 
instrument (adequate Earfy Support). 
Mulicians ,hould receive from the 'Pace a reverberant 
notum that is close to that experienced by the 
audience (suff",iet1t Late Support) 
The acourtic (~rberation) conditions should be 
scable. so the reverberation will be r>eany the same 
when the auditorium is full as when it i5 partially 
occupied or unocwpied during dress-rehearsal •. 
Absorptive ... ting (fabric_upl1olstered .seats) will help 
provide stable re~rberation conditions. 

The qUl~ative requirements de!cribe! above are quantified in 
table 2.2.1.1. For clauical, unamplified mu.ic the (acoustical) 
design must meet the acou5tical requirements lor the 
averaged hall parameter value. as listed in the cable. The5e 
demands are bued on the chosen RT (Appendix. chapter 
J) and th .. relation$hip of RT with the other parameter. 
(as described in part I, ch;tpter 5.2.3 and elaborated in 
AppendiX J) according to [10]. [12] and [30]. Tolerances 
are corresponding to the threshold of hearing (5 _ 1 ~ 
lor the RT, usually I DB for the other critena, 5% lor LF). 



TabIo.2.2.1.1 : I'To9ram of '~~m.".u Room Aco«IIia 
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2.2.2 Noi~e control 
With re~rd to sound insulation of the wall 
partitions in.ide th~ Musk House, the desisn 
should at lea..t provkle in the foIlowinS '1"'rlt>l.tiw 
requirements: 

DurinS concerts Of" rehearAis noise from 
exterior sources (u-affic, industry), adjacent 
rooms Of" mech:w1ical equipment must biI 
controNed so that the quiet~st instrl.llt1ental 
.ounds can be heard. 
Ditto, the music inside the halls ~not 
cause nuinn~ to the ouuide or adjacent 
.pa~ .... 

To ac(omp~sh the above. the various round so, .... ,es 
in and around the buildiogs and their cha .... cter and 
type should be investipted, in order to determine 
the required sound insulation of the fllude and 
internal partitions and other measlJl"es m the room. 

The various Soood Pressure Levels that are expected 
to be produced in the different 'p"c~s (SPLexp in 
dB(A». based on the prosn-m and literature, lire 
listed in uble 2.2.2.1, as we. ;IS the mucimum 
all"""'l<l Bad,&rouoo Noise (BGN) per room (in 
NR and dB(A)), based on NR curv~s and literature. 

2.3 Other building (physiGlll) disciplines 

The (pre)conditions of the design for bu~ding 
(physkal) discipline. not within the s~ope of this 
project (like building services (heating, cooling 
:w1d ventilation), building technology (deuils of 
connections and compo.itions of ~onstructions), 
~OI1structiOl1 technology, (sustainable) eneru 
management etc.), should be appropriatel.LJia.bl., 
such that these discipWnes an be Integrated in 
the ooign in a later phase. without: prob lems. 
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3 

concept 

In this chapter, the 
tide of the project, the 
comprehen.ive concept.;' 
elucjdated, both in words 
and in the translation 
toWlord. the design. 

3.1 REUNION - RIEUNION 

On ~I kinds of levels the btlilding ensemble 'f- F- G- H' 
hu a unifying function. In the$<> building. v:trious aspects 
come together. U1I reunited. brought together. and if 
integrated _~, brought to a higher le~l. Like 1+1 I-
2, but 1+1 = >2. The .it .... tion n all levels is perfected. 

Function level: Big scale verSuS small sule 
- On city level the forme, Sphinx terrain need. to be (re)united 

with the inner city and i.I itself I unifying .spill between the city 
centre and the north of Maastricht. 

- On district level the ensemble and cultural centre (re)unions 
the local residents ..... th the inhabitanu of the city 

_ On bu~dinllevel (,..,)ooion takes pbee of music u$OCiJ.tions 
mutually and between musicians and their audience. 

Architecturalle\ffll, Old vt:'fSI,Is new 
The .... malnr'" buildings of the Sphinx factory are 
converted and have to be united with their new function, 
The characteristic elements that are valued to preserve 
(like the form lan&ua,:e of the buildings. the industrial 
typology, the spaciousness of the halls and the Simplicity of 
the constructive structure) muU be inte&rated with new 
elements which ae. required by the change of function . New 
ele ments may contrast with the old, to be able to eKperience 
the shift in function. but somehow the new and the old 
must form a harmonious whole, one symphonic ensemble. 

Acoustic~llevel: Small Versus larl':e 
InsicIe the bui<ings, the acousd<:::aI condmons b' boIh WQiI and W&e 
music associations, for boIh reheanaI and concert situations. must 
be (rejunable,The acoustics needs to be..wiable to meet an the 
dif'ferer,t requin:rnerKS. 

Social Cuiturallevel: Associations versus musician. 
As$oc.lations that~ in need of musicians orwant to cooperate with 
other "-"Iociations lor certain pmjecu or even merge with ocher 
assoc:iJ.tions,can ~nd uch ocherand be (n:)united with each other in 
thls new Musk House, Ifas.sociations lack good rehears.! 0<" concert 
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Iocatiolt$. they will f....! ~ qw.1ity bellies 11'1 the IorTroer boiIar 
IIouses. ~ and 2011:> i>Ii<.1!S can unite and ~ nch other 
lor _ •• • """" _ CDftCDll"- c:<:mpfiitiom. ""' ..... 'l'lWlCe5 eu. 

8ecau.e- of lh~ d~ int..Tebtiorolhipi lI>d lh~ 
~nif)'l", funalon of me ~ lhe dom.., eOlIa.,.. ro.. 
both me uchiteCwral .,d acoustic deoicn of lhll lraduuion 
~~ Po: R.etlnlon. Beause And .. !'.ie.., • po»ibIe NllIN 
UlS" of m~ Mu.;c House, can be ~n N the Ambassador of 
Mulic In I'Iuslricht, lib p,,\rU! Re",UI. ...... 111, Fit"-r of the 
Indultry of Mustr\r:ht, the equivoque 'PJeurion' Is evident. 

-
~--

A ward lhlt In ~,rms of melnin. pnctic.ally ce>rrespo<1ds 
"";th 'f'lunion' and Is more mu.k related, i" symphony. T~ 
word .yrnpt.0I"~ Is df:rived from the Gl"ftk word ~'" 
oily fum" "Ulsetf>er, with", and ",,""1 pI1on~ " "sound, tOni", 
Ilterally:'harm0l"1, concord of sound'. It is a musical phr,r that I. 
played by le'O~ralll'lstrumMu ~Iu. ... ""sty. I COO<~rt of voal 
Of" Instr"lll'Mnul mu.ic. A .ymphony is N well abouI. brirci", 
tortlwr \IW"Ic>u1 different beton (instn"'tIIltl). about wnil'll 
th.m ,""~",,II)', to coo- in the end, to 0111 IArmOl'l)', a product 
that Is _1'1 more boMutiful than the sepano~, IndlYldUlI sou"'" 
and qualitlc$; p-isd)' me intended .!Jo.cI. of W ~1'1ion of 
the Ior_ Sphinx factory oo;ld~.A proper flame for the Music 
Hou~ N plrt of th~ CulwnJ ee...... '0, Tl~. miIM 
tMf'liore be 'Sp/'Iiou: S,nophony' orin Outch'~ Sflhimt S)""'Ionie'. 
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3.2 Tr.llnsliltion of con<:'pt to tIM de~n 

To boo ,bM to "'""Ie II borrr conan hal of outr.d.1II ..01. 
" .... , Hi.l.. and proper proportions, the t..., eNrtin& hall 
need to be elIfIInOed by • third hall of approldmatooty ~ 
me. Consequendy. Une • ..,."'Ie concert halls anJi · 
nate ...t.ich can be combirwd ~to 0.... Iaqe concen hall. 
Obserrirc nctionJ of modem concen; hall! It lhows tNl 
cene .... 1y the Mi&hl of I conCIN. lui V31i .. over the i«tcIh 
of the hd; 111, .millttt heights can be found above ~. the 
biggen ~gt.ts aboYe me m iddle of me aLJdiMCe lection and 
~t the end of th<!! hall t~e ~elchl '" dIC .... uin.apin (In oroII'" 
to provide sufficient reflections to ..... rd t~ audience ;wea). By 
comparing the ieneral shap<! of an 'ideal' concert hall and ~h<!! 
exi.oo. contil"'"'lion with 1 t1Ilati.,~ low hall in the hint. 
foIowed by a S«OI1d hal l with I nry high nock in .... !lotlon to 
tl>e first.it wauk! be the mort oIMous tQ poMtion the IOC' Ira 
in the fint h ... and to anchor the height of the apansion on I 
pooitlon lower t~ the ,econd hall and ~ thao the font OI"~. 



The snape of the section of an 'ideal' concert nail slightly resembles 
the snape of an ellipse.When an ellipse is drawn inside the halls, 
such tNt in two foal points are positioned on stage and on the 
rear audience!elt,it is guuanteed that the sound (sound w.tves) 
can be directed to every (receiver) position in betweel' those 
to focal points, by means of reflecton ,..ngant to the enipse. 
Besides this acoustic advantage, this ellipse is literary uniting the 
""i.stini buildings mutually and the existing with tr.t new volume 
in architectural wa!f. Both from the inside u from the outside the 
arched shaped pam oftheellipse a .... unitinltheindividual volumes. 
In the same time this clearly n_ inte~ntion accentuateS the 
""ilting shape of the building. and e"presses It! new function. 
Furtntnnore. the ellip." i. creating a .ptce Ol'Uide the hall. 
where curious lCcidenul pllsers can w.ttch (and maybe even 
Ii.ten) the activit"" inside, which i. increasin& the tn.ns~renq 
of the activiti". and the ilflFlr':'achability of the associations inside. 

Fig. 3.2.2: ThI' (~III""I."- ir>,id#: t~ ~,""H"II wnJ!guraIiot>. 

Volume study 
The volume, height and shope of the third hall is determined by the 
n«es~ry volume with regard to it! function and the necessary 
reverberation time. by a volume_ and block-study ,,:urnining the 
silhouette of the consecutive halls and by the ellipse that needed 
to fit inside the hall and create a view and listerli", space of 
suffiCient size for pllsersby. In tnt end It Is decided not to choose 
for a deviating shape, but to copy the shape from hall two in 
order to create a uniform building ensemble. A similar Of" br&ar 
volume compal1!d to hall two would gene""te too much additional 
unnecenary volume in the height. so the height of hall th~ is 
chosen In between the hei&ht of haY three and O/If!.ln this way the 
""pansion dos"s the sequence of volumes elegantly and makes 
a gesture back to tnt I"",el of tr.t COUrt and human dimensions. 
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~ is • ptan lor 
un..,.,. ..... nts In 
..,ch " vrq as bot", to 
",complilh a panlcular 
pyrpou' . 
~,-

'Oesign is about INking 
thlnll cood (. rod then 
better) il!ld right (and 
flJ'l1;lsticj for me people 
who.,.., an d encou nlN 
dlem·. --

In this d1 ..... u.. "roil design.nd its ;un,n~metltare . 1U<:i<bWd 
as well as and till: ~ n IhOOJId ~ its usen. fint me rouil 
expansioM .Ad Int_lon ...... ~. SobRquendy tM 
rt>Uto! and mAl'S per user, bod! outsKIe and mid. .... boJldillC 
are ~lusU':ated. to ( OPC I,* with I number of descriptlOl'lf of 
""rio ... nporan •• teI. 

4.1 h l:stll'lfll versus New 

4.1.1 Expansion of the ellistlill 
For the design of the Music HoYle, t roe existing bulkj;ngs 
F, G, H, • ,.,.101, of three milC hine fl>.1I, in different boJlldin, 
styles, . ... not lubnarl1.il liy changed. Figu ... ".1.1.1. ,how, 
the volumes 01 the eXl$ling situation. 0 .. the other hand. tr.e 
buildin, """"mble I. e>cp"ndell notably. The moot ouUtandlng 
upon.ion i. I SI;.I!e up limilar to the on. in 193-4, in ....... ,dI 
• ~ond holl wu place<! boohind \I .. fil'lt boil..- house out of 
1910, just by ~mO¥ln, tl\e nonh fKade of hilll one. In mil 
caH a third volume of similar ';1 .. and shape, hut d i#renull 
volume (height) iladde<i "'lXt to haD two (_ f'l"nI i .I. Llb). 
The floors oIlnoll rwo and IQU three are leve lled to dll~ lloor 
o f boiler hous. 0 ... , Consequ.mrly. rh .... hall. with I ... , 
volumes ~ for (OMen hal ls and rehearsal room •• 

which • ..., lotated rlrht IInder the high t,u.ned roof bealN. 
10 1,1 the au,hnee ' ~lMr"ntt intrusive'>' 1M beauey of • 
century of deYe lo pment of erizineerin! art (see filure i .I ). 

On the n.lIt side of the h. lls. rMo original arc hed ... aulted 
corridor.alonilide the e lectr ical power pl3.nt and hoiler hou •• 
OMo. is extend ed 1«Ord;", the traditional dUi,n. OV'algh1. 
until It cOf'ne(tJ t o the e)< p;msion In the I'>Orth and therelore 
finish .. tha ..w ~d w:esslbil<ty of the hall. (_flJUM! ". 1.1.1 b). 
A ilrteo:; but len oul:lt:lndlfll e.>:pansioo. beaus, it ocaJrs helo,,", 
COOl" 1eYeI." rfte Jddi(lon 01. _l-sMped spa.ce embrKi", dle 
th ... halloonrhe_l~atldnonh""".whid1aa:ommoda,,"al_ 
all the IUppOrti", functlonJ ohhe M..sK. Hats (r...... " .I.I .Ie). 
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Fill. "1.1.1a: bptJflsiom witfI ~funcOOru ond -="""'"; a tlrird haW 
an<! ""<II~ corridor. 
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There is ~ di.tinction between the varioo$ extension •. On 
the one hand th .... an expansion. that un be regarded a. 
dup~cation. of the existing With similar functions, like the third 
hall and tne arched vaulu.ln this case the new built i. imita.tinr 
the existing and i. constructOld usint: tne same materials and 
.tyle, in m-our of the uniformity of the nails. In thi. ~,. sober, 
unilcrm arid monotonoul enti~ is generated wnen the eh ... " 
halb are connected into Orle largu fl>.1. To prevent ,.eople :Ore 
bein, misled or lied to, because tney cormder the expan,icns 
being original and old. th e variou. bu~din, ~riods of the vario,," 
bu~dings parts will be visualind by subde differences, For 
example, inn the a~nc" can notice the dilfennu between 
1910, 19H and 2011 by the ce<:hroique of the truued roof 
~" which becomes len elegant en more sober each bu~di"i 
period. Also the brick wori< 01 the expanded part of the vaulted 
corridor will be f..,ished smoother (more re,LJlarly t>e<:ause of 
ul1ndardiud ,..-oductioo 01 the stones and f1y.fling techniques). 
Baide. t .... conscioul measures to make a distinction between 
the old al"Kl the new. the dIstinction will arile automatically 
and uncon.ciou.1y beaLlle the (materials of th . ) new bLJ"rlt 
n ..... er will look exactly lIb tha old and wWI look newer anyway. 

On tn.. other hal"Kl there are com f>lete Iy new expansio<1. which gi"" 
spaCe tocompietely dIfferentfunctionl (the l ~haped purple space 
for supporting hciIIties). Then the material., th . appearance al"Kl 
theltyla wIll be completely modern al"Kl contrutingto the existing. 



4.1.Z Intervention in the existing 
A djuinctive intervention in the e)(isting building ensemble is 
the <trippin!!" of the connruction 01 Bu~djrl& E, The former saw 
mi. is undressed completely to ~eal its es.sence, SO that its 
construction, 'the hennebique system', is exposed and a passage 
is created from tn.. south to the north and vice ve ..... (see 
figure " . I. I. ld and ".1.1.6). From the building that was blHlt in 
a later sUge in be~en the sawmill and the electrical power 
plant, only ttle ground floor has remalned. The first storey is 
removed to show tfle west faude of the power plant again and 
to create a terrace. a lookout over the Basin and an entrance 
for the Grand Cafe. which i. placed on the first floor cA the 
EI""vical Power plant (blHlding F). Underneath, the ground floor 
of the electrical power plant at basin Icv<!I is reser<ed for the 
baC~Uge facilities cA the musicians (fig. ".1 .1.1 &).Tn..refore some 
of the original walls had to lose ground. but the l:ayout of the 
backnage is fitted to the original str\Jcture as much as possible. 

The most important ar<:hitectorVcal intervention is tfle addition 
of the larze arcn..d ellipse parts over the length of the buildinlf, 
maid", a connecting gesture between the three halb (see figures 
... I. l.Ie -If, ".1.1.3 -4.1.1.5). Both from the inside as from the 
outside it is uniting the three differ'ent ...,Iurnes. The ellip.e para 
that are 'breaki", through' the roof. and faead es are .1 ightly P I~ed 
back with regard to the e><istirl& east and _St facade Writ!. so that 
it expresse.o inferiority, submissiveness and respect towards the 

F~. 4.1.1.1d: StrippN Saw Mill t~ Ihow Ht Mtb/q<lf COMlro<e1on and <""~ 
a ".. .. 09<' from _rh 10 OO<'fh. 
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existinl ""d at the sam. time it is accentuatin, the ~inal shlP" 
of the industrial buildings. Because of its dtoviatinJ: sfIJ.pe (aren..:! 
compllred to right) and contr;ming mat. rials (wood, metal 
and ,I;us compared to brick and steel) it is clearly being a rIe'W 

int. r .... ntion, expressing the change in function. It is very deY 
that something ~ is added and that h>m now on somethinll 
else is ",inion insid<!.When the three flJ.lls are connected into 
one larX- concert fIJ.~, from the inside the fuH shape off the .mps. 
can be experienced even stronger. because tn;s .lIipse shape is on 
m.. inside complemented and appro<lChed by moveable reflecto"" 
which are suspended and fil~", m.. Il"P' between tne il11:hed 
roof parts, for Ooth acoustical and architectural reuons_ On 
the outside, in the evening during concerts in the large cOrlCert 
configuration, the ellipse sections ca.n iHuminate (colored) ~ght. 
so th~ this confiluration is accentuated and the surroundings w~1 
know thu at that m~nt a performance is uking place in the 
larxe COl1Cert haM_When on m.. other flJ.nd the three indiv;dual. 
smaner concert halls are bein& used, the lanterns of the th~ 
separne haH. <:an iNurninate light (m<l)'be even th...,., different 
colors), SO tha;t tne Individual flJ.lls are hilh lichted and the people 
will know that three different performances are uldng place. 
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4.2 Organllation outside 

4.2.1 Accidental passers or recreational pedestrIans 
Pusers strollinr through the area. CO<TIinE from the sooth (from 
the city centre or from the BasJn harbour) or from the north an 
walk the slow ~,foIIowing the waterfront around the building 
complex (red route in flgUl' 4.2.1 .3).As described above,the former 
saw m~1 _ s~ to create a passage from the south 01 the 
complex to the north and via! YeI"$i. (see flgUl""eS 4.1. 1.6 -' 4.2.1.2). 
Underneath the framework 01 the hennebique construction of 
the frst three sections, a ooge, wide and slow risini stairc .... 
is bu~t with an intei!"ated ramp, to anow visitor. and passersby 
to reKh the court from the south (~ .ide). The visitors ~ 
directed Ind guided by the orientation of thot frame wori<. The stairs 
and nmp:s, which are meandering between the columns.. do not 
only have I cnnsponing function of people and wh~ but 
do 11M: I recrutional and abidini function ... well. The .stairs and 
"""p' an !Ie used as a playgrouod for children. they can be used 
as bench or sut to .... st, .... :0<:1 or enjoy the sun and they can !Ie 
used as a .tage for outdoor periormanc:es as _N. Meanwhile the 
early construction technique can !Ie experienced in its fiJl l glory. For 
disabled people, not willi"l! or obIe to uke the """I' to the court.. 
q<rl route is created on the right at the .a.n: 01 u.. stairs by means 
of a public outdoor lift (or better, a rrIlIIlQfly controllable ~ 
pIadorm of which safety ~ oppnt" when it ts put into use). 

The wurt between the various cultural ;\Il(j former industrial 
buildini' cln !Ie reached from the east throuih the main 
.mrance and centre of the Tlmmerfabriek (buildinr C). 
From the north it can be reached by a p .... age behind the 
new theatre that is planned to be buUt at the north .wen 
com.r of the complex. In the welt a bridge is connecting 
the court and the cultural centre with Soschpoon: and stairs 
and a ramp a .... connecting the slow pedestrian route at basin 
level with the Court. From the !>ridge in the we.t and as well 
from the Musboulevard in the south -west a nice view of the 
volume. and the connecting ellipse e lements is guaranteed. From 
these Side. the buildings will loom up from a di.unce Ind wiN 
lrou •• curiosity towards its (new) function among passersby. 

Vlewine ilnd IIstenini: & drink;n. and ",stinll 
Both from the bridge .. from the exit of the Bui ldinr C toward. 
the court, as from the north side of me court, the arched shaped 
exten.ion of the Music House cannot be missed and because 
of its tran.parent fully &laud end bades with wide opened 
doon, it will attract people to have I look inside . Inside this 
sheltered outdoor .pace visitor. can ha...., • fuW view of the large 
concert hall ~ a .... looking over the tribune right at the stage 
(Dr a .... looking in.ide the third (chamber music) concert hall). 
The large window is extended until the point where the bude 
01 the third hall intersects wim me sun of the ellipse part,.o 
that both visitors from ouaide the hall and aud ience inside me 
hall an expeneoce the full gesture of the ell ipse.At the window 
lOIlle white ceramic e;an with integrated small speakers lnI 

p1aced It various he;g,u.Aduits and child .... n Cln place their ear 
aglinst it Ind listen to the .... hearsll or performance activitie. 
that are happening in.ide. In thi. w~ tran.pl .... ncy is c....ated, 
people an come into contact with new "",.ie, meet new music 
il"OlJP' or as.ociations.. they now know where to find them lnd 
they can dec.ide to ~ to a (next) concert Dr even join them. 
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Stroiling people can h;we. drink, a bite and a nut in the G-.nd 
Cafe of which the main entranee is 1000ted at the ~t side 
1t court level. On the ust side there i, an entrance or exit 
as _II and the Grand ~ is iIlso accessible from the 1e~1 
of tne Basin, indoor, via the ent-.nce of the Music House. 

4.2.2 Purposeful visitors: Audience 
For visitors of the Mosic House that are going to I concert, 
the nuin public but sober entrance is siWlted at the Basin 
le'iel in the fourth bay section of the former Jaw mill Rcade 
(pink arrow in f'&Un, '4.2.<1. 1 ).This lecUon i. devilting in width 
from tne first three echelons. which creates a natural and deat" 
division 01 the form"r SIW mill into pusage and stairway (first 
three echelons) and entrance (fourth «heion). The entrance is 
immediately visi~e from tile south, south-west and south-.st 
side, which are expected to be the main dirtctiorlS people an 
camilli: from (from the city centr" towlr<ls the c"'rural centre). 
Flirthermore, tile ent",nee'sticks out' because both on the right 
as on the left lid" the adjacent bu~dings or con.tructions are 
twice as high or more . The large gill' entronc. doors provide 
transparency and invn:e the people to go in$id". The MUlic 
House is perfectly acce .. ible by car (Sphinx parking lot at the 
oth.". side 01 the Boschstr;aat), by bus (two bus stops at both 
sides, north aoo SOOJth, ofthe Boschstnat), by foot (at 5 minutes 
_!kins distance trom the market) ;md by bike (visitors by bike 
Cln park their vehicle left and c/o .. to the .ntrance). People that 
already have a ticket (via intern..! for example) QII willk directly 
from the court Inside the MusiC Hall and can .... al k direcdy into 
to the concert down th" tribune (if they don't mind to hold 
their coat or when they an not wearin!. coat in summertime). 

4.2.3 Purposeful visitors: MUSic/lin! 
The ... i, a separate entrance for the musicians, which is on the 
soum side as well, but then on the other side 0( the electrical 
poWer plant. at the location of the original entrance of the power 
plant (red arrow). This entrance again w~1 be tran.parent. in 
contn.>t with the dosed heavy orisinal door. Musicians or artist 
can enter the Music House as well simultaneously wfth their 
Instrumentland attributes at thtt bad ... ~ eMnnce or loading 

dock on the north side 0( the Mu.ic Hou.e, directly accenible 
from the traffIC route from the north {which miJht be a more 
anonymous route out of .ight. for the more kno ..... arti.t). 

4.2.4 Purposeful visitors: Stiff and supplies 
Staff and pe~onal could USe al l the possible entranc~ (purple 
arrows), depending on their function and the po.ition in the 
buildin! wnere they have to wor... Suppliers with biS trucks 
can use the entnnce at the north and can deliver their goods 
at the loading dock at the bottom of the ramp. From there 
th" goods can be diltributed indoors . Supplies for the Grand 
Cd .. (harTels 0( beer and cntes of .oft dri nks) prefe~1y 

can be deli~red at the south lide, in fron{ of electrical 
power plant, di rect in front of the Storage room of the gnnd 
C,fe, which has 1 direct l upply "ntnnce towar<l. the B ... in . 
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4.1 0'1.n.lntion Inside 

4.1 .1 rortlne of U'W!!I'$ 
Th •• Iewial fI'I""'V planl is KCCJnVnO<b,Int a Grand Care 
on its oritinal font floor and below, 31 ,...,..,nd ..... 1. i:ht back· 
". _ of th~ musicians.. The Ionner bcilltf' h_" and the 
newly added third hall ar~ /l«ommodui", the rhrM (Ol'l(.en 
h.J W ..... "rAl room •. Th. various spaces lor the cllfferllrl1 UI-

en ...... orpniud &round me halts in s.d\ • W"1 thai the flow. 
oi audience and ...... itia .... ne separated from ca(~ other. 
( ... fllu", 4.3.1.1, lo:ft)~ il_~ me audience Is u.lcned to the 
left side Df the building (pink ZOrMI) and the musicl.nl to Ihe risht 
,ide oi the buildloa: ( .... d 1000:), and in th~ middle they will ~~t 

--

.:= 0 ~ .:::i i'> "" ",-- -

(first,., ~C ....... 11'1\'1}.\1 _""'" ,.. U. U , "'" pltm D/ rhr ~ ",. '*""""'" oM r-.. fir' _ II>« ""11'_ from 1M __ . 

• -
• 

• 

nth ocn.r. Howev.r. 11 I'WO pIKes the musicians have the pen_ 
sibility to intqnte with its a<.Idienc~ ~t ~ In m. circles 
in tM drlWintS bebN).1! ttlq feell jke meeU'1&."d ~Int the lb. 
~ lhey Q/'I c.lk. lhiImwhoH with ~ frnm !he t.d:.suce 
are;o in !he public. domain yQ """ ways; by opening the I lidil'll 
<loon that ieplrate the forer of the backsuge Mea 0(" by ucend· 
i"l the _tal .. that lead to the Gn.nd U£ The initial;'e Is with 
the mus.icia ... ,he badu. 1.-, tho domain Df the ""' Iician'. 
is non .~ am for the a..dier.ce, so it concerns on~ way routeS. 
The flows oi penontll!l Ir- ~aoderioa: in between me flows 
Df :wdiell<;e and musician. and in the .. rne time they h_ 
ciolar domain . of thllmsllvtt. i. _N. A continuous rou\.e 
lround the hall. lives the staff acCell to the halls from all.ldes. 

l 
-

1r1t 
I I :-::1 

~ , 

, -~ '1 

• . , , , , 
, ,7111,, ' 
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~ />kin' _ _ lion. ill ",,~/)l '" aM a ",~I Wpj>Off t~ ~tandiflg of 

t~ <OIl'~'" "''''~ ~m P"'a<;Icoi>M 

4.3.2 Audience 
Wnen approachirl& the entrance aoo once inside the building. 
visitors have an uninterrupted view on the wide stain at the 
v" rr end of the elongated foy"r ,,00 in front of " luminou. wall; 
from the .tart it is dear how the route .hould be continued.The 
route is even accentuated by roollights from above. proViding 
d "yl i,ht d u ri n, t n.. day an d w ni ch :or" ill urn in "ted d u ri n, even inl" 
Fint, at the left hand side, right after en tering the building, 
vi.itors are panin, by the cash deck. to buy a ticketAfter that.or 
when . ticket w:u alr" "dy purchased,on" can deliver their coaU 
at the cloakroom right next to the ca.h deck. Next, tn. foyer i. 
entered, where the audience can wait for the concert to start. 
have . f",al toilet stop at one of the toil" t blocks on both .id". 
oftn. bar area and/or have drink previous to the performance. 
And finally, tr.e audience can enter the concert hall(s) either 

on ,round floor Iev,,1 directly lrom the foyer, when their 
seat i. one of the front .eats or not too lar up the tr;bune. or 

on firstfloor level,by takin,the Wide slow ri.ing stain at 
the end of the foyer which i. converl in, toward. the platform 
into the .ize of the smaller stairs arouoo tn. corrler.The.e .tairs 
around the corrler lead to a long and high gall" rr along.ide 
the thre" concert hall. lrom where one can experience th" 
enormous height of the halls, having a direct view on tn. nock 
of the buildings and form wh"re on" can ent"r the hlll(.) andl 
or balconies. This route i. the best option for people havinl a 
seat on troe balcony or somewhere attr.e top of the trlbune.or 

by taking the lift at the beginnin, of the foyer or the qUick 
"nd !teeper stairs rJeXt to the lift, to the Grand Caf. , form wh" re 
visitors can reach the gallery alongside tn. wncert hall. as well. 
This route i. recommended for disabled P""Pie or people hlVing 
a .eat at the balcony or at the top of the trilmne in.ide the ~rst hall. 
During a possible break the aud;"nce can walk ivm the 
concert hall inside the foyer for a drink or via one of the 
rout ... described above back to the foyer. It i •• 1.0 po!l$ibl" to 
have a drink in the G .... nd Cafe, for people that want to say 
at the fIrSt level, or to tak" an airin, outside on the court. 
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4.3.3 MUSH:ians 
When mu.kian. enter the Music House they are wekomed by 
the receptioni.t at the right hl nd side, who ,an tel them were 
to go or explain tn.m the various fad~ti es and schedule of the 
day. Tn.. hallway 00 the left. leads to the backstage area. where 
they can resid" prior to. after and in between the rehear",l. and 
concerts.There are changing room. (on" for men one for ladies), 
toilet room. (men and ladies), a lounge area with coffee corMr, 
a tuning room for the fonal adjustm"nts per instrument .ection 
prior to the concert etc. Soloists ~nd conductors can have a 
priv3.U! room with shower, .....-here they can isolate themselves 
to prepare and co",entr.l.te on me coming performance. From 
th" backstage area the f .... t hal~or the lar,e conc...-t hall can 
],., " nt.,.."d dir<!Ctly. Troe indiVidual halls are accessible vi" the 
authentic vaulte<l corridor with • rn~Jestic appearance. which 
brings them in the rig/lt atmo.ph.,.." and focus on their w1l!f to 
th" .ta&". On the right h;\l1d side between """" 01 the vaults. the 
original c.Iothiis cabinets or wooden Ior.k" r. 0( the labourers 01 
th" Sphinx factory are pllICed. wnich can be uoed for the jllCkets 
arKI sm~11 in.trum~nu of the musicians on rehewsal days. From 
the hckstage area the mu.icians can enter the Grand Cafe on 
th" fir.t floor by mea", 0( the staircase, for a more varied offer 01 
food and dri"'" or to meet the public . Musician. can choose their 
level 01 privacy inside the backsage area, by c!osinr me curtill", 
in Iront the class sliding doors towards the entnmce arKI foyer or 
by leaving them ""en. In that way they can control the exposure 
to troe audience;\l1d the 1 .... 1 of contact with the activities in the 
public part of troe build ing.Tr.e s ~dl nX doors give atces. to th" foyer, 
which creates 1 . " cend opportunity to encounter the audience. 

4,3.4 Staff & personnel 
~ mentioned before, ,(>.ff and penonnel have acce .. to all of the 
roomS an d zones,:ol though uch 01 the m m", n Iy operates ina certain 
zone. depending on their function (except for cI,,~ner. who have 
to work d aroun d th" bLi I d inc). S tarn ng at th e .outh eastzo ne. the 
various .uff zones ;\I1d flow. wil be described counU!rclocl<wi.,,_ 



The rKeptioni.t w~l.tay primar ily at the office near the 
enmnce of the musician. in tno. .outh-east corner of the bu~ding, 
The office of the receptionist offers o.n overview at three 
.ides. At the COlJnter in the front ttle roceptionist Can 
_kome visitors, direct them to the <:<>rn><:t place, arod in the 
same time keeping an eye on the backstage area oppo.ite of 
the offke. At the left there i. I .econd COOnter tOW\\l"ds the 
Willting room and on the right the office overlooks the vaulted 
corridor. This elves the receptionin a notion of the activitie. 
in the vaulted corridor as well and might even tie able to 
make contact with the porter at th e end of this cOrTidor. 

Thi. porter is louted in the north eut corner of the 
lxiilding, next to the rear entrance or Ioadin, dock and .-.ext 
to both corridor. (of transport) alongside the concert haH(.}. 
Thi. dow. the port.r to ob.erve and manage all load and 
unloadin, activities and have a look at th e tn.n.portation of hajl 
equipment. etc. to and from the concert h;lil(s}. Both the porter 
and the receptionist have window. in the east facad e toward. 
th e canal and therefore access to daylight and f ... sh air. 

The zone in the north of the hall{s} i. entirely atth ... rvke 
of technique (room technician, worksoops, machinery rooms 
for HYAC .)'Stems etc.) and stor",e of hd equipment {concert 
chairs, 'Ga, la'1!" instruments lik. piano's and timpani's etc.}, 

The bar personnel in the foyer zone of the west wing na. 
all the facilities behind the bar area, from .ton&e of bar suppWes. 
to a chan,in, room {shower and wash- and iron facHitie.}. 
In this same area th e .torage and s""ply room of the deanin, 
crew i. located which wi l be th e starting point of their wori<. 
Behind th e counte r of the doakroom one to six people can 
work depending on the crowdednes"Tno. rows of th e wardrobe 
rllCks are relatively short, which allows short operations times 
for th e han"n, and w<in, of jacke ts and coat •. The capacity 
of the wardrobe racia is wei over 850 jackets {20 jackets per 
meter and '/. of the racks is eqllipped with double (two jackets 
above 0"'" another) n..ngin, bcWities}. Behind the cuh desk one 
or two checkout usi.tants can seU tickets or inform visitors. 

Sar and kitchen per.on.-.el of the Grand Cafi works in 
front and """,n inside the two oril:inaJ compound ,t~ engines. 
The main storage room of the Gr.md Clf~ is located down.tairs 
and from there the beer tap is directly connected to the barrels. 
Sar personal can reach the .torage room via the.taJ rcase and can 
u.e a .ervkelift in front of th e .to .... 'e room under the ,cairs to 
send suppWes {bottles of soft drink} up arK! vk. veru. {empty ones}. 
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4.4 Room ducriptlonf 

4.4.1 COrK:ert h.111$ 
The three Individual COI1cert h.1I1 Ire lula.ble for 
pericrr ... mces of ella,..".,.,. m,"ic .... cmblH, fer choirs (Imall 
Ind mid .. iud}.and IOlohtl,UCh accommoduln,naudiel'Ke 
of abcut 200 people ( 160.2'10 leIu).ln rII.t --r tho! hall. 
an be used fer r6du.1. 01 consernu:ory nudenu, soir'" 
musical. of hich Ichoob Ind COI'Ke<'U 01 professional soloist 
and combo', ('te. The telescopic tribunes .re offen", perlKt 
''&to- for ..... ryon. on tIM flat floor 'u,oos. COrKers hall I 
.nd 3 are IIVIn KfUipp~ with a lide bakony Oyer the full 
length of d'>e "'11. 8ec.au,e 01 che III •• Ni e~tensibility of the 
tel pO<: uibunes. the enti ... Boor of the hall can be fnflI. 
to 1M! lofRee to ~hearub of larrer orche"nl. like bnfuel, 
harmonics and "",II symphonic orchesll1l '1,(_ fitu", 4.4. 1.2). 
The three illdlYkl .... 1 halll 11,.. nparat.d byo mons of a 
<dc<JbIe) motHle wall 'ynem wilh , l,lffic~1 KOUStiC III",laDon 
to &:uaratlt« illdepe<><iMt '"II" of die til,"" COlIC'" haJl .. 
witho<JI mutu.1 noI .. dlm,rl.anc •. n.. partitio.u between 
tt.. h.11s conun 01. dO\l~le .... lll 1Y'le-n"I with • lar," c.aviry 
(0.3 m) inside. To connect Ihe three Indivldull hall. Inlo on. 
I .. ,,, conc.rt hill thin nparatinl WlJII Cln be rHTlO'fed, tIy 
,lidiT\ll thl vulgus paMls of .... hlch thfI w,II, a", connruct..d. 
one by on. to the 'Ide (electronically). Tn. ,y""m .nd 
.coustk p.rformanci of the mobile ..... 11 Iy"em II descrlb"d 
in more detail In the next ehapter) .Thl. lar,,, concert h.11 i. 
Suitable for p"rformlnc". 01 symphonic orch.lt .... , and Ia.&:er 
orchonrll Yp to hundrld mY$leian, and can lCcommodat~ 
~n audi ... ce of about 150 people (."" flIY"'S 4.4 .2.3 .nd 
4.4.2.4). In this confl,uration more than half of the audience 
i •• ~at..d on the tribune or on OrIC of the thre~ b~koni~., 
and tnc rest of tnc .~dlerICa II selted In Ir-ont of thl trlbun. 
on floor 1 ...... 1. To lu.rantee loed Ilcht for .... ryon. k"I thil 
confi,uration .. weU. thl I~e h Incre:ued and IIcend;ng 
to thl back. Thi. inc~ued .• ,eenodin, ulle un be created 
by means of (ell!Cl:ronically) ..-iloble Roor partitions in hall I. 
which un be fOllnd In moll modern (Ol'Ken halls l"IOWaday,. 
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Scenarios 
TelescopK Q',buf\es 000$1 in mobilt (wheeled) VIIrsions l$ 

..... 11. ThQ; enlaftes die fledoif;fy of hall layouH. bur mlp be 
d«rinMna.l with ... rd 10 the rdJu."","- .... l:Iinability and 
life time of the con$lf"l'Ction. The d irection of die Music HouM 
an choose 10 inuall thrft mobile telescopic lribuM:l in ~ 
of the chamber "",sic concert halls and to " ... me rri>unes ot 
hall two and m .... tocetller for the tribune of the Iarp concert 
hall. Or ()IMI can choose to !rqt:r.. telescopic tribunes. wheth-er 
or not mobi", In the th .... chamber "",sie concert h~ 1 and In 
the symphonic concert hall. This decision II depeudent on the 
outcome of I com.benefit analysis of the (system. 01) telestopk: 
tribune. In comblnUion with the expIoit:r.tion of the hall. 
When, In addition to the (mobile) telestoplc tribunes and the 
mobile wd ,ym!"', IN floor of the larp c.<>r>c~ hall Is enti rely 
equipped with in kellht adju.ltabie floor partitions at th. sidaJ ioU 
;around the hal. m. plmlbilities of room Iayouu and Kenarios 
are infinite aftd ~edentec1 ln thM: way stl&l!S and ttibu/"lfl 
an ... crared II both ends of each hall (IWJ 1,2,] aftd hal 1.3). 
but abo <>thw, not dlUiai «>nIituratio ..... ant possible . fOf" 
example. hall 1 and han 3 01'" !WI I and 1 can be connectt<lln 
combination wid! I carre iayour of !;he D'ibunes around I flit 

floor sace in da mitkh. 101'" caba.-.t or baht "'~fl. 
So by n"IbM of I mobile wd system (adjoJ.tabla volume and 
.bsorption)' (mobt ... ) talescopic tribunes and adjoJmble floor 
partitions (stagu), . -.ery lIexibhl ~tiHzacion isc ..... t ... with alar .. 
ranlle 01 poulblHtlel. Howe~r, in the scope of this Ilraduatlon 
project, only the (acouStlcl) of the du.ieal c.one"rt situatlon. 
01 chamber music: and symphonic music ara in ..... tipttd. 

4.4.2 Entranc. 
The ""tr"VI~e lI"eI. It build on the onclnll SU"uctunt 01 the 
y<MIllp.It inHn.ed bulldilll In ... -. die s.aw Mil .... d the 
ElecoiQl Pow« Pbnt. The rfttM hCJ! 5pKf! (-4.S m) consists or 
a broao;leflinC directly mer the enCrft iIftd draft ponaI. perlecdy 
suitable for a Ia'l" toUMlf ...-Ilh bcilitles u cash dedc and cloak 
roon>. T"hn:>u&h the roof _ of die 0fiCinaI henneb;quo: col ..... n, 
.,me,... (which .... of COlI .. e ~1Iy di.c.onnected from the 
exterior "",ra). U"WIinc I ....... lICt division of tIHt counter. This 
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way the cash deck area is natLJn.gy sepa.rued from the cloak 
room area and the doakroom ara i. divided ""to various 
sections u well. The latter is V1!ry useful during peak houf"J, 
when multiple queues can be crened for a quick processing 
01 me coat delivery. Another siCn of the original construction 
is the wal l in front of tfle cash deck, the klrmer bade of the 
electrical power pbnt and now separatlnR the entranCe and 
the backstage area. In front of this wall a sain:ase and a ~ft are 
located, lead in, to the Grand Caf~. On the other side of the lift 
the or;,inal _ lis are replaced by a glass lacade with sliding doo .... 

4.4.3 Foyer 
The foyer is a relative high (-4.5 m),elonpted and modem space 
and although this area is klr the largest lha.re completely new, 
th ere are some remnana from femler COfl.tnlCtionS visible. for 
example tfle IHick walls of the concert halls.The fo)'ef" is located 
right in front 01 all three of the concert halls, which is cratin, 
a classical arnngllment in whkh the diviSion between 'for the 
scenes' and 'k>ehind the scenes' is very clear (the halls are the 
buffering lone in between 'in Iront of" and 'behind' the scenes). 
The foyer is located in connection with all three of the concert 
halls to be able to serve the concert visitors both in case th e 
th~ halls ;u-e bein, used sepa.r.stely and in cue the hall, are 
connected into the laree Concert hall conflJi:uration. The bar 
consists of a number of individual and Independent units, so the 
bar carl be extended or shortened according to the number of 
concert ha.lls in use or the total amount of concert&oers.ln order 
to prevent people to enter another concert hall after the tx"eak 
(to a more expensive concert for exJ.mple). another ticket check 
in front of the concert hall door can be Implemented (personnel 
or ticket scan). different break schedules could be introdlKed 
or the foyer could be divided per hall by mean. of for exJ.mple 
curtains or trnnsparent sc~ns. The last twO options are not 
desirable. because this set up is designed in order to stimoJlate 
interaction amon, the vuious concertgoers. which will not be 
possible anymore in cue of different schedules or separation. 
HoweYer. curtains can be used to make the foyer smaller and 
more intimo.te in ca,e of small sale ..... ena. On each side of the 
bar, there a", two wide alcoves with toilet blocks, consistin, of 
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toilet rooms for both men and ladles and disabled people, so 
that vi.itors are never far from the bathroom. In front of the 
toilea there is enough spate for partners to wait for each other. 
The first steps of the stairs at the end of the foyer are as wide 
itS the entrance area. However. the steps are convtrJing by each 
step to direct the people upwards to the second. less wide 
stairs and pllery. The idea. i. that people will leave th e wide 
and noisy foyer and will get more focused and concentrated 
on the coming performance, once they ue directed into a 
narro-.- and quieter space. In the opposite direction, when 
people are coming down from the Concert to the foyer, the 
stairs are dive,",ing with every step to spread the audience 
over the foyer and to direct them directly to me bar and the 
toilets . The platfOml half way the two sairs, in front of the 
luminous wall, can be u,ed for speeches or periomlUlCes 
towards the people downsa.i ... in case of special occasions. 

4.4.4. Grand Cafe 
From the foyer the Grand Cafe an be rea.ched usinl the lift or 
the stairs near the mo.m entrance, in front of the cuh deck and 
cloakroom and at the side of the backsuge. The sQircase leads 
to a transparent enclosed I"""'h at court level from where the 
Grand cate can be entered. both by people coming from the foyer 
and by people coming from ouaide.This elonpted box shaped 
pre -entnnce of the Grand Cate is constructed from glass and 
pbced in between the articulations of the west facade In order 
to protrude minimally and to keep the original facade and the 
surroundings as vilible possible. On the east side of the electrical 
po>ver plant there is an entrance/exit:u _",in one of the original 
facade openings.Thls exltJtfltrance can be used by strollers on the 
<:anal side and live,s actess to a possible terrace in summertime. 
Once inside visitors an experience the enormous hall of the 
former electrical poWer plant. Many elements of the original 
situation, like the hei,ht. the roof struct~, the steam engines 
and the numerous f:ac:J.de openin", are still inuct and in sight. 
The floor of the Grand Cafe is divided into two level .. to 
oven:ome the 1.....,1 difference 01 the crillnal floor and the level 
of the court. The orizinal floor 1 ....... 1 is also slightly heightened 
until the bottom of the cylinders of the Steam engine boilers. 
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& ",stl.u~t are. is situated at the bottom of the Stl.in in front 
of the south facade. from there the huge origirul windows offer 
stunning views of the Buin. The lift hu exits on three sides 
wr.ich allow visitors (and disabled people) to enter or exit at 
foyer level. to enter or exit at the front level of the G..nd Ca~ 
and to enter or exit at the level at the back of the Grand ca~. 
In this ~ any one can ..... ch alf levels. The lift is situated richt 
in between two facade opl!flifl&S, SO that no lbyI"ht I!fl~ 
is blocked. Slidilll! doors, left in the back of the foyer, giv'e 
occe .. to the gallery al"""ide the Concert halb and on the 
right side in the back of the Grand Caf~, another door gives 
occess to the balcony of concert hal l onw the large concert nail. 
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Steam engines 
As mentioned before, the original compound .team engines, 
.....t.id1 are sui in perfeCt condition, are maintl.ined, or at least 
the outer skin of the boilers. A box- shaped volume is placed in 
the middle of the Grand Cafe, over the two boiler$, however, the 
boilers are protruding out of the box with its I!fl<ls and its outer 
cu ....... tu res..ln this way the shape and the size of the boilers can 
still be experienced and in the nme ume the Sf>ace inside and 
in between the boilers can be sheltered and used for toilets and 
kitchen.The rear half of the boilers,at the back and at the location 
of the raised floor, are actornmodatin, the toilets; the ladies' 
room on the left, the men's room on the ritK and in the middle a 
toilet for wheekhair u.erS as well (see plans inAppend ixA).The 
toilets or urinals on the one side and the sinks on the other .i"" 
of the boiler are inte(rated in and mounted to the curved skin of 
the cylinder.Where in the past. the steam engines were producing 
energy, nowildays the engines are colleed", enerl)'. in the form 
of faeces. In the front half of the boilers, at re.tl.urant level. the 
boilers are accommodatinll the kitchen (hot arid cold side), a 
rinsing kitchen and a stonge room. Tn. existing exn..ust pipe. 
might be rtlJsed for the extn.ction of kitchen and toilet odors.The 
rinsing kitcn.n (dirty dishes) is separ.lted from the clean kitchen 
as well as the stOr.lge room, where the freicllt lift anives and 
(ODds and (empty/full) bonles can be tranSJIorted up and down 
to and from the large storage room downstl.irs. Bar personnel 
can read! this storage room by ukin!: the stalrs alongside 
the boiler, in line with the bar. Both musicians and per.onnel 
coming up and down the Stl.in aIonl the curve of the boiler 
are unavoidable confronted with tn. massiveness of the cylinder. 

4.4.5 Backstage 
The wall stn,lcture of the basement of the electrical power plant, 
the backstage area.. is maintained wherever possible (.ee figure 
'0.1.1 . in grey the original wall partition.). However, at the south 
facade side the oriJinal indoor wah did not correspond to the 
rhythm of the facade and the (in a later period closed) openings. 
In the new desi," the room partitioN .... ba.ed on this rhythm. 
and the faade openin" are opened again, so that each room at 
the &cade side Ius a window and Is provided with daylight. The 



function. that a", the most li,flt-dermnding (lounge. ch~nginll: 
and tuninl room) are therefore situated at tfle b.ade side,The 
.... st of the bad:sage a .... a will be quite dark, because of the 
low and deep space. But tonsidering the b.ct dut the muskims. 
cond uctor or .~oist need to be focused on the perform~nce 
and nOt distracted by ~ctjvlde. outside, this does not need to 
boo detrimental; it misht even be advantageOUs and increuing the 
focus,The foundation of the steam e",ine. is maintJ.ined la'1ely. 
but slightly shortened to C~te the corridor in the middle of 
the back st"le area. Since the steilll1 e"lines are not executing 
their original funcdon anyrnort! ond hollowed out to live "9ac. 
to toilets and kitchen. the orlgin~1 foundation wu slightly over
dimensioned for the new situation, wtlich aHows tfle shorterling 
or slimming down of the walls. In the middle of tfle backiage a .... a. 
a du.ter of all wet cell functions is located around the foundation 
of the steam e""nes (toilets ond showers and septic tanks). 
which mabs the connection (ductwork) with the wet function. 
rillht;lbovto (toileu ond kltcflen) convenient. Behind the wet cell. 
dose to the stage andlor concert hall one, the backstage a",a is 
situated. where the mu.i<;ians an wait befo .... their emerlen<:e 
on sage, whe .... instruments an be stored or other sage Uld 
hal l accessories necessary for the performance of that evening. 

4.4.6 Fa~des 
With regard to aN of the facwe openings (see fl&u .... s 1-04 In 
Appendix C). the articulation and rhythm of the original facade 
is taken into account. n.e vllious entrance/exit doors at the 
side of the court and the V1Iriou'I exi\1O!$C;tpo! doors at the eut 
side. both at court ond at canal 1 ..... 1. are placed in between the 
orilinal steel columns and beams or in the middle of the arched 
vaults,The doors at court level are completely lran'!'a...,t to live 
vilitors a look inside the building,and because of the transparent 
gallery partitions maybe even a look inside the concert halls, 
The escape doors in the east facade are solid. non tnnsparent 
doors. The doors and windows in the east facade of the vaulted 
corridor close to the waterfront have the same roundin, u 
the vaults itself. In that way, from the Inside the .hape of the 
windows is in coherence with the shape of the vaults and from 
the outside pusersby wi. let a n«ion of the possible shape 

fnside. Furthermore. the doors and wi'ldows fn the south /Kade. 
in both tfle former electrical power plant a sin the saw mWl. are 
posftioned inside the original fat:ade openings.The window strips 
in the west and east /Kades of concert hall two and three 1re 
maintained on the outside. to not affect the oriJinal image of the 
t>uildings.but from the inside they have losttlleir function and ue 
e~mi~ted by tfle inner c~vity leaf. The vertic~ls of the lanterns 
in tfle ridge 01 the three concert halls consists if double glazing 
which c;an be darkened by automatically opel"3ble external blind •. 
n.e maln orilinal matergls (like brick ;and steel) are In clear 
contrast with the new mate~b (wood. sheets of metal ond ,ws). 

Fif/. 4.4,6.1: WISt foc~ "..... fOClIdot optnmg. (_. ,1<:.) ",.. plaud _Mi· 
in>! tilt orl{IiflaI rlIytlm! Dftllt {MQrIt aMI .Mla"" 
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5 

acoustics 

The ~t problem 01 die 
Col'ICEf"l hall i. lIw tho! 
shoebox is tho! iOu/lhapoo 
to.- .eollnic. but that 
no architect worth w i. 
namel w:lnU to bu11d a 
shoebox. 
Rem KDoI!IJ<I$ 

5.1 Room Acou~$ 

5.1.1. Acoustic aspe«.$ oJ the Desi,., 

Room dinwnslon$C .... ~..;;PloponioM 
.,- 01 eM buiIdi ..... ill leut In plan, a/'Id 

'Ideal' shoebox •• R .... KoohIas i, 
iI a ,ift from tile palt ~nd shoo ld be e><pIoII:ed. 

concert tt.ah, in which the authentic indu.trial 
is pnserved, l/Iow, WI t"tm shoebol< I~ halts 

an be fudnari"l spue. , In table S. I.I.I, {M final proponlOf'I 
and other propertle. of the dellen of the various concert halll 
ilre presenred. It .nawa that ,II the four cone..-! haJl. mnt 
the criteria with ~ to the HIW ratio and LJIN ratio (see 
part I clLapttf' 5.1.1). 10 the poopon:ions of the hal l. urJ,fy 
the fl .... able notioto Jot- JOOd xoustlc cOl'ld;tioru of shoe-box 
I~ cOftCen hal •. furme"",,", it an be conchxled tN.! u.. 
~ hacf!t ... ro.chIr ( OJn>pOnO. wid! the 'rOIume per 
penon. Of' It lealt. die concert halls wnfl hi(hest ~u do t.ave 
me liP. YOIumes (>fW penon or HH. In addRicn, the IfT.II 
of the seuinc is Inde.<! roo,chly holl of the numben 01 seal'. 
The volumes per IBM ..... .... btiftly hich wid! reprd 10 u .... I I ... 
oIumes per lOt In Jar,. concert halls ( I I- I" mI). HaN I hu. 
ben"'. of its Ill'll' W\cIth (I .... larpst width in ComparilOll 
with the otIter halll) ITlOf'I piKe for seats :u1d ~. the 
beltv/ .... t .... ti ... The voIul'M per .. u ratio of the la'1' concert 
hal de.'1.teS only .rochtly of tile ideal nlnp (1",5 m'l, but the 
volum •• per .... t of hall 1 and h.1I 1 ..... very high (I'm,), On 
the one hand hl(h volumes in cue of low ~tinl cap>oe ldel 
I.nI &.vonbIe in order to avoid ltI<.uuive Ioudneu, b.n. on 
the adler hand It redl,KeS the -=<>ustic:ll -'I)'- BeoIJJe the 
~. I.nI hilh and no( ..,.,.., wide Ihe volume p« senl", IrQ 

is "'l'Y low. Only me ratio of hall 1 comes close 10 mat of the 
criterion, ho "e.u, UtI. criterion is based on Iarze COI'Icen: hal 
proportionl. lib concert ha .. as Boston, V_na and ~l\c 
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layoot of the building 
The layout of the buildin, provide. (.mall~r and lar",r) buff.".in, 
ZOne. betw.:en the conc~rt halls, by placing corridors, sluices 
and .to~e room. in between the mo.t sound producing 'piOCes 
and the residual rooms with other func~ons or the outside. 

Tribune & st;lfle & snts 
The ",ats of the tribune are placed according the 'every row, 
one crown' layout (see chapter 5,2.3), this means that the INts 
are placed non-suue~ and r!tht behind each other.The he"ht 
between the rows (0. 3m) is more than sufficiem to create good 
sitht and well considered top- of-the _h .... d. Wne •. In cue of 
the I~ concert hall configuration, tr.e suting continues also 
on floor level. In this cne the .eaa on floor level ilrII laterally 
.taggered and the stage is raised to malrotaln good ~ght for 
th""e ..... ts os well. The di.tance between the rows of .eaa is 
O.9Sm and the distance between the centers of the seat. O.S'Im. 

Materials 
The .eat. it",'f ...... upholstered or padded to re.emble the 
absorption characteristics 01 occupants seats and to generate 
little u.oustic:al variation between rehearsal and CDOCert 
conditions. Tr.e entranCes to and from the concert halls are 
designed os (.mall or lar,er) sluice. beause of sound insulaei", 
con.ideration •. The ent .... nces It ground floor. from the foyer to 
the concert hall, consist of two doors in a row with I distance 
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of two mo:ters in between. Both doors are heavy wood~n solid 
doors and gasket around their entire perimeter to be airtigtlt 
....nen dOled. The clas. slidin, doors at lim floor level. leading 
to the bVcony and tribune, are constructed of double layered 
glass and are sliding into a double ,las. _n. The class pMtitions 
in between the vaults. separatin, the han. form the vaulted 
corridor, consist of double lea&:os well , The floors are finished 
,.,.;th wood parquet/chipboard and the aisle., balconies and 
terraces are lined with wool carpet {coed absorbing qualities for 
particulll1y higtl frequencies}. The enclosing _II. of the concert 
hall. not bein, the separatini "",U. in between the various 
concert hall s, are fj";sr.ed with plaster because of its sound 
reflecti", qualities. The light .tI"eets in the top of the lantern 
can be darkened for concert situations, by meanS of external 
electrically controllabl. blind •. W""" desired, it can be chosen to 
exclude light from tr.e corridors or obstruct di.tracting activities 
outside of the concert halls by "",an. of curtains Dr $C/"eens 
in front of th~ a:Iu, rear wall of tfle corridor and class ....... 11. 
bel>ind the stage. However. this is not in line with th~ conc~ 
of the des"n, wh ich Itrives for transparency from the outside 
towards the activities in.ide. Besides it concern. precariou$ 
place$ (.tage and back wal ilurroundings) were reflection. Me 
desi~ and not (exces.ive) absorption of sound, Those curtain. 
are ther~ not included in the acoustic Simulations, which 
ani de.cribed later. The curtains Dr scree", could of course 
be positioned in front of the glas. outside of the halls :os _II. 



This way both m. ...... Ia o f the acoulrial slmull tions are still 
applicable and th .. concert hall can be d:J.rbned.Th •• ~posed rvof 
. ...... nu «poIoncQUJ D"UssesJ Inside the halls ..,.. ~ to 
~II lO cood diffusion and are in addition lO ardIitecani 
If'OUI"Ids Ieh In l iaht beau... of iICOUSDaoI p-ounds all ~L 

5.1.2 V.rUbl. KOUStk$ 
Vari:l.bho OKOVItiei an be obQi....d in In In:hitectn ~ 
b)' the IcbpQ.bi~ty of the vol""", . the sup • ..-a ........ nt. the 
absorption and the confiluration of the ~ton (_ part I. 
chlpter 5.1.<4.). In the desiln of the MUlit House . II four of the 
,Iem. nu mentloM<! lboW! are ld;q>al>e in order to treate 
lausfyi"lacouSlIcaI envirOl\/llf!na for VlnOUI us~s lind us.rs. 

V .. rlabll voh •• me .. nd .. bsorptlon by means of I mobile ....... 11 
system 
The th .... lndiYidual hall. It"I ... jWUed b)' means of. (double) 
mobile wall s)'Stem .,.;u, wfficient JoCOUuit In ..... 60n to 
..-antee ~m usqes of the Ih ... concert hIIlt.. without 
mu«A1 nolle dislurbv>ce (lee tNpter S.U .. and ;q>pendilc H) 
By "-'I of the mobile wd $)'Stem the vol...,... and thus the 
~beration time, of the tonCIr1 hall can be chanrd- The 
vol ....... is fI"IOnI than three doobled wha1 the Individual haUs_ 
CO<VIIC;ted Into 0<11 b.1JI concert hall The s .. pan.tirl!: ]»IrtItionl 
~n the halls consiU of a double wal l s)'Stem with a Ia,,", 
cavity (0.3 m) Inside. whidl an be removed. by slldi"l tt.. 
or.Irioul panels of which the walls ani tot\Structed. OM by on .. 
to the side ( .. lec.tronblly driven and/or computer controlled). 
Because the walls a ... divided intO "rips of slncle panell. 
tt.. various It rips can be prcYided with .... rious amo~u of 
absorption on boI;h Iides. The lOU! absorption of the IncIMdu..I 
_ lis (and thus llMt ~""""'tion time of die hall) tan the ... 1ore 
be l diu.ted by ~"' I cen;a;n combnwon of panel dda 
wNch ue .~ IDW:Ionk the concert hall •. The pMticular 
panel side tan be chosen when the walls aN 1"KOtIS~ 
.... by muns of rot2OOn (180") of the W1(Ie pan.1.. Thls--t 
I kind of irrIa- checker board pattern OliO"'''" conslstina: 
of .11 ..... _ a ........ of so..,d~ and rellec.11n&; ...... ,eri<\b. 
Consequently the Koultiu (the r~ time Ind th~ 

III· U .1.1: ~ ItI"9 ~ _ to .. _ to _1IIe_ -' tJ« 1fKI'!J dif«tH to-
_W /IdIiI. _w_IJ_ ........... TItit 
iI .... _.ot ___ _ 
_IIM ___ ... -.. 

diHusivity) can be adapted per nail to its particular use through 
vilriable ab ..... ptlon. It Ii irm&'nable that various "enano. with 
correspond,", ~tionl of pmeli"l (suiuble IITIOUIII of 
absorption) can be cakulated and pn! proglWlVnld. 10 thlt 
t<lmf>Uler sof1.wan can $Uf>port the installment of me rlJht 
panels for • CIIUln UA.p . Mo ... deaill lbout the mobil .. waI, 
(coostrvcdon. ...... c.ria~ ,"wiation qualrues eu: .. J aN presented In 
m .. tonIi", panv~ and appendilf H .. The KOUult simo,obliont.. 
of which the l"eIuln ~ desuiled in the next ~ .... 
aI... u...! 10 1fW'Utiple ,h. absorption dstributlona (the 
amount of ~) of the mobile _III per mullt hd. 
variable IU." 
The Musk: Hou ... Is eql.lipped witII nriou>; haW sizes and therefor. 
nrious sar " .. III WIII .T .... '11:l1li of the nag .. varies from 10 -
185 ml. suitable for perfo rmances of sins!e indiYidu.ols to lalJl 
on:hestn.s I II the orc.r.eltP"1l of Andre Ri .. u. Also Inside th. 
concert flaliluelf th. nil' lill and confil"P"1Ition a~ be l djusted. 
The<-efore floor partitioM <:an be lifted to seven! Mi.r.u. The .a,:. en.,; .......... 1'11 can 1110 boo ad:opted by adjultin. the refleo;lorJ 
aboY<! '12&', by pbci,. mobile wt-Ied w.oll partition. around 
the JUp or curainl behind dI. m,. .. ln the Iarze tonceft hili 
an 0<clIatn .... 1 can be positloned behind the ltalit aM below 
the b»cony. whidI follows die pam and CW"VI of the ellipse. ThIs 
wwr mono ~ reflecrionl are crellied toWards m .. orchestra 
and Iron, ludienu SIMS.. In addition a c.otridor or~ 
between the bkk.IQCe area and die sur to allow hldina; of 
star wppI les and secret or vnupected emerJences oIlOiollu . 
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Variable reflectors 
Beca.use of the considerable height of concert hall 1 and 3, above 
the stages of concert hall land 3 curved reflectors are suspended, 
which Can be adjusted over the total hei,.,t of the ooncert hall. 
In addition, the angle of the individual refiectors can be changed, 
to be able to direct the early reflections into t~ hall a$ well to 
t~ stage (in ~or of the support oft~ rTIIJ.ician. on stage).The 
reflector. are created from the remaining steam boiler, by cutting 
the steel shell CHef" the length (10 m) Into thlft or lour puts. 
T~ la'lle concert hall is also provided with variable reflectors. In 
this case panel strips of the movable wa.1I system ;ore positioned 
in between the curved roof partitions to approach/complement 
the full ellipse shape and to direct the sound into the audience. Or 
a secondary reflector set, su.pended hieh inside the hall. below 
the roof, can be lowered in between the curved roof elemenu. 

Additional Diffusers 
In elSe the larp concert luH configuration is in use, the spaces 
below the balconies. where the telescopic tribunes are stored.are 
closed. The sumces, the panelling, that are dosi,,! tne.e spaces 
are provided with larp protruding pyramid shaped elements, to 
·br..ak' the b.rlle parallel side wa.1I. of the concert lulls 
and add diffusion, to prevent flutter echoes to occur in 
between these surfaces and the opposite concert hall _II. 
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5.1.3 Method of simulation 
For the investigation and the ref,nement of the acoustical 
periomlance of the various concert halls, Olleon room 
acoustics software (version 10.1) is used. Therefore SketchUp 
models of all four of t~ concert halls (simplifIed) an! created 
and imported into the soltware. Using this software, materials 
are asSigned to all .umees enclosing the lulls and inside the 
halls. Alter that Sources and receivers (or grids of receivers) 
are de(oned and impulse I"flpollses or grid responses are 
calculated. The objective ~rameters that are investipted are: 

Reverberation Time RT 
Early Decay Time EDT 
Strength G 
Clarity C80 
Lateral Enerll)' Fraction LF 
Earty Support STearly 
Late Support STlate 

[ .j 
[.j 

[dB] 
[dB] 

[-j 
[dB] 
[dB] 

And with the results of the simulations of the parameters listed 
above. the following r.ltio. of the other perfonnance indicators 
ani cakulated: 

Bass Ratio 
Treble Ratio 
In",,"ion Index 

Settings 

" TR 
1.1 

[-j 
[-j 
[-j 

Some general settings for the calculations. which are similar 
for all four of the concert halls, are described below. The 
temperature is oet at 20· C and the relative humidity at 50~. 
For all the impulse response calculations an omnidirectional 
source is used and the overall lain of the source was set It 
+ lldB. to allow Stn!ngth (G) calculations. A dozen sources 
(10 in case of the small chamber music concert halls Ind 
13 in cUe of the larger symphonic music concert hall) In! 
positioned across stale (one in the front, in the middle. 
in the back. at the sides and ~verywhere in between) It a 
height of 1.2 m abo ..... stlie (or Aoor 1""'101, in case of the Rat 
floor chamber music hIlls). The height of 1.2 m corresponds 



to the average hei,ht of sound openings of instruments. 
The hei,ht of thll stag .. in the luge con~ert hall is 0.95 m. 
With regard to the receivers .. vera l individual r .. ~ .. iver. ue 
po.itioned across the aud ie nce area (mainly for ~alculations 
to ~h.ck settings and ~ompue results), a grid of receivers 
is defined over the audillnce are. u the tribune and the 
balconie. 1nd some additional receiver. were po.itioned at 
I m distance, ofth" .ources on .tage (two per source), in 
order to allow Support ca lculation. (STeady and STlate). 
Th .. hei,ht of the receivers is set at 1.2 m above the 
audience Un (nr hei,ht of .uted people). The receive r 
grids, in which each node reprnent. a receiver, ~on.ist 
of 134,84,99 and 414 receivers respectively for conc. rt 
hall I, concert hall 2, ~oncert hall 3 and concert hall 1,2,3. 
The distance betwelln the re~eivers i. ,"t at I m in cae of 
the .mall h111 , and 0.9 m for the large hall.The number of 
rays, thll tran.ition order (2) and the deSired late reflection 
density wu chose n su~h that .mooth reverberation decay 
curves were obtained (i.II. a strai,ht lin" for at Inn a drop 
of 45 dB in SPL, to obtain reliable T60 results, and thus 
also r eliable re.ult! of the other puameters, which are less 
demanding with regard to the impul .. , rupon.e length). 
In table 5.1.3.1 the deviating settings per room are listed. 

Mau.rials & simplifications 
Inth. appendix an overview0(111 theselected materials persum.ce 
can be consulted, together with ther absorption c.oeffkjenu and 
the .urnce arn ('1010 appendiX chapters K. t.. M, N presentin, 
the Simulation models and results per hall). For the audiences 
'UrfilCes is chosen for the material 'Empty chairs, upholstered 
with doth cover (Ref.21)" from the material list 0( Odeon, which 
approaches the <lbsorption of <xcupied .eats.ln the model the 
audiencll is .implified aoo represented by a volume with a height 
of 0.5 m aoo a length and width corresponding to the seating a ..... , 
instead 0( modeling all individ ual audience .ea.t1I andIor persons 
(which i. wry -<alculation time consuming. Yet. in order to tak .. 
into account the irregular surface. struuure 01 an audieoce 
uea, a scattering coefficient of 0.65 is a .. igned to th .. exposed 
audience surhc. s.The _ag" surfa~e. representing musicians are 

------

treated equaly. Similarly. the (poloncn u) .truss structure of th .. 
halls is not ~terally applied in the models that were used for 
the simulation •. In order to imitate and include the effe~t of the 
steel struCture and strlJCturalelements for technique, the sloped 
roof surfac.e. are assigned VoIith a scattering cOflfkient of 0.3. 

The simulation models are adjusted (from very simplmed 
to more deuiled, more and more realistic surface ~terials. 
refinement of the omount of absorption etc.) and the 
simulations are continued until the desired averages par.vneter. 
went obtained filS listed in the p"'JI'lm of requiremenu 
of the acoustics in chapter 2.2) and an even di.tribution of 
the pan.metenl of the the sound over the hall was re~ched. 
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5.1.4 Resu lt5 Acoustic simulations 
In this pa~ the results of tile acoustic simulation are 
de<&cribed. Fir", of all the single number frequency values. the 
aver.ge •. are presented per ha. (auditorium and ""ge) in table 
5.1 .. 4.2 -5. 1 .. 4.5 and compared with the perform:>.r,u requirements 
t~t are d ..... fMd for the design of the varlous music halls. Second, 
the ..... ults of the grid aver"",s per frequency are presented by 
mean. of a number of ~hs CK ....... h 5.1.4. 1 _5.1.4.5), comparing 
the results (the d~lopment of the parameters avenh. different 
frequency bands) per pMameters per ~n. ln the end.some results 
of the sound distribution over the audi.nce :orea are discuned. 

Tn.. ;rverages are determined using the standardized aver"", 
methods as defined in the sa.ndard NEN ISO 3382-1 (see table 
5.1.4.1). The ~hs 5.1.4.1 - 5.1 .. 4.5 visualize these a ........ es 
results per frequency per parameter, In order to be able to study 
the development of the parameter over the ..... rious frequencies, 
The accomp;mying tables with all the IV1!P&g<Id values per 
freqUl:'nty are included in the ;lppendlx (chapters K. L. M. N). 
The aVl!rJ.!I" for the various 1Uditor~ are the result of 
the averages of 4 grid calculations: impuls . ..... pon.es of 'I 
different sources on stage to all the receivers of the grid. The 
aver.g.s on stag. are based on th. a.........,e of 5 .ingle impulse 
responses acron the extremes of the stage (5 combinations of 
sources and receivers on stage). With ~rd to the support, 
8 responses are ave.....ged from 'I sources to two receivers at 
I m distance from the .ource. Because the siz. of the stag. 
of hall 1,2,3 is conside.-able !arrer, the amount of knpulse 
responses (source and receiver combinations) on stare i. 
increased from 5 to 7 and in cue of the support from 8 to 10. 

r_s.l.c.l:~runbrr~~aaottIinfI"'IIfNISOJW·l. 
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Single value a~r1£l!S 
Tables 5.1.4.2 -5.1.4.5 show that ;tlmost all of tile requirements 
per room or stage are met. For example the chamber music 
halls (hall I. haM 2, hall 3) aA satisfy the d •• ired reverbemlon 
time of 1,5. (+1-1) for chamber musk and the!a~ haN (hall 
1,2,3) meets the acoustic requirement of 1.8. for symphony 
music. The acoustic. of the individuaJ hall. ore such that the 
conditions for the other parameters, the EDT, G, ceo and 
LeF are met as _II. In !WI 3 the 8R (both on stage a in the 
hall) is .Iightly too hia;h lccord!nX to th. in a"","nce prescribed 
targets for .mall hall •. The ....... erberatlon time of th. lower 
frequencies (125 and 250 Hz) is slightly too high with regard 
to the reverberation time of the mid freqUl:'ncies 500 en 1000 
Hz. which can be seen in I"ilph 5.1.4. 1 (ne~t para,o:raph) as _II . 
The dark blue line of hall 3 shows :>. large!' difference between 
the low. and mid frequencies than th. lines of hall I ilIId 2. 

With ~rd to the stages some requirements are not met. In 
concert hall 1,2,3 the ST _ is a little low (-17,6). Thi. is e~p~ 
to be a result of the low ceilin, height of hall I above star (8-
10 m) ~ might be Improved '~Khtly by Iow..-fng the stage.The 
ST values of the smaJl !Wls are slightty higher than the ~lues 
of the lar&e hall, which might not be detrimental. since l:orge 
ensembles (symphony orc;h •• tn.) an suffic. with lower ~Iues 
than small .n.embIe. (chamber orcheStras). In a ll of me three 
chamber music hall. the EDT on stage Is higher than on th. 
basis of the relationship 5.2.2.5 (see part I, chapter 5.2.2) c:an 
be expected.Thi. might indicate that therto are not yet enough 
early reflections in the dose stage environment and that the 
stage enclosures are too fir from the sage. The placing of 
a reflector above or .creens at the side of th •• tag.d might 
contribute to the amount of early refl.ctions and decrease 
the EDT valu.s (but also increase the support values .• o both 
parameters should be balanced and leveled out. It is notable 
that in hall three, a relatively high hall where no reflector is 
Implied. the EDT on .a.ge is the hii:hest, even higher than 
the PoT (lO no satisfying 1.1. as _II). In hall 2 reflectors are 
suspended above .tage and the cei ling In hall I is not that 
high/pardy functioning as a reflector above st~,e. This might 
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T<rI>.Ir ~l.4.5: ~osulfo sJngl~ ""I .... _l"Of/os Hall J. 

Ha lll 

explain the higher aver",e EDT valu. on stage in hall 3. 
although the sUf>PDrt averages ani net very different fi-"om hall 2 
(a lack of reflectors is expected to infiuence the.e values H wefl) . 

Grid avera,e. per frequency 
The graphs 5.1 .. '1.1-5.1 .. '1.5 presented on the right show fine 
rlJN/de'/elopment of the various para""'te .... over the oct;rve 
bands. In all case. the low frequency vall.le$ are the highest 
and th. high frequency values the lowest. in accordance 
with the senSitivity of the ooman nr. which i. I. •• sensitive 
to low frequencies and mere .en.itive to high frequencies. 
In case of all the palWlleters, the grop/1 line of the ,ympoony 
concert hall i, protrudi"i abc"" {RT, EOn or below (G, CW. 
and LEF) the grop/1 W"". of the chamber music r-..Ms, due to the 
.igniflcant 5eile, volume and proportion difference •. ThM souoo 
strength for eXM"1ple is significant lower in hall 1.2,3, becaU$e 
of iu lar,e volume. In addition. the LEF in the symphony r-..I is 
the lowest compared to the .ma~ h:.lls, which i. in accordance 
with the I..JIN ratios of the haM •. n .. I..IW ratio of hal I ,2,3 
(1.9) is th. highest. the Width of this hall is in relation to thu 
length and to the other halls the great.st. Th. LEF value. 
of the small halls are also increuing wfth the <\ecre,.,inr 
I..IW ratios of the various hall •. The clarity has, a. can b. 
expected, a revened run compared to the reverberation time. 
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Sound dlWibutlc;m 
Wid! rt!p.-d U) m ... Imul ~tiofls the dilln'bu tion 01 m~ sound 
or b..(~r, t he rt!lults (If the '<'anGus p<lnmeH" acron th~ 
aud~ce am Is "on.;d~red ... _0. P'"""' .... bly a uniform 
dinributlof'l or a .mood! v:><Iient ;1 obuintd 1(1'0$1 tht
hall and the occ .. nnee 01 loal irref\ll.lr itles should be 
avoided. In the appendix (appench K,L, M, N) III "I th. 
fi,u.~ 0 1 the ,lid calculations per ... 11 and ptr p<l1'1IIml'1fl" 

U 1000 1--11 I .... intluded. Some 01 these hwe bee" sl ... 1ed 
out and presented below to dbcu.n ",neral uellds that a.e 
valid for all rooms or to show.<>me ... marlr.able appearances. 

AI mentioned In pill't I, chlpter 5.1,1, til l! FtT Is th .. on ly 
criterion that dou not vary (or ne,li,lbly) with th ... oure .. 
and receiver po.ltion •. ThR FtT i. '.qual' for the ent ire 
room, so thl, mull b. reflected in ttle vl.uaIlUllon, of the 
lrid cakuluion. by mean. of a uniform dlul'lbulloA (rno", 
or len an .....en color acron the audienc.) . Thl. is ttle au 
In haUl (s .. O,u,... 5.1. ... 1) and In Ihe O(h~ hall, to a lu,e 
• xt.nd u well (ne the cMopte,.,. pru"". i.., the . esulu In 
Ih •• p~ndh.). W Id! ....... d 10 Ihe EDT. ,till quill' uniform 
di .. ribudon. u. obtl ined u well.allhouth the c:!lsuibulion 
var]", mol'. lC1'"OlI1 Ihe ludience <lu. 10 . h. <I.Onlllo" of 
EDT (which reflectS Ih ... rly part oflhe decayln.sound a"d 
th. d"'I II.d b.Mov;or of the earty part of the reverbel'uion 
curv. Is Influenced by the .elative lev .. l. and distr ibution 
in time of t he urly 'Rflection.). So clo." to the ltage, 
dOlI! to ,h. lourc •. values ar~ in mOst caselsll,htly lower. 
The sound str ength steadily <lecr ..... with Incruud 
source.recelvar di.tanc., .0 a gradient dlnrlbo.ltlon of 
til. Itr. nlth II e><pected oYer the audience 1r'"U. Fi,ur. 
5. 1 .... 2 show, a nice lTadient for rh. dl.trlbutlon of 
me ltJ'en,rh In hall 1,1,3 and this is 1110 the tin for 
d!. oth.r chlmber music halls (, .... lW"'ndl~ K,L.M.N). 

H6 ) p;ll't II dltlsn 

fJ§. UA I.: Gtfd ........ 0/ IIr« IOOOIU, _ J , «MIrU' 7. 
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,. 
, .• 
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Fig. 5.!.4.2: Grid results of Gat 1000Hz, Ha/11-2-3, souree 3 

SPLat 1000Hz >= 9,9 -----9,2 = ---8,6 = ---8,0 = -~ 
7,4 

6,8 

6,2 

5,6 

5,0 

4,4 

3,8 

3,2 

2,6 

2,0 

1,4 =--= 0,8 = ---0,2 = ----0,4 !!! ---10 = 
,_ 

-1,6 1 
<=-1,9 -
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The Clarity dOK'reues as wen with In,reased lource_ 
retel~er dinann, and the grldie~ts from nage to the rear 
W1I.II are In d •• d " isibl. in th .. grid ,....ulu of the vllrious 
halls. However, In hall 1,2.1 the gndient is inler rupled half 
W1I.)' the trlbu .... by In .rell of sllthdy higher ( Iarll)' ..... 1 ...... 
Th is ; •• ~pect.d 10 be dedicned 10 the refleCI;on. Irom 
Ihe fi rS! el lipse roof part in ha lls I (lee figures S.I .... ] 
-5 . .. .. . 5). Th is rool P"t Is dOK' rell lng the sound path 
in u,ls are •. which ClUSes the higher values . These resuJu 
might Id'lOCate fo r additional reflecto rs bil low 11M roof of 
halll (and maybe even in hall I), in between the two 'lIip .. 
roof partl completing t~ dipse shape, In order to obtain 
an even ,radi,nt, an It""n distribution of the clarity 1I1.ln. 

CIOM 1000 Hz 

>'M I 
,., 

'.' 
" ,., 
'" 
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Distribution of Absorptlan 
Thta'""nj,Hn .. ~uonl areper1'ctmediOS_W to studyWamoutlt 
of ~ applie<lco die mobile walls in the VInous f"OOf!\$. 

The ."""'" described . aula, whkh AtisI)r to a ~ eJCCend die 
acau>tio:: nqui. emenlS,.re m. ....... of Iha final £<>I'lf"untions 
of tho! mobil' walil. n.u. conf'l"ntions an I'f"'KIted boIlow. 
The abwo pO"" I*'U of rI\e mobile WoIlls consist of tI>oe ~II 01 
the ma.....tio..,WnI (Eipero eN" Modemfokl for "":tn1p1e). f1nist.ed 
wim a top 111'" d ICOlInk MIL This mat<IfUI is doD ..... few' kl 
goo<l.~ti~ qudlies for mid and high frequendes.The felt Is 
applied to tOO (plywood) PI~eI and cO/lli.U of i"Y"'" of IIIlt of SO 
x SO mm in varyin& h'ishu of 1-35 mm. Mo,," material propenies 
of tr.is fel t (absorption performaoct per third and octave 
~nd lor ""ample) can be found In the appendl>< (appendix I). 

Hall 1 
In .... I no WdiQooOil ~ en tho rnobie ...... ;. ro.caa-y lor 
~ ""'* concen _oditioo4. When the ~o bel ....... , timel'!ll.ll'l: 
be ndJmd lor odw ~ 5<lMI! of the p;uds 01 ... mobil WIll 
inside ..... I can wl'OtlQld I;D IImr ~ ...-faca, bcio1t VIol hall. 

HaU l 
In hall 2. ....M mobile .... at lIIrfxe1. It both Udes " f tM hill 13 
':I;; of this ..... iK6I (7" m') needs to be ~ with the KOUStic; 

felt to obtain ttHI COIICI" !WI wmlitions fur dumb .. • mullc, 
(seoe figYl'e 5.4. 1.7). 

Hdl 
In r...~] 2" % of the panels 01 {roe mobile ~I ulrl., .. should be 
applied wllh Kllusclc .~orplion, which corr1!Sf>OO<l! 10 67.8 mi. 
(figure 5:4. 1.8~ 

uall,2,3 
III ~11 ,2.) 111 weal 183 w of lhe absorpli¥e felt is /leusW)' lO 
wit ""' 10..,. conarc hli fOf' symphonic music.. This cOOTe$pOllds 
lor ~ lO 111M mobilo: wall """",I. completely fillished 
with .~t:lon (or II'IQA pallds .,..;th lea ibsorpcion). Th_ 
p3fl..a all be potitioned in rr....t oJ the east wall, ... ..,ended 
ill front of tlle wnt or u.u. ....... or ''''f*lded ill betwHfl the 
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FIfI. 5.1.<1.1: ,o.bsorprlorl dislrllMion OIl '"~ wall .ur!acr o,1>aJI1, '" Of<kfc 
to oI>roIn «~ .. rbt",t1on _ of l.S (J'" &/10/01 '1JIfo«. rot "" absorpt;M. 

T.Iite. J.l.4.~: Minimum and ",,,,,,/,,,,,,,, ..... ~ __ """,lIon lim •• __ , 
by m<'an, 0' t"" _ 00"'1))_ """,.,.u, .....u _. 
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"lip''' roo( ~lrts ..... im tIlefr iObs"'l'cive prt& exposed to the 
mot" (11 order to n~~ the refiKtM Iide to the .ud;tonum). 

Theoretic.lry- the amoum of absorption on the 
surf""e of tINt mobi~ ..... 11 can nry from !»I;.o 100%. In 
addition to thlt u lcul.rions of .""OUM of .blorpdon 
ne<"''',ry for • rnltrt>. racion lime 01 1,5 , (,""mbA 
musk condit ions). cak",I.!JOllf are mad. of It.. m inimum 
ano! maximum r""erbenr.tlon dm~ poUible by mo", 
of the "3rtible XIsorption 0/ the InObIIe wall system. 
TabI. 5 .... 1.6 presenu piN hall the Qkubl«l minim ..... ~nd 
ITIilDnum ~ .. bwalion times • • (l1I1:'YabIe ~Iy by 
100,; absorbinc or 100'l nrf1eaine mobile ...... IUrl.",,,, 
The mil amount of absoI'ption on both lidel of the .... ek 
d""""d. on the ,....n e><pe(lfd ~ in combIn.tion with 
as muc:h absorption ... pouibl. Inside the entry. beau." die 
abso'1'ti'ooe mue"ial toward.th.Qotity .... 1 «Inll'llutetothesound 
insulation periormlnce of ttMo dou~ mobil. WI) «NIstn,ICdon. 

5.2 Noise Control 

5.2.1 Noisl! control in5i!!" the buildin, 
Soood tnnsminion btt~ the various $pa(1!'S must be 
COf1tro1led in order to prerent m"""'~ nois, pc>Ilutlon. ln dlap<". 
2.2.2 the expected sOlM'ld pressur~ IeYeIs (ll) Il11I indl<;ued 
per room 01" per fooctioo gf the room as well as the maximum 
tolerl~ background noises per room (L2).The diffe.-er>ee 0 (ll 
-L2) bet'NIen d""e two 1,,",1. ~s. ~nt and rougl1lndla.tion 
of the necessary insulltion performance of u.e partitions in 
between tr.. Yarious rooms. Table 5.2. 1 below proen" ,II u.e 
~ssibltt combinations and xc;OrTIplnylng D·yalues or ~rious 
~maoce clan .. of the jRrtidolll Jr..lde the buildings. 



The VlIlue, in tne table are sin,l" y.lu" •. ln ord"r to calculac" 
the exact Rw -valu". (we iSh ted air ,ound Insulation of a 
building "I"m"nt or construction in re lation to the refere""e 
in.ulation curve for air sound) of th" building partitions, 
sp"ctral information (information p"r frequ" ncy) is nec"ssary 
and COfTutions hav" to b" impl ied for th" type of sound (for 
exampl" for ne ighbour sound (c) or traffIC sound (ctr) of 
which th e lau"r I. mostly used in cue of music). 
Sound trnn.miuion b"tw""n spac". i. not limited to tne 
separating construction alon. (the path of the direct sound, 
direct transmission), but flanking sound triOnsmi .. ion (indirect 
sound paths) have to be Uken into account as well (for 
example via connectin, air ducts or corridor.). Th" sound 
insulation is therefore as good {or bad} ... th e weakest link. 

5.2.2 Noise control insid!! th!! halls: Mobil!! walls 
Because the expect"d .oood pre .. unt leve l, inside the individual 
halls durinll co"".,..ts ~re 90 _ I 00 dB and the desired background 
n<>i." I"vel. are indicatf!d to b" 25 dB. tM, requir" d ilCOUstiC in
sulation performance of tfle mobile waillystf!m i, very high (in
sulating capacity, I\,. (c, tr), of roullhly 70 dB}_ Soond insulation 
performances in that I11a&nitude are easily obui""d by thick and 
h"aYY c.on.tructionslike concrete wails. According to the law of 
m .... each doublinS of the mu. {thickne .. } increase. m" sOl1lld 
insulatinll pf!rformance with 6 dB, so as long ... th e _II has 
enough mass! "lIOugh thickness, th" d"sired insulation perform
ance can be obtained, However, thick arid heavy walls in thi. 
cue are not practicable because they are not flexit.le and do 
not enable the couplinS arid de-coupling of the nrious hall. into 
one larll" hall and vice ¥ern. Mobile wal syltem •. often u.ed 
in congre .. centres, in the contrary do dow flexibl" and quick 
(d")in.talment of partitions but are gen" r<llly IiShtweight con
struction. with .ound insulatini p" rformances (R,.) ofm;udmum 
S3 dB (laboratory values arid in case of music this corr"spond. 
to a R,. ~. of 48 dB)_ In order to reach hiSh in.ulation per
forma",,,s yet wim light'Wl!isht constructions th" wall can be 
constructed as cavity wall.; a doubl. _M of two leafs and an 
air .paC<! in b"t'Wl!en. This way I mus-spring-mus system is 
real ized (lICouStic df!CoupiinS) in which the air functions .. a 

absorber that damps the transmittanc" of sound from one leaf 
to th" other Th" larier th" cavity (air space), the bf!tter the 
overall acoustic insLJiation and ey,," extreme ef(&tive perform_ 
anc .. are reached if tho.e dry _iIs each have their own .tud, 
(in a staggered arrangement). iftho.e studs do root ,hare a com
mon sill plate, if the walls have different superficial weight. and 
ftnally if I1bresla .. b~tons ar" pbcf!d bf!tWl!en me wall surfaces 
with no un.ealed penetratiorlS. From pre~mirJary comparat .... 
calculations (appendix H) ft wa.s investigated that an air Ipace 
of 300 mm in between two I"at. of multilayered panels of 110 
mrn would meet the requirern"nts, havinsan insu lation perform_ 
ance (R~) of 76 (-I,-6) dB. Howev.,.., only the sound in.ulation 
of direct alr born sound of perpendicular incident lound wave, 
are inveltigated The lOund insulation of the double wall system 
of flanking .ound (impact .ourid) and bypass sound .hould be 
investigated .. well in addition to the connruction ofth. panel
lins system in r"ladon to the conr>ections of the rail system with 
th e constnJction of the separ<ltf! halls, in orn..r to det.,..mine the 
toni sound insulation between the individual walll and be able 
to draw fila! conclusion concernins the compli""'" of the sound 
insulation of the mobile _II system. 

Tig. 5_2.2.2 -1: ~ of.sim:t <Hl<I jlankirtg W<JfId ond <k-couplinq 0{ adjc
<.nt ~ "","poMnU or mol>ll. wa. <)I'un>. 
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conclusions 
part II 
design 

,. .. objectiye 01 t .. projec:t io 
to co,"" 10 on o",hit«:tural . rMI 
KOIJ,tIcol dHicn fa< tho objoct. 
01 r..-.tIon, so thot t..,. 
<on ~ ~d from fKtOIY 
t>uildinc' into r.""'",,1 room. 
and con«11 .. lis .... lIlIn..;bIo 
..,d inde!>onderrt "ti~,otion 
.nd with K<>u>t\a l «><>dill"''' 
01 hl, n quality I" , II of the 
'''''f!curatlon<, ~rvinc the 
Inoowial .... It.>,p .,," _~ 
in, 10 th. notionAl trond, and 
n...d. in M .. "ricnt, so thot ~ 
'OIl I ;...., ' pC>i~impu~ to 
the ","_I and ,"~"rallil" of 
theelly· 

6.1 COnclusions 

When recalWng the objective of this gn.dll>.tion project it i5 fl>.rd 
to determine whether or not the final design (the conversion. the 
design of the n_function;md the acoustics) succeeded or not. 
0<" to what extent the objective is met. It is attempted, according 
to own interpn!ution. and comprehension, to ~e up with a 
suftabl. and appealing design whic.h an,wen to the formulated 
objective. H~er, the final design and the chosen solutions are 
only one of the !houiW1d possible O(her .alLJtions and design'. For 
every decision another, al50 proper decision with good arzuments 
tan be made. In lddition,a desilln is also often a matter of ust • . 
However, with reg;lrd to the chosen grips. principles 
and requin!fTlflnts some conclusions can be d.--n. 

The design of the MusiC House offers an authentic 
experience 01 the built err.ironment and the iour identity 
while fleti", the 'spirit of the "P', By adding a new distinctive 
and conlM!cti", ~. slichtly placed back regardin,ll the existin&, 
the elements 01 the put are emphuiled. The elements of the 
put, present and future become identifllble and the ni.tory 
of the buildifllS is presented to its ob ... rvers. Th .. new and 
the old, both being ~rful and recogolnble, reinforce 
each other and form a symbiosis. The new and the old are 
connected and are determining the character 0( the con __ sion. 

Inside the or;'in..! spatial qllliities 01 the hall. can still 
be exp.rienced while the acoustical environment satisfies 
the requirements of today. The Music House unites all 
uakehoMerl 0( the (music reiates) cultural toft of Maastricht 
try offeri"ll both .... hearsal and conc"rt opportunities for both 
all"llteur MId proftssiollal ensembles. The function and the 
del ign stimulate inten.ction and c;oope.-.tion, through which 
a positi~e impulse is given to the cultural life of Maastricht 
and strua;ling music nsociations can nan a ... cond lift. 

The two adjacent boiler hou .... a .... expanded by 
another module 0( .. milar proportionl, which resule. in a bill" 
concert hall with sU itWie proportions as _I~ when m=aHy 
coonected. By utilizing th" full heights and volumes. and leaving 
the cOlI$truction in sirht, the industrial character can stili be 
experienced and its building typology is mainuined. A mobile 
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wall syst~m allows th~ connection and d~coupling of three 
individual music halls into 0"" large concert hall and vice versa. 
This enables lar,~ volume changes and therefore possibilities 
for both chamber music and symphonic mlJSic performances. 
The connecting roof parts between the facades and roofs 
of the di~rent ha.lIs, allow proper sound distribution in 
the larl~ concert hall and (early) reflections towards m. 
audience. Se<:ause of variable absorption, variable r.flectors 
and variable sUlle s~izes tn. acoustics and the layout of the 
indiv idu al concert halls can be perfectly adjust~d to the usage 
of the hall. The amount of absorption is determined for ha.1I 
I, hall 2 and ha.11 3 for chamber music concert settinl s. lIS 
well:ll.'! the amount of absorption in ha~ 1_2_3, for symphonic 
music performances. However, the Music House provides 
not only in concert halls for smal ler ensembles (chamber, 
so lOiSts, choirs) and lar,u ensembles (fanfare, harmony and 
symphony orch~stras). Due to the application of t~lescopic 
tribunes, the concert set up can be removed and the entire 
floor surface of each hall ca.n be cleared, to give spac~ to 
rehearsals of ~nsembl es (up to large orch~stras). For rehearsa l 
situations and all the oth~r possible scenarios of hall usages 
(cabaret, ballet) the exact acoustical adjustm~nts (tuning 
of amount of absorption for example) are not elaborated. 

An investigation is mule of the possible sound 
insulating qualities of the mobile wall partitions for direct air 
born~ sound. These preliminary ca lculation. indicated that 
the mobi le W\\II system (consistin, of two moveable walls 
With a cavity of 0.3 m in-between) should bft abl~ to provide 
sufficient sound insulation betw~~n th~ various halls. However, 
.ince the total sound insulation performance of the entire 
wall system depends on tn. insulation performance of flanking 
sound path.:OJ well. which were not yet investipted, it cannot 
be concluded yet (neither exclude<l) that Simultaneous and 
independent usage of the three halls is possible. SimultaneOlJs 
rehearsals are more conceivable than concurrent concerts, 
due to Ie.. stringent background noise requirements. 
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6.2 Distussion 

Considering the oriJinal bu~dinr and their simple and sober 
set up with reg<lrd to it> stnlCtUre and construction, the chosen 
fooction, a ITIIJsic house with concert lulls and rehearul rooms, 
is very demanding. The structure, which original ly merely had 
to function :II.'! rain and wind shield, is not suffkient anymore 
ar>d a complete new additional interior wal ar>d fInishing wil be 
ne<:essary (the single ~r brick wall needs to be supplemented 
into a c,""ity w.ll with insulation etc, double siIlSS). The oriJinal 
construction itself is not capable of supportinl al the add itional 
loads and breakthroughs ne<: ...... ry for the design of this new 
function. From this point of view it would be easier and Ie .. 
expensive to maintilin the Drigi",,1 function of 'raincoat and 
wind shield' and use the .pace as exposition hal for art that 
can withsur>d outdoor cor>ditions. However, from the shape 
and proportions, the voiIJme, location and mancet point of 
view, the mlJSk function is a very re:uonable and appropriate. 
Technically it might be more c.hallenctns, but not impracticable. 
From the besiooin, it W1IS rea~zed that this new function woukl 
demand a lot .tructural and instli lation wise, but the strucwral 
cOl1$equences and implications may be underestimated. Initially 
it was bel ieved that some magnifICations, reinfor<:ements, 
secondary supporting systems and acolJSticoJ decoupllng 
would suffICe, but in the end, when the fll1al design and ideu 
were crys1;3l lized. it was learned that the design woukl re<pJire 

slightly more with regard to the structure. However, the exact 
elabor;\tion of me structure and building techno logy of the 
design was not an objective of thi.l grad uation project ar>d did 
not fit not within and the time frame of this project. It is realized 
that, once the various structural s~utions are in'Yestigated, the 
final conceptual design might eventual hlW> to be adapted on 
some aspects because of technical implications. JuSt like in da;ty 
pl<llctke, when pre&minary plans and designs are ebbon.ted 
further. are going back and forth between the designers and 
specialized engineers, before to come to final bu~dlng drawings. 



6.3 Recommendations 
The real of this graduation project wu to convert the former 
Sphinx factory bLildinp ;"to a Musk: House which would be ~bIe 
to accommodata both cOrlCert hah and rehearsal opportun ities 
for various musical en.embl~s, whereby the layout of the design 
would .erve all iU us ..... and vanWie acoustics of high quality 
w. .. gua .... nteed.The newfl.H1ction was .upposed to be integrated 
within the existing buildinp with respe<:t to the fonn~r, while 
the industrial character of the buildinp was =;"tained and ev.n 
emphasind. The level 0( the elaboration and refi""",ent of the 
design (bued on the intentions mentioned abo ..... ) corresponds 
witll the level in-between 'd""ign coMeU level' and 'preliminary 
~n~1 design' leveiThe initial goal was not to end with complete and 
detailed building drawin" ;"elusive bui l din~ details and structural 
schemes (the mUtar track is Buildin~ Physic. and not Structural 
Desi&n Dr Buildin~Technology).W;min Building Physics the focus 
of this gl<lduation project i. the (architectu .... l) Acoustics of 
the building. This luve • • ""ugh possibilitie! for further design. 
research and development, for example in the field 0( the other 
Bu~dingPhysical "'pects such M climate design (thennal insub.tion, 
energ managemomt. ventilation and air conditioning. Ii!ht 
.. ntr'arlCe etc.) Dr in the field of other muter trloCk.! (Structural 
De.ign and Bulklin~ t echnology). For example, th~ structure 0( 

the halls and the el lips .. intervention in combination with the 
construction 0( the mob~e wa. system and the suspended 
refiectors could be invesopted and dimensioned, Or detaWs of 
the u.embly and the acoustic dlKOUJ>lilll of the various buildi~ 
components at the interface ofthe different hds can be designed. 

In the scope of this project the acoustic. af the various 
haNs is mainly tuned for the cOrlCert configu .... tlons. For furth er 
research it would be useful to simulatll and optimize the 
rehearul situa.tion. and determine the necessary adjustmenu. 
The absorption by the audierlCe/or tribune .eats fan. out 
in rehearsal configuration, so the amount of absorption for 

example should be increased (the mobile wal l should have more 
p""" ls with absorption eXpoIed to the hall andlor curtains could 
be IIpp lied).Also other, (non·music) reb.ted scenarios could ~ 
inve.tigated. For exampl., the optinul acoustic environment for 
cabaret III1d recordings (amplified sound.) could be determined. 
In this ca.e short reverberation time. are desired ( 1.0 .ec),so the 
amount of absorption 0( the mobile walls should be irICreased. 

Another aspe<:t that is not studied in deep detail 
is the (effect 0( the) exact shape, positionin, and rota.tion of 
the reflectors above sta.ge etc. The chosen reflectors (shape, 
poIition and material) ~r1I based on Wtera.ture, experience. 
and example projecu. Preliminary .imub.tions did not yet 
show t.IKI expected resufts, so further si mulation .cudies 
with improved simulation conditions are recommended. 

In addition, it might b. interesting to investigate the 
speech Intlllli(ibility of the hall, (STI values), which was not within 
the scope afthis proj .. ct, It would be interesting to know to what 
extend an unamplified \'Oice could pnlsent I.peech towards the 
audierIC. (In Odean background noise levels have to be added 
and another source has to be used (Talk norm, Talk .... i •• )). 

Furthermore it would be v .. ry interesting to meMure 
the real performance 0( the mobHe wall construction in a 
labo .... tory . ettins. Tn.. nunufacturer has no experience yet 
with tile effect of the cho.en confIguration (two single wall 
products in a row, enclosing a large cavity in between), on iu 
sound insulatin! perionnarICe.The a lculations made to discO'ier 
its periormarlCe are bMed on compal<ltin cakulation. usin~ 
BASlab. which is limited to cavity structures constructed out of 
monolitll leafs, instead of leaf. that consi.t 0( l packet of layers. 

Fi na.11y the exact insulation performances and the 
related material., structure and joinU 0( the other waN 
partitions inside the Musk: Hou.e could be further investigated 
and de.icned. In the ",ope of this graduation projact only an 
Indication is ' ..... n of the expe<:ted sound pre.sure levels 
on the partition. and t.IKI po .. ible performance of the 
partition. based on the expected de.ired back ,,"ound levels. 
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6.4 Personal Reflection 

Since the start of my Master 'Architecture, Building and 
Planning', I have performed various research related projects 
in combination with intense experimental parts . Therefore 
I felt the des ire to dive into a design challenge once more, 
before I would leave the University permanently. The choice 
for an architectural assignment, in combination with building 
physics/acoustics, for me was not the easiest way. Architecture 
is monstrous in the way in which each choice leads to the 
reduction of possibility (Sartre). It implies a regime of either/ 
or decisions often claustrophobic for me. And as always 'the 
better' is the enemy of the good' . Struggling with design 
decisions sometimes gave me the feeling 'diem perdidi' 
(Suetonius), I lost a day; although you were working very hard 
to try to find the solution, you were not able to make a good 
deed and achieve real progression. Even though I know that 
" In der Beschraenkung zeigt sich erst der Meister" (Goethe), 
or 'in the limitation the master shows, and less is more, I still 
often tend to address th ings too comprehensively, as a result of 
which everything lasts longer than expected and the planning 
is postponed again. However, besides the struggles I have had 
a lot of lucky moment, moments of happiness and eureka 
moments as well: Simple pleasures bring great happiness. 
From the beginning until the end I have found the subject of 
my graduation project very interesting. My motivation never 
dropped, because of the versatility of the project and because 
it contains a lot of aspects especially close to my heart; 
Maastricht, Music,Acoustics and Conversion. The latter I have 
come to appreciate even more because it is about reusing 
wasted square meters, because of the tangibility of the existing 
buildings, the stories behind the buildings and the interaction 
between new and old which (can) create strong character. 
In the end I can say 'Iuctor et emergo' (I struggle and I 
overcome) . Like Sir Edmund Hillary said 'It is not the mountain 
we conquer, but ourselves' . The graduation process has been 
a very instructive (and confronting) period on so many levels, 
professionally but personal as well.The ancient Greek already 
said 'rVW8l OEaUTOV' (know thyself). 
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This graduation project contributed again to the amount of 
self-knowledge, which can only be useful for the future. Success 
is sweeter when the odds are against you and ' iucundi sunt acti 
labors' (pleasant are the efforts done). Now, after achieving 
this milestone, GAUDEAMUS, let us rejoice the dawn of a new 
phase, the working life,and all the pleasant the future will bring! 
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